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Abstract
Optimizing the Quality of Experience (QoE) of HTTP adaptive video streaming
(HAS) is receiving increasing attention nowadays. The growth of interest is mainly
caused by the fact that current HAS solutions are not QoE-driven, i.e. end-user
quality perception is not integral part of the adaptation logic. However, obtaining the necessary reliable ground truths on HAS QoE faces substantial challenges,
since the subjective video quality assessment methodologies as proposed by current
standards are not well-suited for dealing with the time-varying quality properties
that are characteristic for HAS.
This thesis investigates the influence of dynamic quality adaptation on the QoE
of streaming video by means of subjective evaluation approaches. Based on a
comprehensive survey of related work on subjective HAS QoE assessment, the related challenges and open research questions are highlighted and discussed. As a
result, two main research directions are selected for further investigation: analysis
of the QoE impact of different technical adaptation parameters, and investigation
of testing methodologies suitable for HAS QoE evaluation.
In order to investigate related research issues and questions, a set of laboratory
experiments have been conducted using different subjective testing methodologies.
Our statistical analysis demonstrates that not all assumptions and claims reported
in the literature are robust, particularly as regards the QoE impact of switching
frequency, smooth vs. abrupt switching, and quality oscillation. On the other
hand, our results confirm the influence of some other parameters such as chunk
length and switching amplitude on perceived quality. We also show that taking
the objective characteristics of the content into account can be beneficial to improve the adaptation viewing experience. In addition, all aforementioned findings
are validated by means of an extensive cross-experimental analysis that involves
external laboratory and crowdsourcing studies.
Finally, to address the methodological aspects of subjective QoE testing, a comparison between the experimental results obtained from a (short stimuli-based)
ACR standardized method and a semi-continuous method (developed for assessment of long video sequences) has been performed. In spite of observation of some
differences, the result of statistical analysis does not show any significant effect of
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testing methodology. Similarly, although the influence of audio presence on evaluation of video-related degradations is perceived, no statistically significant effect
of audio presence could be found. Motivating by this finding (no effect of testing
method and audio presence), a subsequent analysis has been performed investigating the impact of performing multiple statistical comparisons on statistical levels
of significance which increase the likelihood of Type-I errors (false positives). Our
results show that in order to obtain a strong effect from the statistical analysis of
the subjective results, it is necessary to increase the number of test subjects well
beyond the sample sizes proposed by current quality assessment standards and
recommendations.

Resumen
Actualmente la optimización de la calidad de experiencia (Quality of ExperienceQoE) de HTTP Adaptive Streaming (HAS) de video recibe una atención creciente.
Este incremento de interés proviene fundamentalmente de las carencias de las soluciones actuales HAS, que, al no ser QoE-driven, no incluyen la percepción de la
calidad de los usuarios finales como una parte integral de la lógica de adaptación.
Por lo tanto, la obtención de información de referencia fiable en QoE en HAS
presenta retos importantes, ya que las metodologı́as de evaluación subjetiva de la
calidad de vı́deo propuestas en las normas actuales no son adecuadas para tratar
con la variación temporal de la calidad que es consustancial de HAS.
Esta tesis investiga la influencia de la adaptación dinámica en la calidad de la
transmisión de vı́deo considerando métodos de evaluación subjetiva. Tras un estudio exhaustivo del estado del arte en la evaluación subjetiva de QoE en HAS,
se han resaltado los retos asociados y las lı́neas de investigación abiertas. Como
resultado, se han seleccionado dos lı́neas principales de investigación: el análisis
del impacto en la QoE de los parámetros de las técnicas de adaptación y la investigación de las metodologı́as de prueba subjetiva adecuada para evaluación de
QoE en HAS.
Se han llevado a cabo un conjunto de experimentos de laboratorio para investigar las cuestiones planteadas mediante la utilización de diferentes metodologáas
para pruebas subjetivas. El análisis estadı́stico muestra que no son robustas todas
las suposiciones y reivindicaciones de las referencias analizadas, en particular en lo
que respecta al impacto en la QoE de la frecuencia de las variaciones de calidad, de
las adaptaciones suaves o abruptas y de las oscilaciones de calidad. Por otra parte,
nuestros resultados confirman la influencia de otros parámetros, como la longitud
de los segmentos de vı́deo y la amplitud de las oscilaciones de calidad. Los resultados también muestran que tomar en consideración las caracterı́sticas objetivas de
los contenidos puede ser beneficioso para la mejora de la QoE en HAS. Además,
todos los resultados han sido validados mediante extensos análisis experimentales
que han incluido estudio tanto en otros laboratorios como en crowdsourcing
Por último, sobre los aspectos metodológicos de las pruebas subjetivas de QoE, se
ha realizado la comparación entre los resultados experimentales obtenidos a partir
de un método estandarizado basado en estı́mulos cortos (ACR) y un método semi-
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continuo (desarrollado para la evaluación de secuencias prolongadas de vı́deo). A
pesar de algunas diferencias, el resultado de los análisis estadı́sticos no muestra
ningún efecto significativo de la metodologı́a de prueba. Asimismo, aunque se
percibe la influencia de la presencia de audio en la evaluación de degradaciones
del vı́deo, no se han encontrado efectos estadı́sticamente significativos de dicha
presencia. A partir de la ausencia de influencia del método de prueba y de la
presencia de audio, se ha realizado un análisis adicional sobre el impacto de realizar comparaciones estadı́sticas múltiples en niveles estadı́sticos de importancia
que aumentan la probabilidad de los errores de tipo-I (falsos positivos). Nuestros
resultados muestran que, para obtener un efectos sólido en el análisis estadı́stico
de los resultados subjetivos, es necesario aumentar el número de sujetos de las
pruebas claramente por encima de los tamaños de muestras propuestos por las
normas y recomendaciones actuales.
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Chapter 1
Introduction
1.1

Motivation and background

Video streaming has become a commodity nowadays. With advances in embedded
devices and mobile communication fields, video streaming is not only limited to
conventional display devices, but it has been also adopted in mobile and wireless
devices. This has made the video content the major traffic generator in today’s
Internet and this traffic is annually growing at the rate of 66% from 2014 by 2019
[5].
With such a popularity of Internet video services, the content providers find
themselves in a highly competitive market where user expectations are high and
costumer loyalty depends strongly on the users’ satisfaction. Specifically, paying
customers expect their viewing experience to be the same across all viewing devices and independently of their currently utilized Internet access. Nevertheless,
insufficient network resources make the video delivery prone to degradations. Specially in wireless scenarios, user mobility and insufficient signal strength can result
in a very poor transport service performance in terms of delays, low and varying
bandwidth, etc. A poor performance of the video transport in turn may degrade
the Quality of Experience (QoE) as perceived by the user.
This leads to a highly demanding situation for whole ecosystem. Because, on
the one hand, routing challenges due to the latency issues call for investments in
high performance networks. On the other hand, economical constraints, stemming
from the highly competitive market with decreasing average revenue per user, are
tight in order to stay price competitive. Consequently, operators have to trade
1
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off between investing in their network infrastructure at minimal costs and at the
same time, ensuring sufficiently performing network quality for satisfying their
customer. Therefore, an affordable and mature technology is required to fulfill the
user’s quality expectations.
There is a wide variety of transport and application protocols for providing video
streaming services that can be used depending on the scenario in mind. In traditional streaming services, the media is sent by the server as a continuous stream of
packets over either User Datagram Protocol (UDP) or Transport Control Protocol
(TCP). Using UDP is appropriate for the applications with sever real-time constraints, while the retransmission property of TCP concentrates on the reliability
of the transmission to avoid degradations such as packet loss. By employing these
protocols, the client’s state is tracked by the server until the client gets disconnected.
Another streaming method is Hypertext Transfer Protocol (HTTP) based streaming in which after requesting the data by HTTP client, the server responds by
sending the data, and afterward the transaction is terminated. As the data is
transmitted over TCP, the client receives an undisturbed copy of the data file.
This method has been gained popularity as a cost-efficient way to distribute preencoded video content due to its well-established infrastructure originally implemented to satisfy the increasing web browsing and file downloads. However, the
shortcomings of this approach are many. One major issue is that, despite the variation in the underlying available bandwidth, all clients receive an identical quality
of the video stream which could lead to the users’ QoE reduction as explained
before.
In order to overcome weaknesses of the previous streaming approaches in insufficient network resource situation, HTTP Adaptive Streaming (HAS) has been
developed in recent years. In HAS, the server maintains multiple quality profiles of
the same video, partitioned in segments of a few seconds. In order to dynamically
adjust to varying network conditions, client can then request different segments at
different encoding bitrates according to the current network conditions and following its adaptation logic. Today, there are several proprietary adaptive streaming
solutions and guidelines in the industry. An open global standard, named Dynamic Adaptive Streaming over HTTP (DASH) [6], is also available from 2012,
which has been widely accepted by the major streaming companies. Nevertheless,
all the guidelines and approaches are mainly concentrated on performance of the
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protocol and rate adaptation mechanisms and not primarily on the user’s perceptual aspect of the technique.
During last decade, there has been an increasing interest in understanding the
QoE of multimedia services from both academia and industrial perspectives in
order to describe the qualitative performance of communication systems and applications not only in terms of traditional Quality of Service (QoS) parameters1 ,
but to link it as closely as possible to the subjective perception of the end-user.
The current working definition of QoE from [7] states that Quality of Experience results from the fulfillment of the user expectations with respect to the utility
and/or enjoyment of the application or service in the light of the user’s personality
and current state. Linking this user centric concept with the technical network
perspective can be performed by the subjective testing where users experience different quality conditions and subsequently report on their associated experiences.
Today, research in QoE influence of video quality distortions and related subjective assessment methodologies is in an active state. However, related studies and
methods so far have been mainly targeted towards ‘static’ media experience and
signal fidelity, hence, they do not properly address the growing area of relatively
new Internet services such as adaptive streaming. In HAS, the perceptual quality of the end-user is influenced by waiting time-related degradations (e.g. initial
start-up delay, playback interruption, stalling, etc.), as well as ‘new’ parameters
related to quality switching strategies such as dimension of the quality switching (resolution, frame rate or encoding quality), switching frequency, switching
amplitude, and the impact of users’ physiological and psychological factors on
perception of all these parameters. Apart from that, all these parameters introduce different challenges and requirements in different delivering scenarios, i.e.
Video-on-Demand (VoD) and Live streaming. Although there are already several
studies targeting the perceptual effect of waiting time degradations and stalling,
investigating the QoE effect of switching-related factors has received far less attention. Therefore a multitude of research questions in this domain are still open.
In order to properly assess the QoE for the HAS service, one of the most important challenges is establishing a novel assessment methodology which addresses
the special requirements of adaptive streaming QoE tests. In HAS, the adaptation events2 represent a novel type of degradations which are temporally varying
1

In telecommunication networks, the QoS is expressed objectively by network parameters like
packet loss, delay, or jitter.
2
Adaptation event denotes the period of video playback when the quality switching from the
current level to the target level occurs.
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over periods up to several minutes. However, majority of the current standardized quality assessment methodologies and recommendations (e.g. [1, 4]) have
been considered for static shorter stimuli up to 10 seconds long, falling short in
accounting for adaptation-related impairments. On the other hand, in these recommendations, in order to assess the perceptual video quality, using the video
stimulus isolated from the audio is recommended (unless the impairments to be
tested involve both audiovisual quality). However, video-only presentation of stimuli poorly represents the real user’s experience of audiovisual application, as people
rarely watch videos without sound.
Therefore, new testing methodology has to be designed providing realistic condition for QoE evaluation of HAS application. Only if an appropriate test bed
is established, the nature of waiting time and switching induced degradations of
HAS can be sensed, and thus the resulting test subjects evaluations could lead to
externally valid conclusions in regard to HAS end-user QoE.

1.2

Scientific contribution

Taking the state of research into account, a research methodology has been considered to identify different research areas of adaptive streaming QoE and to set
several individual research questions each dealing with a specific aspect of the QoE
of this application. Accordingly, the objective of this thesis is threefold.
Objective 1- Conducting a comprehensive survey of the state-of-the-art
concerning subjective studies of HAS QoE, and indicating the potential
ways to address the exiting challenges in these regards
Through a systematic overview of these studies, a multitude gaps and open research questions in regard to HAS QoE and its influence factors are identified.
Shortcomings of the current subjective testing methodologies for evaluating HAS
QoE are highlighted, and requirements for developing a new testing methodology
special for this application are derived. Subsequently the work is extended further to the direction of subjective QoE study approaches in general. Accordingly,
the problems and challenges in this context are systematically classified and the
potential ways to address this issues in order to design more ecologically valid
subjective experiments are provided.
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Objective 2- Identifying the key factors influencing the perceptual quality of HAS
Objective 3- Improving the subjective test method for the HAS QoE
evaluation, in addition to providing practical test design recommendations for general subjective QoE testing
Targeting a set of identified open research questions from the previous step (objective 1), two subjective studies are designed denoted as Experiment I and Experiment II.
Targeting objective 2, Experiment I investigates the perceptual influence of different quality switching scenarios considering high quality range of 2D and 3D
video content. In addition, the QoE effect of different scenarios in order to maintain the end-to-end latency is investigated. Moreover, the effect of visual discomfort realization on perceptual quality of adaptation in 3D video content is analyzed.
Experiment II targets both objective 2 and 3. In this study, the effect of different adaptation parameters are investigated considering typical range of the video
quality delivered by the service providers. In order to investigate the subjective
testing methodology for the QoE assessment of adaptive streaming (objective 3),
adaptation scenarios are examined in three individual experiments using two different testing methods: one standardized method and one new method developed
to evaluate the visual degradation in long video sequences. In order to understand
the influence of audio presence on evaluation of video-related impairment, the new
testing method is used in two experiments: one by only presenting the visual stimuli and another one in the presence of audio– i.e. audiovisual stimuli.
In order to reinforce the Experiment II results in regard to perceptual influence of the adaptation-related factors, a follow-up study is conducted by merging
the data of this study with an external subjective study which was individually
conducted targeting common adaptation study factors as the internal one. An
extensive statistical analysis is then preformed on the combined dataset and identified QoE influence factors are presented.
Motivating by the lessons learned in regard to hypothetical analysis of Experiment II results, another follow up study is performed and accordingly, a set of
practical test design recommendations for subjective QoE evaluation is provided
(objective 3).
These objectives provide answer to the following research questions.
RQ1 Taking the current state of research into account, what are the open questions in the field of adaptive video streaming QoE and related subjective
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evaluation approaches?
RQ2 Concerning the HAS switching behavior and related parameters
RQ2-1 What is the perceptual impact of abrupt vs. smooth switching?
Does switching direction (up- vs. down-switching) have any influence
in this regard?
RQ2-2 What is the perceptual impact of switching frequency and quality
oscillation?
RQ2-3 Does switching amplitude and chunk length have influence on QoE?
RQ2-4 Specifically in 3D video content, which adaptation strategies have
better QoE performance? Does realization of visual discomfort due to
disparity impact on perception of quality adaptation?
RQ3 What is the influence of content characteristics on perception of HAS-related
effects?
RQ4 What are the requirements for HAS QoE subjective testing methodologies
and experiment design towards higher reliability and ecological validity of
the results

1.3

Outline of the thesis

The structure of the thesis is illustrated in Figure 1.1. For each chapter, the
applied research approach is presented on the left side, and the most important
scientific publications concerning each section/chapter are presented on the right
side.
After presenting the thesis motivation and its scientific contribution in the current chapter, Chapter 2 describes the QoE concept based on different definitions
provided in the literature, dimension of already identified factors influencing on
the QoE and available subjective test methods to investigate the QoE. Afterward,
the existing challenges in the current QoE assessment approaches are discussed
and accordingly, a guideline for designing more ecologically valid subjective experiments are presented.
Chapter 3 begins with reviewing the broadcast systems evolution and current
multimedia delivery service technologies. Afterward, the basic concepts in video
encoding are introduced and the relevant encoding artifacts are addressed. The
chapter will continue with describing different multimedia streaming approaches
from traditional delivery protocols to adaptive streaming techniques. Then, the
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HAS technology is extensively described and the actions and duties of each containing component in addition to performance of available adaptation logic are
explained.
Chapter 4 focuses on perceptual quality of HAS and presents a survey conducted
on related subjective studies. Accordingly, the current studies targeting the main
influence factors of HAS QoE, grouped in waiting time-related impairments (i.e.
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initial delay and stalling) and quality switching related impairments (adaptation
dimension and switching strategies) are reviewd. Afterward, the challenges and
requirements for subjectively evaluating the HAS QoE are described, and at the
end, based on the presented survey, the current status of research on HAS QoE
and related open questions are presented.
Chapter 5 presented the description of the conducted subjective studies. In
Experiment I (Section 5.2), the QoE of different up- and down-switching scenarios and quality oscillations using high video quality representations in 2D and
3D video content are studied. Experiment II ((Section 5.3) focuses on 2D video
content and a different range of the video quality which is typically used by the
service providers. The study factors in this experiment are 1- the effect of different up- and down-switching strategies, chunk length, and influence of content
characteristics on QoE of adaptation test scenarios; 2- investigating the subjective evaluation approach for HAS QoE. After presenting the result of statistical
analysis of Experiment II, a cross-experimental analysis is performed considering
a dataset including the subjective scores of Experiment II and an external study
(Section 5.4). Through statistical analysis of this combined dataset, the effect size
of the identified factors influencing the QoE are presented. At the end of this
chapter (Section 5.5), another follow up study of Experiment II is presented. The
aim of this study is to investigate the effect of multiple statistical comparisons on
risk of occurring Type-I error in the resulting statistical outcomes.
Finally Chapter 6 summarizes the contributions of this thesis.

Chapter 2
Quality of Experience:
Background
In order to maintain the end-user satisfaction on telecommunication services, the
first step is to understand the relationship between the users’ QoE and the technical QoS parameters. Subjective QoE evaluation is the most straightforward approach to investigate this relationship. In adaptive streaming applications, there
are novel type of visual degradations such as time-varying quality, which pose particular requirements towards the QoE assessment methodologies. Therefore, a new
testing method has to be designed in a way that simulating the HAS video, which
has a temporal-varying quality possibly in a long interval, is ensured throughout
the assessment procedure. A special analysis approach is also required in order to
disclose the QoE influence factors of this type of service.
Before discussing about these requirements, we need to understand what actually QoE means and which factors have typically influence on it. This chapter
starts with presenting the QoE concept and the development of its definition during the years. Afterward, we talk about the dimensions of factors influencing on
the QoE of multimedia services in general. Furthermore, different standardized
approaches and procedures to evaluate the QoE from the observers’ point of view
are presented. Finally, challenges in current subjective assessment methodologies
are discussed and a general guideline in this regard is presented.

9
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The QoE concept

Back in 1990, the concept of QoS attracted considerable attention in telecommunication. This was reflected in different studies such as [8], in which the ultimate instance for the service quality judgment was introduced as the respective customer.
This user-centricity is also reflected in the ITU-T definition of QoS: “Quality of
Service is the totality of characteristics of a telecommunications service that bears
on its ability to satisfy stated and implied needs of the user of the service” [9].
Despite of this definition, the focus of most of the related work was actually on
investigation of purely technical measurable network and service performance factors, such as delay, jitter, bitrate, packet loss– effectively restricting the quality
assessment to a purely technology-centric perspective [10].
Because of this deviation from the subjective focus, the QoS got less attractive to audio and video research domains, where historically subjective quality
assessment has been playing a major role. This raised a movement which led to
introducing the QoE concept in the context of television systems [11]. The QoE
notion was rapidly adopted in other contexts such as mobile communications and
audio and video quality assessment as well (e.g. [12–14]). However, each service
type tended to develop its own QoE research tradition, or using other notions such
as “subjective quality” or “user-perceived quality” (e.g. [15, 16]).
There are a lot of parallel attempts to define the QoE and its frameworks [17].
However, the definition by ITU-T Recommendation P.10 [18] is still the most
widely used formulation today: “QoE is the overall acceptability of an application
or service, as perceived subjectively by the end-user”. Some of the main characteristics of QoE such as subjectivity, user-centricity, and multi-dimensionality are
also highlighted in this recommendation (more information concerning the multidimensionality comes in the next section).
Finally, the most recent definition of QoE was published by the COST Action
IC 1003 (QUALINET) through a white-paper [10] to further advance the required
convergence process regarding this topic: “QoE is the degree of delight or annoyance of the user of an application or service. It results from the fulfillment of his
or her expectations with respect to the utility and/or enjoyment of the application
or service in the light of the user’s personality and current state.”
This definition advances the ITU-T definition by emphasizing the importance of
both pragmatic (utility) and hedonic (enjoyment) aspects of the quality judgment
formation (see [10] for the detailed definition of these terms). In addition, the
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QoE features classified into four levels are presented in this white paper: direct
perception (e.g. color, sharpness, noisiness), usage situation (e.g. accessibility,
stability), service (e.g. usability, usefulness, joy), and interaction (e.g. responsiveness, conversation effectiveness). These characteristics are according to the
individuals’ experience that contribute to service quality perception.

2.2

Dimension of influence factors in QoE

In order to be able to design reliable QoE metrics, it is necessary to understand
what ‘quality’ means for the users and what influences on it. Most frameworks
and definitions found in the literature highlight the fact that QoE is a multidimensional concept determined by a number of influence factors. These factors
are attributable either to the user him/herself, the technical system, or the usage
context [19].
User influence factors
A user QoE influence factor is any variant or invariant property or characteristics
of a human user [10]. Such attributes are highly complex and intangible because
of their subjectivity and relation to internal states and processes. Common examples of user influence factors taken in most empirical studies into account include
gender, age and expertise level. However, due to inherent complexity and the lack
of empirical evidence, considering only these factors poorly disclose the human
influence on QoE.
According to [19], properties related to the physical, emotional and mental constitution of the user may play a major role in QoE. These characteristics can
be dispositional (e.g. the user’s visual and auditory acuity, gender, age) as well
as variant and more dynamic (e.g. lower-order emotions, user’s mood, motivation, attention level). Perceptual attributes which are closely related to how users
perceive external stimuli might be the most significant in influencing the QoE induced in the human perceptual systems. In the Human Visual System (HVS),
visual sensitivity might be the most important factor in this regard. Traditional
psychophysical studies assume that visual sensitivity to an external stimuli is determined by the spatial and temporal complexities of the stimuli [20]. Therefore,
as the visual sensitivity mechanism always plays an essential role in the perceptual viewing experience, QoE of the visual content can be significantly improved
by taking this factor into account.
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Other group of influence factors are related to the cognitive processing in order to understand the stimuli and the associated evaluative processes. Some of
these properties have relatively stable nature. Examples in this respect include
the educational background, life stage and socio-cultural position of a user. These
properties are strongly connected to a set of other characteristics, which can also
be considered as relatively stable features. These include, for instance, the norms,
beliefs and also interests that one person has, and therefore strongly linked to the
wider social and cultural context.
There are number of other user-related factors which have been comprehensively
discussed in [19]. All these factors may have direct or also indirect influence on
QoE (e.g. affective factors, attitudes or preferences). On the other hand, these
factors are intimately linked to the system technical characteristics which are presented in following.
System influence factors
The system dimension of QoE is an abstraction level for the technical system parameters [19]. The technical system generally comprises of a chain of components
(sender, transmission network elements, receiver, application, client device, codec)
that connect the service provider to the end-user. All these elements can influence
technical QoS and thus QoE.
For instance, the content and its type are highly influential to the overall QoE of
a system. In the case of only speech content for instance, the quality level already
plays a role, hence, the influence factors are less system-demanding. However, in
the case of high-definition or 3D video content, all the system influencing factors
have to be taken more seriously into account. When it comes to visual information,
such as the amount of details and the motion in the scene, the role of user related
influence factors (such as contrast sensitivity and visual masking of the HVS [20])
becomes highlighted. The current compression techniques are affected by these
factors. From another side, the semantic context, such as people or faces in the
scene, and emotional connections to them, has also impact [21]. In 3D image and
video content, the amount of depth is an aspect that also influences the quality
and especially the viewing comfort [22].
Other system-related factors are media configuration factors, such as encoding,
resolution, sampling rate, frame rate and media synchronization [23]. They are
interrelated with the content-related system influence factors and can also change
during the transmission due to variation in network related system factors [24].
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Typically, the resources for distributing media are limited, hence, limiting the media size is unavoidable. This is usually accomplished by applying compression,
which can be either lossless or lossy. Lossy compression will influence quality and
gives higher compression rates. However, the influence depends on the principle
the lossy coding is built upon. There are several lossy compression codecs with
different usage scenarios, codecs rates and provided qualities. Different visual artifacts1 could be accordingly enforced which affect differently on the QoE.
Network system characteristics also influence the QoE. The main network’s factors are bandwidth, delay, jitter, loss, error rate and throughput [25]. These
parameters are tightly related with the QoS and errors occurred during the transmission over the network. The type of these errors are varied depending on the
employed transmission protocols2 .
The end system or device involved along the end-to-end communication path is
another factor influencing on the QoE. There is an interactive QoE effect between
the capacity of the users’ display and the content and signal quality. Therefore,
depending on how match is the number of pixels in the input signal to the output
device, the QoE can be changed.
In recent years the technical development of displays has been progressing very
fast, e.g. the transition from standard definition TV to High Definition Television
(HDTV), in addition to stereoscopic 3D devices. The principle in the 3D devices
is to present two views of the same scene, slightly (in most cases) horizontally
shifted, separated in left and right in the same way as they were acquired, to the
corresponding left and right eye. This is done using eye-glasses at the viewer or
lenses or barriers at the display, to separate the views. The HVS will then create
3D experience in the brain. Depending on how this is done, many 3D-related QoE
factors will be present [26–28]. More device-related influence factors can be found
in [19].
Context influence factors
The context influence factors are those that embrace any situational property to
describe the user’s environment [10]. This includes a large variety of factors mixed
with user and system factors described above.
For instance, the physical context influence factors, described in [19], include the
characteristics of location, movements within and transitions between locations,
1
2

See Subsection 3.1.2
See Section 3.2
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spatial location (e.g. outdoor/indoor, in a personal/social place), sensed environmental attributes (e.g. peaceful/noisy place, lights and temperature) as well as
mobility (e.g. seat, up,walking or jogging).
The temporal context is another influence factor related with temporal aspects
of a given experience, e.g. time of day/week/month/season/year, the duration,
and frequency of use of the service/system before/during/after the experience actions in relation to time.
Another aspect is the social context defined as “the existing inter-personal relations during the experience” [19]. This means, it is important to consider the cultural, educational, professional levels (namely hierarchical dependencies, internal
vs. external) and the purpose of using the service (like time killing or information
retrieval). Moreover, it should be taken into account if the application/system
user is alone or with other persons, and even how different persons are involved in
the experience (namely including interpersonal actions).
In addition, the cost, subscription type, or brand of the application/system are
part of the economic context influencing on users’ expectation and subsequently
their QoE [29].
Summing-up
Taking all above factors into account, whether a user judges the quality of a
service/system as ‘good’ not only depends on the performance of the technical
system including traditional network QoS but to a large extent also on the context
and the user himself. The resulting level of broadness, turns reliable and exact QoE
assessment into a hard problem. Indeed, this is also one of the main reasons why,
as of today, the scientific QoE community remains fragmented and has not agreed
on a common QoE definition as well as a unified QoE framework yet. However,
the ITU definition of QoE is still the most common used one, hence, considered
in the context of this thesis.

2.3

Subjective QoE assessment

The first challenge for QoE research is how to operationalize the QoE concept
in terms of performing reliable measurements. Since inclusion of the end-user’s
perspective is the essential aspect of QoE, conducting measurements merely on a
technical level (e.g. by just assessing conventional end-to-end QoS integrity parameters) is not sufficient. Thus, QoE assessment methodologies are needed to
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act as a translator between a set of technical (QoS) and non-technical (subjective
and contextual) key influence factors and user perception.
Methodologies to assess the QoE can be categorized into subjective and objective
quality assessment methods. Subjective test is a direct way of measuring QoE;
whereas objective method measures the QoE through an instrument–for picture
quality the instrument provides a result that is correlated to the average expected
from a series of human observers (subjective test results) under the same measurement conditions [30]. Since the focus of this thesis is on subjective QoE evaluation,
objective assessment methodologies will not be discussed. For information on objective quality assessment methods, we refer to a comprehensive overview of such
methods in e.g. [14, 31, 32].
Subjective quality assessment methodologies are based on gathering the information from human assessors (frequently referred to as ‘test subjects’) who are
exposed to different test conditions or stimuli during the process. The test conditions represent various system parametrization and/or multimedia qualities which
lead to some form of explicit or implicit response. In most cases, quantitative
methods are used to obtain information regarding assessors’ judgment in the form
of ratings. These ratings describe assessors’ perception of the respective experienced quality. In some other cases, qualitative methods such as interviews, or open
profiling [33] are used, particularly in order to find out which influence factors or
features contribute to the QoE and how [34].
Subjective experiments are typically conducted in a controlled laboratory setting and require careful planning in terms of which variables and influence factors
need to be controlled, measured, and monitored. There are several guidelines for
evaluation of quality in audiovisual services such as ITU-R BT.500 [1] and ITU-T
P.913 [35] providing detailed guidelines regarding the choice of test conditions,
rating scales, room setup, as well as sequencing and timing of the presentation.
According to these guidelines, the displays and the location where the tests are
conducted must comply with a set of requirements regarding screen brightness and
contrast, lighting, distance and angle from the viewers to the screen.
According to ITU-R BT.500 [1], at least 15 assessors should participate in the
experiment, but Video Quality Expert Group (VQEG) recommends to employ at
least 24 participants [30]. Assessors should not be professionally involved in multimedia quality evaluation, and they should have normal or corrected-to-normal
visual acuity and color vision. At the beginning of the session, a set of example
clips are presented to them where they can see the type of stimuli that they are
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supposed to judge in the actual test session. The results obtained from these samples are not taken into account to stabilize the observers’ opinion.
There are different evaluation methods recommended in the aforementioned
guidelines. In spite of some variations in the details from one guideline to another, their main characteristics are similar. The most widely used methods are
as following.
• Absolute Category Rating (ACR) method [35], or Single Stimulus (SS)
method [1], where the test sequences are presented one at a time and are
rated independently without comparison to an explicit reference. After each
presentation, the assessors are asked to evaluate the quality of the sequence
presented using an absolute scale, normally with five levels (see Table 2.1).
Nine-level and eleven-level rating scales are also suggested to increase the
resolution, but they do not seem to produce significantly different results
[36].
• Degradation Category Rating (DCR), also known as Double Stimulus Impairment Scale (DSIS) method [35], where each presentation consists of two
different video clips: the reference content (without impairments) and the
processed or impaired version of the same content. Both videos are watched
consecutively, and the subject is asked to rate the impairment of the second
stimulus in relation to the reference. Here also Five-level scales are typically
used (see Table 2.1).
• Paired Comparison (PC) method [35], where test sequences are presented
in pairs as in the case of DCR, but now the sequences are two different
processed versions of the same original one but with two different levels
or types of impairments. After the second showing, the assessor makes a
preference judgment.
• Single Stimulus Continuous Quality Evaluation (SSCQE) [1], where test subjects watch a long-duration sequences (3 to 30 minutes) and continuously rate
the instantaneously perceived quality normally by controlling a slider. The
resulting rating at the end would have a graph as Figure 2.1.
The proposed duration for stimuli in these methodologies (except to SSCQE) is
about 10 seconds and for voting the stimuli is also 10 second (typically showing
a gray screen). When pair sequences are used (DCR and PC), both sequences
within a pair should be separated by a short (about 2 seconds) gray screen.
The typical result of subjective tests is the individual assessors’ ratings which
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Table 2.1: Description of rating scales in ACR and DCR methodologies

Value

ACR

DCR

5

Excellent

Imperceptible

4

Good

Perceptible but not annoying

3

Fair

Slightly annoying

2

Poor

Annoying

1

Bad

Very annoying

Figure 2.1: An example of resulting graph of quality rating provided by the
test subject in SSCQE method [1]

are aggregated into so-called Mean Opinion Score (MOS). The MOS expresses
the average quality judgment of a panel regarding a certain test condition, or the
related overall quality experienced by the observes [18]. It is typically based on
the ACR ordinal five-level scale.

2.4

Challenges in current subjective QoE assessment methodologies and test designs

As described in previous section, there are several standardized guidelines for subjective evaluation of audiovisual applications. In spite of addressing wide range of
technical test setups, there are still several issues which have not been addressed
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or considered by these guidelines. In addition, some of the existing recommendations are far from the actual usage of applications or being not compatible with
the nature of recently developed technologies like adaptive streaming. This makes
the generic applicability of current methodologies questionable.
During the Working Group 4.2 in Dagstuhl Seminar 15022 in January 2015 [37],
these issues were comprehensively discussed and subsequently clustered into two
major (and partly overlapping) topics3 which are summarized as: (1) the lack of
ecological validity of obtained QoE resulted inside and outside of the laboratory,
(2) the issues regarding the ‘when’ and ‘how’ to measure the QoE? For each of
these topics, main issues and potential ways to address them were discussed that
are summarized as following.
Lack of ecological validity inside and outside the laboratory
There are several issues which degrades the ecological validity of the current standardized laboratory experiments and the resulting conclusions:
• The results of such laboratory studies may be strongly biased (leading to
“wrong” results and prediction models) because the stimuli and test conditions are artificial and not necessarily representing the real-world situation.
• Test participants are very focused on quality degradations or specific properties of the system as they are instructed and primed by the experimenter
to do so. This is not the case in a real-life situation.
• While users’ engagement is crucial in the context of QoE, it is very difficult to keep them engaged in an experiment which takes place in such an
unnatural controlled lab situation. The most recent subjective assessment
recommendations presented in ITU-T P.913 [35] have been intended to relax this important challenge by addressing pristine viewing environments,
nevertheless, further attempts in this regard are required.
Without completely abandoning the current standardized recommendations, there
are certain aspects that could be changed relatively easily in order to work towards
the goal of creating a more ecologically valid setting inside the laboratory. A
relatively short-term goals which could be reached by are for instance:
• The first rule of thumb is to always try to lower the burden for the participant
as much as possible. So, for example in selection of measures to include, the
experimenter should be selective and only include the test conditions that is
interesting most (based on previous research, theory, etc.).
3

An extensive guideline and practical recommendation addressing these issues is under preparation to be published by the COST Action IC 1003 (QUALINET).
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• Introducing more immersive test paradigms as defined in [38] which is “not
repeating any content source to identical test participants”. Because repetitions are unnatural, and thus leading to assessors’ boredom and increased
attention to minuscule details or the test procedure itself. Immersive testing
has already been shown to be practical and leading to less frustrated test
participants.
• Having clear strategies to keep the test participants’ attention high. For instance, giving the participants a task that helps to create sufficient attention
throughout the whole test.
• Including longer duration and thus more representative “audiovisual” stimuli
(rather than video-only presentation), as well as using meaningful and real
content which is watched by actual users.
The future vision (longer term) includes:
• Development of new recommendations (or amendments to existing ones, such
as ITU-T P.913 [35]) on how to investigate the QoE in different real life environments (e.g., home, mobile, etc.). This can be done by providing guidelines on appropriate methodologies including a combination of qualitative
and quantitative assessment approaches in an optimal way, tools that can
be used for capturing behavior and monitoring technical parameters, etc.
• Evaluating the QoE over longer time periods (cumulative or longitudinal
QoE) instead of focusing on one particular moment in time as in traditional
test settings. Additional issues that have to be considered in this respect relate to e.g., how to motivate people to participate in longer duration studies.
When and how should QoE be evaluated?
This question comes up in several situations, both in a laboratory context and
in real-life environments. When should a network operator do active or rather
passive monitoring? When conducting a test, should we collect implicit or rather
explicit feedback (or a combination of both)? In this regard, there are several open
questions:
• Should we measure the QoE only when it is a complete ‘unknown’ ? Should
we measure it only when a problem has occurred or rather pro-actively? Or
rather in situations when a certain QoE-based decision has to be made (e.g.
reduce resources while still guaranteeing an acceptance level of 80%)? How
about in the context of next-generation services where tolerance levels are
unknown?
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• Is there an ‘optimum moment’ of asking the QoE rating during a subjective
experiment or evaluation study?
• How to motivate and engage users to participate, without biasing them or
unintentionally increasing certain acceptance thresholds?
• What are we going to measure? The overall quality score or the acceptance?
We need to ask different questions in the context of usage scenario.
• Which questions should be asked to the test subjects? When including
simple binary questions (e.g., “Is this quality level acceptable?”), there is a
risk that internal quality threshold information gets lost with each further
question.
Some of the solutions and developed suggestions on how and when to measure the
QoE are as following:
• In general, it may be useful to avoid asking users for direct feedback (e.g.,
by using other approaches, such as A/B testing). In some cases it may also
be left up to the user, so that they can give feedback only when they want
to (as it is currently done by, for instance, Skype).
• If the direct QoE evaluation is of particular interest, it could be useful (e.g.
in a video quality test in the lab) to record rating and viewing behavior
during the experiment and show it again to the test subject afterward, while
encouraging the subject to reflect on why he/she gave a certain score (“did
you see a change, how would you describe it?”, etc.). This may provide
valuable additional insights.
• Involving users as early as possible may lower QoE issues with end product
or service, and thus put a kind of ‘QoE by design’ strategy into practice.

2.5

Summary

Video quality assessment has evolved from system-centric QoS-oriented to usercentric QoE-oriented. The great importance of monitoring and predicting the
QoE for the service providers has led to extensive research on QoE and its influence factors, in addition to various recommendations and methodologies for
QoE evaluation. However, with the emergence of new streaming technologies,
current approaches need to be adapted in order to increase the validity of the
QoE research. A summary of general methodological issues were addressed in the
previous section. There are some other challenges specific for QoE evaluation of
adaptive streaming application. In Section 4.3, these issues are exhausted.

Chapter 3
Towards HTTP Adaptive
Streaming Service
In this chapter, first we present an overview of multimedia service evolution towards Internet service applications in Section 3.1. An overview of video coding
concepts and the typical artifacts due to compression are also discussed in this
section. Afterward, the current streaming techniques are presented in Section 3.2,
and finally in Section 3.3, the HTTP Adaptive Streaming technology is comprehensively described.

3.1
3.1.1

Background
From Traditional Broadcasting Systems to Internet
Applications

From about last fifty years, multimedia services have been present at homes with
the constantly expanding technology and service to offer to the users. This was
started as free of charge1 television broadcasting of analog video content through
radio waves, where the users could see all the provided content but in a very
strictly defined schedule. Digitizing the media content was, then, the first evolving step which strongly impacted the business models in television marketplace by
increasing the availability of different channels for different target audience.
1

In some countries, there did also exist TV license fees for quite long time.
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Table 3.1: Comparison of IPTV and OTT in different categories. More information are presented in Section 3.2.

Category
IPTV
OTT
Content delivery Dedicated network
Public Internet
QoS
Guaranteed
Best effort basis
Protocol
Real time protocols over UDP Mostly TCP and HTTP
Example
AT&T TV
YouTube, Netflix
Challenges
Cost
QoS
The rapid advances of network topologies brought some of the broadcast television services to the proprietary Internet Protocol (IP) delivery networks, and
introducing the IP Television (IPTV) [39]. In fact, IPTV has been considered
as an evolution from traditional television broadcasting rather than a revolution
[40], enhancing the user experience with means of interaction2 . Users are allowed
to choose which content to watch among a pool of content given by the Internet
Service Providers (ISP). In addition, IPTV offers the ability of streaming the multimedia directly from the source so that the client media player can begin playing
the multimedia content before the entire file has been transmitted. This scheme
allows for the transmission and rendering of live content.
Over The Top (OTT) technology was another development in the media service
industry which uses Internet for multimedia delivering. Nevertheless, there are
also several differences between two technologies. Mainly that IPTV is run over
managed networks, i.e. the ISPs have their own infrastructure because of using
multicast transport, and thus can control and provide certain (high) level of QoS
[41]. Whereas in OTT, the content is streamed to the viewer over a unicast
connection from a server or Content Delivery Networks (CDN), through the public
Internet and using unmanaged networks so that the QoS cannot be controlled or
guaranteed. Service providers of OTT usually use either their own proprietary
streaming protocols running on top of an existing transport protocol and being
completely dependent on the underlying best effort network (e.g. Internet). Other
differences between OTT and IPTV are listed in Table 3.1.
From another side, there are several multimedia services which are provided
by both IPTV and OTT technologies that the most common ones are Video-onDemand (VoD) and Live services. In VoD, the users are allowed to select and
watch/listen to video or audio content when they will to, rather than having to
2

This interaction has been very seldom implemented to provide, for instance, catch-up TV
or Video-on-Demand–defined in the following.
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watch it at a specific broadcast time. Live service, however, is constrained to
be processed and delivered by the service provider in real time. The end-to-end
latency must remain constant for the whole stream playout to avoid discontinuities
in the received multimedia.
According to the model proposed by European Telecommunications Standard
Institute for Digital Video Broadcasting (DVB) [42], in both service types, there
are four main communicating entities for delivering the multimedia to the endusers:
• Content Provider: this entity owns or is licensed to sell the content. Although the Service Provider is the primary source for the user at Home,
there might be also a direct relationship between Content Provider and the
user, for example, for rights management and protection.
• Service Provider: with this entity, the user will have a commercial agreement
in order to access to the content. Quality monitoring and controlling the
users’ QoE are the responsibilities of the Service Provider which could be
e.g. ISP or Content Service Providers (CSP).
• Delivery Network: this entity connects clients and service providers together.
Although the delivery network is transparent to the IP traffic, streaming the
content over the IP can cause to packet loss or timing issues. Therefore, the
service providers impose specific requirements to the delivery network which
results to different delivery scenarios (e.g. IPTV and OTT) and QoS.
• Home: this is where the multimedia content are consumed – also called User
Terminal which can be a TV screen, a mobile device or a tablet.
As mentioned before, any broadcasting service model such as IPTV and OTT
may fulfill different network functions described above. On the other hand, for
any of these streaming services, different transport protocols, streaming solutions
and coding standards are provided that all are sharing similar basis. In the rest
of this section they will be discussed.

3.1.2

Video coding and the related artifacts

In general, the resources for distributing the multimedia are limited. There are
both economical as well as hardware related reasons for limiting the size of media.
This is usually accomplished by applying compression.
There are different video compression standards provided for digital television
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and Internet delivery services. According to DVB (and other standards) [42], today
the video stream is typically encoded according to MPEG-2 [43] or H.264/MPEG4 Advanced Video Coding (AVC) [44] standards. The latest standard is designed
for a wide range of applications ranging from mobile video to HDTV.Taking the
advantage of human eye limits about psychovisual redundancies [20], both codecs
share basic ideas. Specifically for H.264 encoding, these concepts are as following:
• Macroblocking: to break down each frame into macroblocks of 4x4 pixel size.
• Motion estimation and compensation: to identify and eliminate the temporal
redundancies between subsequent video frames. There are three types of
frame defined in the video coding standards: intra-coded frame (I) is the
one encoded without reference to the other frames– no motion estimation.
When searching for motion relative to a previous frame, the frame to be
encoded is called a forward predictred-frame (P). For encoding this frame
type, motion estimator produces the best matching macroblocks from the
previous I or P frames (called anchor frames). Then, only the motion vectors
(pointing the position of matching blocks in the reference frame) need to be
encoded. When searching for the motion in within both a previous and
a future anchor frames, the frame to be encoded is called a bidirectional
predicted frame (B). The combination of these three frame types is called a
Group of Picture (GoP) 3 .
• Block transformations: to facilitate exploiting psychovisual redundancies,
results from the motion estimation are transformed from the spatial domain
into frequency domain where different frequency ranges with varying sensitivities of the HVS can be separated.
• Quantization: the numerical precision of resulting transform coefficients is
reduced in order to decrease the number of bits in the stream. The degree
3

The GoP structure is often referred by two numbers, for example, M=3, N=12. The first
number tells the distance between two anchor frames. The second one tells the distance between
two I-frames, or the GoP size. For this example, the GoP structure is BBIBBPBBPBBPBBP.
Because exactly one I-frame exists per GoP, longer GoP sizes generally provide greater compression, because encoded B- and P-frames are smaller than I-frames. GoPs are either open
or closed. Open GoPs (as the aformentioned example) start with one or more B-frames that
reference the last P-frame of the previous GoP in addition to the first I-frame of its own GoP.
In contrast, closed GoPs cannot contain any frame that refers to a frame in the previous or next
GoP. Open GoPs generally provide slightly better compression than closed GoPs of the same
structure and size as they allow an extra B-frame in their GoP pattern.
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of quantization is controlled by the Quantization Parameter (QP) ranging
from 0 (lossless coding) to 514 .
• Variable length coding: after the data has been quantized into a finite set
of values, it can be encoded losslessly by exploiting the redundancy between
the quantized coefficients in the bitstream. Entropy coding, which relies on
the fact that certain symbols occur much more frequently than others, is
often used for this process.
The amount of video compression depends on the bitrate budget that the service provider has reserved for the media stream. Therefore, selection of the QP,
frame rate and other parameters are done based on the current constraints and
accordingly different visual artifacts might be induced. Some of these artifacts are
as following [20].
• Blocking effect appears as a pattern of square-shaped blocks in the compressed image. It is caused by the independent quantification of adjacent
groups of pixels, which are processed in 4x4, 8x8, or 16x16 blocks, which
leads to discontinuities in the block boundaries. This effect is easy to appreciate due to the regularity of the generated pattern, and it is typically the
most salient defect in MPEG-2 video. In AVC encoding, a deblocking filter
is employed to reduce the visibility of this artifacts.
• Blurring is the loss of spatial detail and edge sharpness in the image/frame.
It is generated by the application of strong quantification which usually discards the high frequency components leading to loss of sharpness (as only
the low frequencies of the signal remain). This is even emphasized by the application of deblocking filters, thus being typically the most relevant artifact
in AVC encoding.
• Flickering is a defect introduced in highly textured regions which are compressed with different quantification factors along time (normally having
higher quality in I frames than in predicted frames). As a result, the coding
quality of those regions, and subsequently their perceived quality fluctuates
periodically along time.
• Motion jerkiness is a degradation caused by the use of smaller frame rate
than the one needed to properly display the video motion.
4

Depending on visibility of the resulting distortion to a human observer, the degree of quantization is determined: high-frequency coefficients can be more coarsely quantized than lowfrequency coefficients.
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Multimedia streaming techniques

Streaming multimedia is the transmission of data from a server to one or several
clients. The video playback is started by the client a few second after it begins
receiving the content from the server. There are many providers of streaming
services which are typically run the “best-effort” over the Internet. To cope with
varying network conditions and in the same time being able to provide a good
service, several steaming approaches have been provided. There are three main
methods used today for streaming the multimedia: traditional streaming, progressive download and adaptive streaming. In the following, these approaches are
described.

3.2.1

Traditional streaming

In traditional streaming, the stateful protocols are employed [45]. Being stateful
means that the server keeps tracking the client’s state from the time they get connected to each other until the connection is ended. The client communicates its
state to the server by issuing its commands such as Play, Pause, Fast-Forward or
Teardown (Teardown is used to disconnect from the server and close the streaming
session). On the other hand, these protocols are also called push-based protocols
as they push the data toward the client . Real-Time Transport Protocol (RTP)
and Real-Time Streaming Protocol (RTSP) are typically used to implement such
services.
RTP operates over UDP and is suitable for multicast distribution. Therefore, it
is widely used in IPTV services. Using the scaling advantage of multicast distribution, ISPs can control the amount of traffic that they allow in their network.
Nevertheless, RTP neither provides a mechanism to ensure timely delivery nor
guarantees the provided QoE. Additionally, there is no flow control or congestion
avoidance provided by the protocol itself, rather these are up to the application
to implement.
RTSP is useful for establishing and controlling the media sessions between the
end-points, but not being responsible for the transmission of media data. Instead,
it relies on RTP-based delivery mechanisms. The packets in RTSP can be transmitted over either UDP or TCP transports– the latter is preferred when firewalls
or proxies block UDP packets, although it can also lead to increased latency. On
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the other hand, for using RTSP, it is required to have specialized servers implementing this protocol, which means more costs for the content providers. Some
other important points about traditional streaming are as following.
• The streaming server sends the data packets to the client at a real-time rate
only (the bitrate at which the media is encoded).
• The server only sends ahead enough data packets to fill the client buffer.
The client buffer is typically between 1 and 10 sec. This means that if the
user paused the streamed video and waits for couple of minutes, still only
less than 10 sec of video will have downloaded to the client in that time.
• These protocols often have difficulty getting around firewalls, proxies and
Network Address Translation (NAT) because they are commonly based on
UDP sockets over unusual port numbers.
As examples of traditional streaming, Adobe Flash player and Apple QuickTime
can be mentioned.

3.2.2

Progressive download

Over the past several years, the streaming media industry has had a steady shift
away from traditional streaming protocols back to plain HTTP progressive download [45]. This has been mainly due to the following reasons.
• HTTP runs over TCP port 80 and will not have any firewall blocking problems on intermediate network nodes, because the Internet is basically built
and optimized for HTTP delivery therefore no special proxies and caches are
required for that. A media file is just like any other file to a Web cache.
• TCP delivers most part of the Internet traffic and is able to guarantee the
stability of the network by means of a congestion control algorithm [46].
• It is much cheaper to move HTTP data to the edge network as most network
nodes support HTTP and no need for specialized servers. Apart from these,
HTTP is a stateless pull-based protocol so that the streaming logic is more
on the client rather the server. This will lead to a more scalable system
compared to the case when using traditional, stateful streaming protocols.
In addition, thanks to TCP reliable delivery, there will be no image distortions
due insufficient network (as opposed to UDP-based streaming). Other differences
between the HTTP/TCP based streaming and the traditional methods are presented in Table 3.2.
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Comparison of streaming methods using RTP/UDP and
HTTP/TCP.

Category
Supported technology
Content Source
Service
Results of insufficient bandwidth
Delay
Session management
Firewall/NAT friendly
Congestion control

RTP/UDP
Unicast, multicase
Live, pre-encode
IPTV
Packet loss, Stalling
Low
Server, Client
No
No

HTTP/TCP
Unicast
Live, pre-encode
OTT
Stalling
Medium to high
Client
Yes
Yes

Progressive download is in fact nothing more than a simple file download from a
HTTP Web server. The term ”progressive” stems from the fact that most clients
allow the media file to be played back while the download is still in progress. Unlike traditional streaming servers that rarely send more than 10 seconds of media
data to the client at a time, HTTP Web server keeps the data flowing until the
download is complete. Therefore, if user pauses a progressively downloaded video
at the beginning of playback and then waits, the entire video will be eventually
downloaded to his/her browser cache allowing to smoothly play the whole video
without any interruption. On the other hand, as all other protocols built on top
of TCP, sending the content using HTTP can only be over a unicast connection.
Progressive download has some disadvantages as well.
• There is no bitrate adaption, since an ordinary HTTP server is unaware of
the content and treats the media bitstream equal to other files (e.g. text,
images, etc.). Accordingly, the media content is delivered using best-effort
with respect to available resources.
• Trick modes such as Fast-froward, Seek/Play or Rewind, are often limited
or unavailable.
• There is a waste of the bandwidth if the user decides to stop watching the
video content, since the data which is not going to be played has been already
transferred and buffered.

3.2.3

Adaptive streaming

There are a number of real-world scenarios in which the properties of a communication link serving a certain multimedia service are fluctuating. Such changes
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can typically appear when communicating through a best effort network where
the networking infrastructure is not under control of an operator from end-toend, and thus its performance cannot be guaranteed. Another example is reception of multimedia content through mobile high speed Internet connections like
WLAN/3G/4G, where the channel conditions are changing over the time, due to
fading, interferences, noise, or due to the user mobility. These network issues will
decrease the throughput and introduce delays at the application layer. As a consequence, the playout buffer fills more slowly or even depletes. If the buffer is empty,
the playback of the video has to be interrupted until receiving enough data for the
playback continuation. These interruptions are denoted as stalling or rebuffering
which have a significant effect on QoE of the end-user [47, 48] (more information
in Subsection 4.1.2). Although using basic progressive HTTP download avoids
packet loss because of the TCP reliable delivery attribute, it cannot avoid stalling
or rebuffering degradations at insufficient bandwidth conditions.
To cope with this problem, adaptive streaming techniques have been designed
to provide the best possible quality to the user by adjusting the presented quality to the current conditions including network’s conditions, available bandwidth
and buffer status, user’s device capability and CPU capacity, etc. Techniques to
adapt the video source bitrate to the current condition can be classified into three
categories [49]: transcoding-based, scalable encoding-based and stream-switching
technique.
Transcoding- based adaptation
This approach consists in adapting the video content to match a specific bitrate by
means of on-the-fly transcoding of the raw content [50]. This algorithm can achieve
a very fine granularity by throttling frame rate, compression, and video resolution,
but also has a very high cost due to transcoding the raw video content several times
for each quality request. As a result scalability decreases since transcoding needs
to be performed for every different client’s available bandwidth. In addition, due
to the computational requirements of a real-time transcoding system, the encoding
process is required to be performed in appropriate servers in order to be deployed
in CDNs.
Scalable encoding- based adaptation
Another important class of adaptation algorithm is employing Scalable Video Coding (SVC) as an amendment of H264/MPEG-4 AVC [51]. SVC provides three scalability options: Spatial scalability, which allows for switching to different picture
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resolutions, temporal scalability, which enables the adaptation of the frame rate,
and encoding scalability, which allows adaptation of image quality of the content.
In SVC encoding, the base layer provides the lowest level of quality in one or
more of the aforementioned scalable quality parameters while each enhancement
layer on top of it provides a quality improvement for those parameters. All enhancement layers depends on the base layer and/or on the previous enhancement
layer(s) of the same scalability dimension.
In order to switch to a higher layer, only the missing difference data have to be
transmitted and added. This is the major difference to adaptation with single-layer
codecs like AVC, that quality can be increased incrementally only using enhancement layers, rather than downloading a whole new (higher quality) bitstream and
discarding the already downloaded lower quality stream. In fact, this is the key
advantage of SVC to distribute information among various layers with minimal
added redundancy. In other words, while a stream that is traditionally encoded at
different quality levels has significant redundancy between the different encoding
layers, each layer in an SVC-encoded stream has minimal common information
between the layers. This makes SVC efficient for media storage at various quality
levels. Further, SVC, allows more download flexibility since already downlaoded
parts of the video clip can be enhanced at a later time. Nevertheless, there is also
a trade-off in regard to overhead introduced by multi-layer codecs. This means,
that, overall, SVC files of a video content of a certain bitrate, including base layer
and enhancement layer(s), are larger compared to an AVC file of the same video
and same bitrate. In addition, SVC streams are typically more complex to generate and impose codec restrictions. Thus, the adaption rate for SVC could be
slower.
Stream-switching technique
The stream switching approach encodes the raw video content at several different increasing bitrates using single-layer codecs like AVC, and generates different
versions of the same content. An algorithm must dynamically choose the video
level which matches the user’s available bandwidth. When changes in the available bandwidth occur, the algorithm simply switches to different levels to ensure
a continuous playback.
The main purpose of this method is to minimize processing costs, since no further processing is needed once all quality levels are generated. In addition, this
approach is completely codec agnostic, this means it does not require a specific
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codec format to be implemented. In contrast, storage and transmission requirements must be considered as well (because of encoding the same video content
different times–at different bitrates). The disadvantage of this approach is the
coarse granularity since there is only a discrete set of quality levels. Furthermore,
if there are no clients for a given bitrate, there is no need to generate this level;
however, this only costs storage space at the server side and not all servers need
to store all levels of a stream.
The following section presents a detailed description of the stream switching
technique over the HTTP.

3.3
3.3.1

HTTP adaptive streaming
Background

HTTP Adaptive Streaming (HAS) typically (also in the context of this thesis)
stands for a delivery technique based on the stream switching approaches using
HTTP connection between a client and a standard HTTP web server. It can be
also considered as a classical progressive download with the possibility of switching the video quality streams during the playback. In HAS, the multiple encoded
video streams of the same source content is split into small segments each containing a few seconds of playtime. The client measures the current bandwidth
and/or buffer status and requests the next segment of the video in an appropriate
bitrate such that stalling is reduced and the available bandwidth is utilized in a
best possible way.
Nowadays an increasing number of video applications such as YouTube and
Netflix employ HAS technique, as it has several benefits compared to classical
streaming approaches. First, offering multiple bitrates of video enables video service providers to adapt the delivered video to the users’ demands [52]. For instance,
a high bitrate video, which is desired by home users typically having access to high
speed Internet and big display screens, is not suitable for mobile users with a small
display device and slower data access. Second, different service levels and/or pricing schemes can be offered to customers. For example, the customers could select
themselves which bitrate level (quality level) they want to consume. Third, adaptive streaming allows for flexible service models, such that a user can increase
or decrease the video quality during playback if desired, and can be charged in
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the end of a viewing session taking into account the consumed service levels [29].
Finally, and of course the most important advantage is dynamically adapting the
current video bitrate, and hence the demanded delivery bandwidth, to changing
network and server/CDN conditions. If the video is available in only one bitrate and the conditions change, either the bitrate is smaller than the available
bandwidth which leads to a smooth playback but spares resources which could be
utilized for a better video quality, or the video bitrate is higher than the available
bandwidth which leads to delays and eventually stalling, which degrades the QoE
severely (e.g. [53]). Thus, adaptive streaming might improve the QoE of video
streaming.
There are several different proprietary solutions based on the same principles for
HAS. Among them, there are three dominant companies commercially rolling out
HAS: Microsoft’s Silverlight Smooth Streaming (MSS) [54], Apple’s HTTP Live
Streaming (HLS) [55], and Adobe’s HTTP Dynamic Streaming (HDS) [56]. The
media download on all these solutions can be commonly described as a long series
of very small progressive downloads, all sharing similar technological background.
However, each of them has its own media file format that indicates the stream’s
possible quality layers and other additional information. Therefore, each method
needs a dedicated plug-in for watching the stream.
In 2009, the first HAS standardized approach was published by 3GPP in TS
26.234 Release 9 [57] with the intended use in Universal Mobile Telecommunications System- Long Term Evolution (UMTS-LTE) mobile communication networks. In this release, the description of the adaptive streaming technique is quite
general and only the fundamental streaming principle and a brief description of the
media format are given. The work of 3GPP continued by improving the adaptive
streaming solution in collaboration with MPEG and, finally in 2012, the Dynamic
Adaptive Steaming over HTTP (DASH) standard for general use of HAS was
issued [6]. The general scope of this standard is to provide basic support for highquality video distribution over the top supporting both live and VoD services. To
date, the DASH specifications are contained four parts:
1- Defining the Media Presentation Description (MPD) which is a file describing
the properties of the content, its segments formats, the alternate adaptation
streams and their uniform resource locators (URL), minimum and maximum
bandwidths, and required Digital Rights Management (DRM)
2- Conformance and reference software
3- Implementation guidelines
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4- Segment encryption and authentication.
In the following parts, the description of HAS technology and the actions of server
and client are presented.

3.3.2

Technology description

As mentioned before, although different HAS proprietary approaches and standards share basic principle, they also differ in some of technical parameters. Authors in [52] have compared main technical features of different proprietary and
standard HAS solutions.
In regard to the multimedia codec, we can find that some systems such as DASH
are codec agnostic and some other such as MSS and HDS are using variable codec
solutions. For video coding, the domination of H.264/AVC can be observed while
for selection of audio coding, the flexibility is generally higher. About the format
of media encapsulation, MPEG-2 Transport Stream (MPEG2TS) [58] (used by
HLS, DASH) and ISO Base Media File Format (MP4) [59] (used by DASH) or its
derivative denoted to as fragmented MP4 (fMP4) [60] (used by HDS and MSS) are
the dominant media encapsulation formats. Each packet contains only one type
of content (audio, video, data or auxiliary information).
Regarding the selection of chunk length, which in fact determines the shortest
video duration after which a quality adaptation can occur, a fixed value is considered in some of the HAS solutions (2 sec in MSS, 10 sec in HLS, and and 2-8 sec
in HDS), while in some other cases like DASH, the choice of the chunk length is
left up to the individual implementation (cf. Table 2 in [52]).
Considering the structure of video chunk, although there are some differences
among different implementations, the basic principle for construction of the chunk
is the same. Due to the temporal prediction commonly applied between the video
frames, the frames are not necessarily independently decodable. Therefore, partitioning for segment construction of the video is performed at the GoP boundary.
As mentioned in Subsection 3.1.2, a GoP is a frame sequence including an I-frame
which can be decoded independently, followed by predicted frames that depend
on other frames. If the predicted frames within a GoP depend only on the frames
within that same GoP, it is called a closed GoP — otherwise, it is an open GoP.
Because a closed GoP can be decoded independently from other GoPs, one can
construct a segment from it rather straightforwardly. The encoder simply adjusts
the number of frames in the GoP such that the total duration of its frames is equal
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Figure 3.1: General structure of media description file (MPD)

to the desired chunk length. However, if the chunk length is large compared to a
typical GoP size, more than one GoP is packed into a chunk.
As mentioned before, different information about the content resource is described in MPD. Figure 3.1 illustrates the structure of a MPD and its three major
components: periods, representations and segments. Periods are typically larger
pieces if media that are played out subsequently, each containing one or more
different representations. During a period, sets of adaptation exist which do not
change. This means, for instance, period 1 could contain several adaptation options, while period 2 is only available Segment
with a reduced
set of options. Typically,
i
there are three adaptation sets including different representations for each period
of full-length movie, one for the video, one for the audio and one for the subtitle.
Segment 2

These alternatives representations for the video can have different bitrate, frame
rate, frame resolutions or combination of thereof. Finally, at the end of hierarchy,
the media chunks are placed. Each chunk is assigned a start time in the media
presentation to enable downloading the appropriate chunk in regular playout mode
or after seeking. It also contains the location (URL) of the described content in
chronological order. The MPD format is flexible and can support other media
container formats such as MPEG2TS.

3.3.3

Server side actions

The main concerns on the server side include the preparation of audiovisual representation, and decision about the content delivery, e.g., by selecting the CDN
for each request.
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As mentioned before, the video content can be adapted in different dimensions:
in the spatial domain, by changing the spatial resolution of each frame; in the
temporal domain, by varying the number of frames per second; and in the image quality domain, by modifying the encoder quantization value for the frame
compression. A degradation of the audio part can be achieved by reducing the
sample rate, the amount of bits per sample, and/or the number of audio channels.
Selection of compression algorithms is a task in the server side. As mentioned in
in Subsection 3.3.2, the use of H.264/AVC codec [44] is dominant between different current HAS solutions which could be due to its flexibility and availability in
several proprietary and standard HAS solutions.
In addition to using the single-layer codecs like H.264/AVC, the multi-layer
codecs such as SVC has been be also exploited recently (e.g. [61]). The general
comparison of single- and multi-layer codecs are presented in Subsection 3.2.3.
Since the focus of this thesis is on the adaptation using AVC, for more detailed
description of different SVC configurations and their perceptual quality, we refer
to studies presented in [62, 63].
Among the server side actions is also the selection of chunk length. In this regard,
two contradictory concerns should be taken into account [64]: In one hand, the
chunk length needs to be short enough to allow for fast reaction to dynamic changing the network conditions. This appends the granularity at which the switching
decisions can be made. On the other hand, as stated in [65], there is a trade-off
between small chunk resulting in many small files which have to be stored for multiple bitrates of each video. Furthermore, choosing longer chunk length (longer
chunk with longer GoP) increases the coding efficiency of the source video encoder
due to the more temporal redundancy in longer segments [66] keeping the amount
of overhead low. These two requirements provide an optimization problem which
needs to be considered during content preparation. Study presented in [67] targets
the optimization of chunk length, so that I-frames and representation switches are
placed at optimal positions (e.g. in video cuts). Such an approach led to approximately 10% decrease of the required bitrate for a given video image quality. In
[68], variable chunk lengths across different representations were considered– it is
proposed that for higher bitrates, longer chunks can be used in order to improve
the coding efficiency.
On the other hand, selection of the chunk size should be according to the requirements of the actual use case as well. For instance, in context of a live broadcast
event, where the content is being made available at the server during the viewing
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time, a low overall delay introduced by the system should be achieved. This implies that chunk length should be short to be able to be downloaded as soon as
they appear on the server. On the contrary, for VoD case, a larger receiver buffer
can be used together with longer chunks to avoid flickering caused by frequent
quality representation changes.
Considering the vehicular mobility scenario, the study presented in [65] show
that using long chunk size will decrease the switching granularity, thus, not be
suitable for adapting to rapid bandwidth fluctuations and leads to more video
stalling. However, this effect can be balanced by increasing the buffer threshold,
i.e., the amount of data which is buffered before the video playback starts. The
authors explicitly stated that it is important to configure the buffer threshold in
accordance with the used video chunk size. In [69], it is indicated that using a
longer chunk (which leads to longer adaptation interval–time between two possible
quality adaptations), leads to higher quality levels of the video and fewer quality
changes. However, the number of stalling events and total delay also increase.

3.3.4

Client side actions

Principally, the HAS system decision engine is running on the client side, being
responsible for selecting which segments (in which quality level) should be downloaded, when to start downloading, and how to manage the receiver video buffer is
running. These decisions will be made based on different criteria such as measured
downlink throughput, the actual video buffer status, device or screen properties,
or context information (e.g. mobility, home environment).
Figure 3.2 illustrates a general structure of HTTP stream switching approach
common between different HAS solutions. In the beginning of the session, client
makes a HTTP Get request to the server in order to obtain the MPD. By default,
HTTP GET requests use a single TCP connection, but some adaptive streaming
implementations support using multiple concurrent TCP connections for requesting multiple chunks at the same time or for pulling audio and video segments in
parallel.
When the streaming starts, the client requests the chunk at an initial bitrate.
After an initial startup delay during which the playout buffer is filled to allow for
network throughput variations, the client starts displaying the video. The client
continues fetching the subsequent chunks of different quality level to maintain an
adequate buffer. Typically, a playout buffer between 5 and 30 seconds is kept by
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Figure 3.2: Adaptive streaming techniques.

the client.
The client will request the next chunk based on the result of network tests, monitoring its buffer, measurement of the download time of the previous chunk, as well
as considering other local resources. In case the downlink throughput decreases,
the client buffer depletes. To prevent stalling, the client requests lower bitrate
chunks from the server (down-switching). In turn, when the throughput increases,
the client requests higher bitrate chunks (up-switching) . Deciding about which
chunk to be requested next will be according to the adaptation logic (AL) the
client is programmed for. For instance, if the client application is programmed for
providing the best quality, then the AL will always choose the highest quality, but
if the application is planned for a smooth watching experience, then the AL will
choose the most suitable chunk at each request. When a quality profile is selected
and the client finds the URL associated with it in the MPD, it establishes one
another connection to the server.

3.3.5

Performance of available adaptation logics

There are different AL proposed for both single- and multi-layer codecs to be employed by the HAS client. These algorithms either tend to be optimistic by quickly
switching to the best possible video quality, or to be conservative by sticking to a
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low video quality and avoid oscillations. Each behavior results in different performance in terms of bandwidth utilization, average provided bitrate and number of
switches.
The authors in [70] compared the performance of proprietary MSS, HLS and
HDS solutions in a vehicular environment. They found that the best performance,
in terms of average achieved video quality (bitrate) and the number of switches
among representations, was achieved by MSS among proprietary solutions, and by
“Pipelined HAS” among all the candidates. The idea behind HAS pipelining is
that, in contrary to standard HAS, several segments can be requested at a time.
Pipelining is beneficial in vehicular and mobile scenarios [71], where packet loss
might result in a poor usage of the available resources in case only one TCP connection is established. The drawback of pipelining is the server complexity due to
the requirement for appropriate sending buffer control. In [64], the performance
of HAS for live streaming is studied. An analysis of performance with respect to
chunk size is provided, quantifying the impact of the HTTP protocol and chunk
size on the end-to-end delay.
The authors in [72] performed a a performance comparison of three ALs proposed
by the research communities [73–75], in addition to their own proposed algorithm.
The evaluation was done considering a traffic pattern recorded in realistic vehicular mobility condition. The best performance in terms of average playback video
bitrate and bandwidth utilization was achieved by Tribler and BIEB algorithms
from [75] and [72] in order. Both algorithms, which were designed for layered
content like SVC encoded, delivered a high average playback quality to the user,
but Tribler had to switch to a different quality nine times more often than BIEB.
On the other hand, the TRDA algorithm from [73] showed better results than
BIEB in some aspects, as it has a lower quality switching frequency and a better
network efficiency because no data is unnecessarily downloaded and bandwidth is
wasted. However, compared to the size of the movie, the segments discarded by
BIEB were negligible. In the vehicular scenario, BIEB outperformed the other
algorithms, but no performance results were provided for other scenarios.

3.3.6

Adaptive streaming of stereoscopic video content

Although there are several open reseach questions in order to enhance the adaptive
streaming mechanisms for conventional video, the arrival of 3D television services
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has motivated the investigation on adaptation methods to optimize the perceptual quality of transmitted 3D video content. Currently, 3D video sequences are
transmitted in frame-compatible format, which means using the same infrastructure (i.e. encoder, network, and decoder) as for conventional video sequences [76].
By this way, broadcasting the 3DTV services to the public users has been grown
rapidly. Nevertheless, this approach causes reducing the video resolution in order to multiplex the stereo views into typical one single video stream. Therefore
many efforts have been conducted to develop the coding techniques for efficiently
transmitting the high quality 3D video content by reducing as much as possible
the data to be transmitted.
In this context, some coding standards have been elaborated to be applicable to
3D video content, such as Multi-View Coding (MVC) [77] and SVC. Taking this
into account, the first approaches for 3DTV adaptive streaming could be based
on strategies developed for conventional video, since frame-compatible transmission is used. However, new possibilities should be analyzed taking into account
the specific properties of stereoscopic content. In this context, to the best of our
knowledge, the state-of-the-art is quite limited. In Subsection 4.2.2 we describe
the available studies in this regard.

3.3.7

Adaptive streaming and QoE

Comparing the performance of adaptive and non-adaptive streaming systems,
quality adaptation can effectively reduce the video stalling when bandwidth decreased, and also would better utilize the available bandwidth when bandwidth
increased [65]. On the other hand, it has been observed in other studies that, in
general it is better to control the quality rather than to suffer from uncontrolled
effects like stalling. For instance, according to the study presented in [78], impact
of the packet loss (uncontrolled degradation) on the QoE is much more severe than
impact of a controlled bandwidth reduction due to resolution.
Thus, HAS is an improvement over classical HTTP video streaming as it aims to
minimize uncontrolled impairments. However, compared to classical HTTP video
streaming, another dimension, i.e., the quality adaptation, has been introduced.
In Chapter 4, we review the studies on influence of application layer adaptation
on end-users’ perceptual quality.

Chapter 4
Quality of Experience of HTTP
Adaptive Streaming
As explained in the survey presented in [52], the current HAS solutions are not
QoE-driven and are only based on the bandwidth measurements. Hence, the resulting QoE affected by adaptation is not optimal.
In order to develop the AL which optimizes user’s QoE, it is crucial for service
providers to understand the influence of adaptation technical parameters on perceptual quality. In classical HTTP video streaming, the key influence factors on
QoE are initial startup delay and stalling due to depleted video playback buffer
[48, 79]. Using HAS technique, the stalling impairment is significantly reduced.
But, adaptation operation changes the transmitted video quality by time introducing a new perceptual degradation dimension which is “time-varying video quality”.
There are several research work conducted in the QoE area which can be differentiated along technical and perception based quality assessment. Technical quality
assessment studies, such as [80, 81] and those discussed in Subsection 3.3.5, mainly
concentrate on switching decision strategies to optimize the bandwidth utilization
or other network related parameters. Perception based analysis typically focus on
analyzing advantages or disadvantages of existing HAS implementations in terms
of QoE, or set out to analyze the QoE impact of adaptation related degradations
including initial delay, stalling, switching strategies or combinations of different
adaptation quality dimensions.
One of the common approaches to evaluate the impact of visual distortions on
the user’s perceived QoE is through subjective assessments. However, the timevarying video quality due to the adaptation which usually takes place in larger time
40
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scale makes the subjective evaluation of HAS challenging. In the following sections,
first we review the subjective studies on the adaptation related degradations as
potential HAS QoE influence factors. Afterward, we talk about the requirements
for subjectively evaluating the perceptual quality of adaptive streaming and the
related shortcomings in available standardized recommendations.

4.1
4.1.1

Impact of waiting-time related impairments
Initial startup delay

In multimedia services, there is always an initial startup delay as a certain amount
of audiovisual must be transferred before video decoding and playback can begin.
This delay is usually more than technically necessary in order to fill the playout
buffer with a bigger amount of video play time in the beginning. The playout buffer
is an efficient tool used to tackle short term throughput variations. However, a
trade off should be also considered between the actual length of the corresponding delay (more buffered play time = longer initial delay) and the risk of buffer
depletion which leads to stalling (more buffered play time = higher robustness to
short term throughput variations) [52].
The study presented in [47] showed that the impact of initial delays strongly depends on the type of application. Therefore, related studies for other multimedia
services (e.g. study about web page load times presented in [82] which indicated a
logarithmic relationship between waiting times and MOS) cannot easily be applied
on to other applications like HAS.
According to large-scale experiments presented in [83], the initial startup delay
does not significantly worsen the perceptual quality and, overall, end-users are
willing to tolerate larger startup delays if this results in less video stalling [84].
On the other hand, the initial delay depends on the bitrate of the chunks that
are going to be downloaded. If chunks at high (low) bitrate are downloaded, the
initial delay will be long (short), but the starting video quality will be high (low).
Few studies have investigated the effect this aspect: in [85], the authors found that
a low startup bitrate followed by slow increase (ramp-up) of quality degrades the
QoE.
Overall, the impact of initial delays on QoE is not severe. However, this is only
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valid if the user really intends to watch the video. For many user-generated content (e.g. YouTube), the users are browsing through videos in order to search for
some contents they are interested in [86]. In that case, initial delays should not
be so high to be accepted by the user.

4.1.2

Stalling

As mentioned in Subsection 3.2.3, stalling is stopping the video playback due to
underrunning the playout buffer. If the throughput of the video streaming application is lower than the video bitrate, the playout buffer will deplete. Subsequently,
due to insufficient amount of available data, the playback is interrupted until the
buffer contains a certain amount of video data. Here also the amount of rebuffered
play time has to be traded off between the length of the interruption (more buffered
play time = longer stalling duration) and the risk of a shortly recurring stalling
event (more buffered play time = longer playback until potential next stalling
event).
Already back in 2004, the study in [87] showed that both duration and frequency
of stalling events can influence on the user’s QoE. Particularly, subjects prefer a
single stalling of longer duration compared to multiple short freezes and regular
(e.g. one stalling event every 3 sec) over irregular video stallings. This finding was
confirmed by authors in [88] who also showed that the position of stalling is not
important. However, the later point was rejected in study presented in [89] which
showed that there does exist the QoE impact of the stalling position.
In [48], the exponential relationship between stalling parameters and MOS was
presented. In addition, it was found that users tolerate one stalling event per clip
as long as its duration remains in the order of a few seconds. Similar finding was
presented in [84, 90] that isolated stallings up to approximately 400 ms could be
acceptable to the average end-users.
In [91], the influence of stalling events on user engagement was inferred by keeping track of the video play time and the number of views of online video traffic. It
was observed that the time spent in buffering has a significant negative effect on
user engagement, especially in the case of live video. Similar studies [85, 92–94]
further supported the overall conclusion that video stalling should be avoided at
all times to improve the user’s QoE.
Stalling can be avoided, to some extent, by employing larger client buffers. One
study in this regard is presented in [65], investigating the influence of playout
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buffer threshold on the stalling event in vehicular mobility. It was observed that
a small buffer of 6 sec is sufficient to achieve almost an uninterrupted streaming
experience for the users. But further increasing the buffer size would lead to increasing the initial startup delay. Other study presented in [95] showed that a
large buffer size does not necessarily improve the QoE, while a small video buffer
usually produces lower QoE as it has short period to have intermediate quality
levels
In [47], the perceptual difference between initial delays and stallings was investigated. It was showed that initial delays are preferred to stalling by around 90% of
the users. This issue was discussed in [7], that in contrast to initial delays, which
is well known from everyday usage of video applications, stalling invokes a sudden
unexpected interruption within the service, hence, being processed differently by
the human sensory system and perceived much worse compared to initial delay.
In regard to the perceptual difference of stalling and quality adaptation, it is
generally assumed that stalling lowers the QoE severely and that quality adaptation performs better in terms of QoE. Nevertheless, empirical evidence for this
assumption is still sparse. For instance, according to the study presented in [96]
which is based on the real networks’ traces, stalling must be avoided at any time.
Also, the study presented in [97] which introduces a random neural network model
to estimate the QoE, showed that users are more sensitive to stalling than to an
increase of QP in the video encoder, especially for lower values of the QP. Instead,
the results in [98] indicated that stalling events are not yielding worse quality than
quality switches if a few number of stalling events is compared to quality switches
involving low video bitrates. Finally, our study presented in [99] showed that, one
stalling event can be comparable in terms of quality to a decreasing quality event
(in this study, one 2 sec frame freezing event in 3 Mbps encoded video).
Considering the trade-off between waiting time related impairments (initial delay and stalling) and quality switching, to the best of our knowledge there is no
systematic study in the literature where video streams with initial delay, quality
switches and stalling events, occurring all in the same video rendering instance,
have been used as test material to collect users’ quality feedback.
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Impact of quality switching related impairments

4.2.1

Quality adaptation dimension

In order to provide the video content representations, one or several quality dimensions can be utilized. This means, representations can be differed in terms
of frame rate (encoding a lower number of frames per second = decreasing visual quality), spatial resolution (decreasing the number of pixels in the horizontal
and/or vertical dimension of each video frame = decreasing visual quality), encoding quantization settings (increasing QP = decreasing visual quality), and audio
bitrates. Considering aforementioned dimensions for quality adaptation, we use
the terms of encoding switching, spatial switching, temporal switching, and audio
switch in order.
Adaptation in any of these quality dimensions differs in terms of bitrate reduction efficiency. This was investigated in [52] through encoding three video
sequences of 20 sec long with different content genera (sport, cartoon and action)
encoded with H.264/AVC using different frame rate (from 25 fps down to 2.5 fps),
resolution (from 1920x1080 down to 128x72), and encoding QP (from 30 up to
51). All other encoding parameters remained unchanged during the experiment.
The results about the frame rate based adaptation showed that in order to achieve
80% of the original bitrate (the original frame rate corresponding 100% was 25 fps
in their study), one needs to reduce the frame rate to approximately 65%. In
such a case, motion in video is no longer perceived as smooth and the perceived
quality degradation is significant [100]. The results regarding to resolution based
switching showed that even small decrease of frame resolution leads to a significant reduction of required bitrate (e.g., 80% of the original bitrates is achieved
by decreasing the frame size to approximately 85% in both directions). About
quantization based adaptation, their results showed that bitrate descends for QP
increasing from 30 up to 50. But the bitrate decreasing steep becomes flatter when
getting close to QP 50, which in fact is quite natural as there is a certain amount
of information in the encoded bit stream carrying data other than just quantized
transform coefficients (e.g., prediction mode signalization, motion vector values,
etc.).
There are different studies investigating the perceptual effect of adaptation in
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Table 4.1: Main findings about QoE of single dimension adaptation.

Dim.

Encoding

Spatial

Temporal

Main findings
- Encoder has the most significant effect [101]; changing from H.264
to MPEG-4 degrades the QoE [102]
- Pixel bitrate1 should be around 0.1 to reach a good QoE when
using H.264 [101]
- Decreasing the image quality leads to lower QoE [87, 102–104]
- QoE falls slowly when the QP starts to increase, but it drops
faster after reaching a specific high QP [97]
- Increasing the bitrate does not always lead to better QoE [102]
- QoE model: temporal pooling of per-frame/chunk QoE (e.g. averaging the quality levels of a HAS video sequence) [105]
- QoE of high resolution depends on the shot types (e.g. high
resolution can be a drawback in HD video when level of distortion
increases) [106]
- Resolution is the key criteria for QoE in small screens [106–108]
- Low resolution leads to lower QoE [107]
- Generally, high QoE is associated with high resolution. But with
the same bitrate, the higher resolution video has lower QoE–due to
lower pixel bitrate [101]
- Resolution change should not exceed half the frame original size
in order to deliver an acceptable quality [109]
- Lower frame rate leads to lower QoE but periodic frame dropping
is less annoying than non-periodic [87]
- QoE of frame rate decreasing depends on the amount of content
motion [110]
- There is no QoE gain by re-increasing frame rate after a temporary
drop [111]
- Changes between frame rates of 15 fps and 30 fps are not detected
by many users [109]
- QoE model: MOS can be expressed as a function of temporal and
spatial resolution (temporal information is more important) [108]

single quality dimension. The main findings of these studies are summarized in
Table 4.1.
Some other studies targeted trade-offs between different dimensions and comparing single and multiple dimension adaptations. For instance, it was shown in
[112] that a two-dimensional adaptation which reduces both resolution and frame
rate perceptually outperforms the adaptation in one dimension. Comparing clips
of similar average bitrates also showed that the reduction of frame rate is perceived
worse than reduction of resolution.
B
Quality of a single frame is expressed in term of pixel bitrate (Bp ) defined by Bp = H×W
×F
where B, H × W and F denote the bitrate, spatial resolution and frame rate, respectively.
1
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In [113], the trade-off between encoding quantization and frame rate adaptation
in soccer clips was investigated. It was observed that for low bitrate encoded video,
image quality is valued higher by the test subjects than frame rate. This was also
confirmed in [114] that specially for video content with fast foreground motion like
soccer, reducing frame rate is preferred to reducing frame quality. However, for
fast camera or background motion, a high frame rate is better because disturbing
jerkiness can be detected more easily which results in lower QoE.
In [115], the comparison of different combinations of three quality dimensions in
similar average bitrates was presented. They found that at low bitrates a larger
resolution is preferred and thus frame rate should be decreased. At high bitrates,
frame rate is more important and bitrate per pixel should be decreased to achieve
a high perceived quality.
In [101], maximizing the QoE by selecting an optimal combination of frame rate
and resolution under limited bandwidth (video bitrate) was investigated. They
found that in general resolution should be kept low. For videos with high temporal activity, frame rate should be low (which implies a high pixel bitrate) while
for content with low temporal activity it should be high in order to achieve a high
QoE.
Summarizing [52], multi-dimensional adaptation outperforms single dimension
adaptation, and therefore, should be considered in future HAS mechanisms. The
order of importance of different adaptation dimension is image quality before frame
rate and finally resolution, i.e., a decrease of image quality is perceived worst. Although this order seems to be valid for most video content, there exist some special
cases in which the order can be different.

4.2.2

Adaptation strategy (switching behavior)

Study reported in [102] has shown that video quality switching is perceived as a
degradation itself. However, quality switches are often inevitable due to varying
bandwidth condition. In this situation, in order to provide an optimal QoE with
a given adaptation set, perceptual influence of some key factors must be taken
into account, namely, switching frequency, switching amplitude, chunk length, in
addition to influence of content characteristics on QoE of aforementioned factors.
Apart from that, a fundamental question is whether switching to higher quality
gains better QoE at all in comparison to staying in low quality. In the following,
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an overview of the related work towards QoE of these factors in single- and multilayer encoded videos are presented. In addition, available studies covering the
perceptual quality of HAS 3D are reviewed2 .
Switching frequency
Related to the switching frequency, different factors can influence on user’s QoE
such as: 1) number of quality switches in each adaptation event to reach the target
quality level and 2) number of adaptation events occurring during the whole video
playback. Study presented in [117] targeted this topic considering compression
quality switching in SVC encoded videos. According to this study, the frequency
of adaptation should be kept as small as possible. It is also stated in [118] that
frequent quality switching should be avoided to allow the users to become familiar
with presented video quality.
From another side, the experimental results presented in [109] showed that higher
switching frequencies are not penalized in terms of QoE if the duration spent on
the high quality is sufficiently long.
Switching amplitude
With respect to switching amplitude, two different questions can arise: 1) if there
is any difference between smooth switching (i.e. stepwise change from current to
target quality level) and abrupt way, and 2) if the bitrate difference between the
current and target quality level impact on QoE. On the other hand, since the perceptual quality is not symmetrical when up- and down-switching (users have been
found more critical of quality degradations and less rewarding of increased quality
[118]), the impact of switching amplitude in both switching directions should be
taken into account.
Results in [117] demonstrated that smooth down-switching in SVC encoded
videos is rated slightly better than abrupt way, thus, “if quality variation (downswitching) cannot be avoided, its amplitude should be kept as small as possible”. The comparison between smooth and abrupt up- and down-switching in
[119] showed that down-switching is generally considered annoying. Abrupt upswitching, however, might even increase the QoE as users might be happy ‘to
notice’ the visual quality improvement.
Content characteristic effect
The role of video content in viewers’ quality perception has been addressed in
2

The presented studies in this section mostly belong to the time of preparing the survay
presented in [3, 116]
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previous studies [108, 110, 120, 121]. This effect could be due to the psychovisual
factors such as objective characteristics of the content (e.g. spatio-temporal complexities) as the rate distortion performance of encoded video depends largely on
these factors [108], in addition to psychological factors like user expectations and
desirability of the video [120] which could be because of the content genera (cf.
Section 2.2).
Taking the influence of these factors on QoE into account, a question arises
whether the aforementioned HAS related factors would be perceived similarly in
different video content types. In this regard, results of [109, 122] showed that effect
of different quality adaptation dimensions (specifically spatial and temporal quality switching) varies depending on the content type, even for comparable switching
amplitudes: “while it is difficult to spot quality oscillations when there are frequent
scene changes, they are more noticeable in steady shots and in strong edges”. In
[118] the dependency of adaptation perception on spatio-temporal characteristics
of the content was reported and a dynamic “optimal adaptation trajectory” were
proposed taking the spatio-temporal complexity of the content into account .
Combination of above factors
A comprehensive study was presented in [109] investigating flicker effects defined
as rapid alternation of base layer and enhancement layer in SVC encoded video.
Considering three dimensions of adaptation in their study, three effects were identified through their results denoted as period, amplitude, and content effect.
The period effect (defined as the frequency of adaptation) manifested itself such
that high switching frequencies (adaptation interval less than 1 sec) were perceived
more annoying than constant low quality. At low frequencies (adaptation interval
larger than 2 sec), quality was perceived better than constant low quality, but
saturated when decreased further.
The amplitude was the most dominant factor for the perception of flicker as
the artifacts become more apparent for the users. However, this effect was varied depending on the adaptation dimension: image quality adaptation was not
detectable for most participants at low amplitudes. Also, for temporal adaptation, changes between frame rates of 15 fps and 30 fps were not detected by half
of the users. Only a reduction of image quality from 24 QP to 32 QP or frame
rate reduction below 10 fps brought significant flicker effects which resulted in low
users’ acceptance. For spatial adaptation the authors indicated that the change
of resolution should not exceed half the original size in order to deliver a generally
acceptable quality.
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Finally, the significant effect of the content in perception of spatial and temporal adaptation but not in image quality adaptation were observed. The authors
concluded that videos with complex spatial details were particularly affected by
resolution reduction, while videos with complex and global motion required high
frame rates for smooth playback. Thus, the perceived quality of different effect is
differently in the different adaptation dimensions.
Chunk length
Another influence factor on perceptual quality of adaptive streaming could be
the chunk length used for switching between different representations. There are
different technical concerns on selection of chunk length which should be taken into
account. For instance, employing small chunks improves the client reaction time
to network bandwidth variations, but also increases the activity on the client side.
There are already some observations from previous work in regard to technical
impact of small and large chunk size which are presented in Subsection 3.3.3.
However, to the best of our knowledge, studying the QoE impact of chunk length
has not received much attention yet.
Switching the quality vs. staying in the low quality
Even if optimal adaptation decision in terms of above factors could be taken, one
fundamental question is still open: is it better to switch the quality level or would
it be better to try holding a certain (even low) quality level in order to minimize
the impairment caused by the switching itself?
A number of studies have addressed the “to switch or not to switch” dilemma
[95, 96, 98, 109, 122–125], resulting that the video content with constant quality is usually preferred to time-varying quality. In particular: short-term spikes
may severely degrade the perceived quality [96]; constant (even lower) quality
is preferred to decreasing the quality [124]; constant or nearly constant quality is
preferable to frequently varying quality even if the mean quality is lower [109, 122].
However, some exceptions which contradict the aforementioned results must be
considered here as well: more than one study pointed out that if the constant
quality is too low, adaptation to the better quality could be preferred [109].
Adaptive strategies for 3D video content
In recent years, the study about alternatives to adapt the quality of 3D video content has received some attentions, however, investigation on subjective perceptual
quality of HAS 3D has been quite limited. Moreover, in none of the available
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studies, the effect of visual discomfort has been incorporated3 .
The authors in [127] presented a study about the advantage of using asymmetric SVC coding of stereo views in comparison to switching from stereoscopic to
monoscopic visualization. Their approach consisted on encoding one view with
lower quality than the other, which allows reducing the overall bitrate without
drastically degrading the QoE, thanks to the masking mechanisms of the HVS
(described by the binocular suppression theory). Eventually, they compared their
proposed adaptation method to symmetric SVC (both views scalable) and MVC
encoding schemes applied on three different source video sequences. The results
showed that for adaptive 3D video streaming, scalable coding of only one view
(asymmetric encoding) achieves better compression efficiency than scaling both
views . Nevertheless, their evaluation approach did not take the subjective perception of these scenarios into account. It has been observed in previous studies
that the subjects’ perceptual quality could be significantly degraded by asymmetric encoding due to the potential risk of binocular rivalry and visual discomfort4 .
The only available subjective study of HVS 3D QoE to the best of our knowledge is the one presented in [129]. In this study, effects of various alternatives to
reduce the bitrate in adaptive streaming of stereoscopic videos are compared, such
as reducing the frame rate, asymmetrically and symmetrically reducing the coding
quality, and switching from 3D to 2D visualization. In addition, two possibilities
when network impairments cause video freeze were considered: 1- continuing the
playback with the frame corresponding to the actual instant keeping the end-toend latency, 2- continuing from the last displayed frame to maintain the continuity
of the video. The perceptual quality of the test scenarios were examined using two
different source video sequences. Their results indicated that switching to a monoscopic version of the video sequence is normally the best option. Considering the
two possible options after frame freezing, the subjective results showed that the
latter approach was usually preferred by the users.
3

According to the previous research, the subjective quality of 3D videos can be described as
a function of perceived depth attenuated by subjective eye-strain [26, 126].
4
As an example is the study presented in [128] that asymmetric coding was tested as a
packet-loss concealment scenario.
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Challenges and requirement for HAS QoE
assessment methodologies

In order to accurately evaluate the QoE of adaptive streaming, it is essential to
understand its difference to classical video QoE assessment which are mainly based
on the signal fidelity of static multimedia sequences. On the hand, in adaptive
streaming, there are switching behaviors whose effect takes up to several seconds.
Hence, evaluation of such these events has to be considered in a longer time scale
than the video encoding related parameters (resolution, frame rate, quantization
parameter, bitrate) which can be assessed in shorter intervals of a few seconds
[130]. Nevertheless, the current standardized quality assessment methodologies
for subjective testing mostly fall short in accounting for these impairments, and
in recommending the test design parameters such as presentation modes, number
of test video content and evaluation quality scales [116].
The most common methodologies, such as ACR [4], recommend the use of short
test video sequences of around 15 seconds after which the observers provide their
ratings. However, the applicability of such these methods for the evaluation of
adaptive streaming videos is not assured. A study on traditional testing methodologies [84] shows that the relative impact of the impairment type would change
with the setting of the subjective test thus may lead to inaccurate prediction of
the perceptual quality. In the context of HAS QoE evaluation, this means, it is
not clear if the perceptual quality of ‘the adaptation event solely’ evaluated using
the ACR method would be the same as the real-world application in which ‘the
adaptation is occurred during a long sequence’.
A standardized methodology that might be seemed suitable for the adaptive
streaming evaluation is SSCQE [1], where the observers provide instantaneous
rating of the video quality in a continuous way during the video sequence presentation. This methodology has been employed in the previous HAS QoE studies for
instance [98, 118]. However, as in the recommendation itself is stated, the varying
delay in different viewer response time may influence the assessment results from
this methodology. Another problem that can arise due to the usage of continuous
grading scale is whether the assessors completely focus on the degradations or,
due to the long sequences, they become immersed into the content and forget to
rate the quality variation. On the hand, individual viewers’ scores might drift over
the course of the test (e.g., viewers might concentrate on moving the slider in the
proper direction to track changes in quality and hence loose track of the absolute
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slider position on the rating scale), adversely impacting the method’s reliability.
Furthermore, the viewers’ sensitivity to a poor quality in the past (hysteresis effect of the human behavioral response) in addition to the recency effect, which are
specifically highlighted in evaluating the time-varying video quality [131], could
be underlined through this methodology. Aside from all these points, while it is
hard to aggregate the results into an overall score among other things (e.g. the
memory, recency, negative peak effect etc.), the resulting instantaneous quality
ratings as presented in Figure 2.1 are not of particular interest of HAS QoE research. Because, as mentioned before, the goal in such studies is to understand the
QoE impact of the adaptation event (cf. footnote2 ) rather than the instantaneous
quality.
Therefore, the need of research on new evaluation methodology for long video sequences is evident. Nevertheless, there are some considerations which are linked to
the usage of long test sequences [116]. For instance, the impact of users’ psychological characteristics on evaluation of long video sequences should not be neglected.
This includes the memory and recency effects of the human behavioral response
while continuously evaluating the time-varying video quality [131]. Recency refers
to the human brain’s preference to attach higher importance to recent stimuli.
Therefore, presenting a specific (high/low) quality level at the end of a clip or
an adaptive event might (positively/negatively) influence on perception of whole
event.
Back to 1998, the recency effect on subjective evaluation of video quality was
observed in [132]: at any moment, the time-varying subjective quality is quite
sensitive to the short-time subjective quality over the previous (at least) 20-30
sec. A strong memory effect was also reported in [117]: higher quality in the end
of a video clip leads to higher QoE. Different result was presented in [133], where
the effect of last quality level and the recency time (defined as the time since the
last quality adaptation) were investigated. Their results showed that ending to
low or high quality in addition to the duration of time on the high quality do not
have significant effect on QoE. However, this finding might be due to the specific
characteristic of the switching patterns used in their study.
On the other hand, with long sequences, the attention of viewers may vary from
one content to another and within a single content, depending on the semantic
component of the content, its attractiveness, and its popularity. There are also
several issues linked to the test design: it may be problematic to repeat the same
source video sequence (SRC), since the interest and therefore attention of the
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viewers may decrease with subsequent viewing of the same SRC. In addition, the
interaction between test conditions and spatio-temporal complexity of the content
is higher than with short test sequences. The variability of the spatio-temporal
complexity of the content should therefore be considered when designing the experiments. In particular, it may be appropriate to use many source videos per test
case.
In this respect, a new approach for immersive evaluation of a large source audiovisual content pool was proposed in [38]. This method is based on the use of
long test stimuli in order to simulate the real situation of using the audiovisual
applications and encouraging the observers’ engagement with the content. In this
study, not only longer sequences are recommended for evaluating the video quality,
but also using test sequences with audio (in spite of traditional standard recommendations). This recommendation makes sense since video-only presentations
poorly represent the users’ experience of an audiovisual application, as people
rarely watch videos without sound.
Finally, with the use of long sequences, the number of test sequences per experiment becomes highly limited in order to respect the the test session duration
constraint [1, 4]. Thus, the trade-off between the number of test conditions, SRCs,
and SRC duration becomes more complex than with short sequences. On the other
hand, presenting long video sequences without audio (which is typically done in
traditional subjective experiments) could be awkward and boring for the viewers.
As a consequence, video-only tests may have to be avoided in favor of audiovisual
tests.
In fact, research on new methodologies to improve the current subjective testing
approaches has been already started. For instance, in the methodology introduced
by Gutierrez et al. [2], the evaluation of set of subsequent adaptation scenarios
was made using long test sequences selected from the content which are usually
watched by the users at home (e.g., movies, news, etc.). According to this methodology, the test subjects continuously view some minutes of videos impaired for n
sec by test scenarios every n + k sec. During the non-impaired k sec, subjects
are asked to rate the quality of previous n sec impaired video segment5 . This
methodology subsequently named Content-Immersive Evaluation of Transmission
Impairments (CIETI). The idea behind designing this method was to simulate
realistic viewing conditions by using longer sequences. So, the observers would
5

More details about this methodology can be found in Subsubsection 5.1.2.2
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become more engaged to the content as they are in real life, rather than focusing on detecting impairments, which can happen using traditional methodologies
with the short and less entertaining test videos. However, in order to validate the
general applicability of this approach for evaluation of HAS QoE, there are still
some concerns which should be taken into account. For instance, in this study,
the testing approach was used to evaluate the adaptation impairments through
Processed Video Sequences (PVS) of 10 sec long, in 3D video format, and in the
video-only presentation. Therefore, it is necessary to employ this methodology to
investigate the more realistic (longer) length of adaptation event, in conventional
2D format (which is more commonly used by the users), and in the audiovisual
presentation format.
The costly evaluation of QoE through subjective methods in terms of money,
time and facilities has motivated some new studies via crowdsourcing in recent
years (e.g. [94, 99, 133]). Using crowdsourcing allows subjective user studies conducted at lower cost with a large number of anonymous users in order to obtain
statistically significantly QoE scores. However, in contrast to studies in controlled
environments with selected participants, crowdsourcing cannot guarantee the reliability of the test participants and is more prone to cheaters. Different task design
methods have been proposed to identify and consequently filter out the unreliable participants (e.g. [134, 135]). Nevertheless, still there are many criticisms
about utilizing the crowdsourcing in general that in the case of evaluating the
video quality could be even more critical. Different video quality factors could be
unpurposely distorted due to the uncontrolled viewing environment. For instance,
due to low worker payment for the crowdsourcing tasks, participant pools are generally skewed towards poor users in developing country with the high probability
of not having access to fast Internet connection in order to properly and timely
loud the test videos. There would be also the possibility of not having access to
the proper display by the users which fits the objectives of the application under
study. Therefore, special consideration have to be taken into account to utilize
this methodology for video quality evaluation.

4.4

HAS QoE: current status

There are several studies conducted to investigate the perceptual quality of HAS
in order to optimize the adaptation strategies. In [116], we presented a survey on
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the state-of-the-art concerning subjective evaluation of adaptive streaming QoE, in
addition to highlighting the challenges and open research questions related to HAS
QoE assessment. Table 4.2 summarizes the key experimental aspects of some of
these studies. As it can be seen, studies are really diverse. Indeed, a large amount
of parameters can be adjusted in the case of adaptive streaming, for instance the
number of quality levels, the duration and frequency of quality switches, the type
of quality switches, etc. As a consequence, it is impossible to test all parameters
in a single test and this forces the test designer to restrict her/his set of test conditions.
Some general trends can be observed from these studies: the most commonly
used type of quality switches is encoding switching. Most of the tests have been
conducted in test laboratories, which allows for a more systematic and controlled
assessment. High Definition (1080p, 720p) display resolutions are increasingly
used, which match real usage of adaptive streaming. In terms of testing methodology, SS methods are widely applied instead of the SSCQE method. On the other
hand, as mentioned in Subsection 4.2.2, very few studies have targeted adaptive
streaming of stereoscopic video content. The biggest difference between studies
lies on the amount and duration of SRCs used in the tests. While all studies agree
on the influence of the spatio-temporal complexity of the content on the perceived
quality, only three studies have used more than four SRCs [98]. Hence, due to
the content dependency of adaptation perception, results cannot be considered
absolute as they can differ for different content. Few studies have considered test
sequences longer than one minute [2, 95, 96, 122, 125].
On the other hand, there are some issues which have been never tackled in previous work. A first straight forward effect is the combined quality impact due to
initial delay, stalling events, and quality switches all occurring in one sequence.
Moreover, for benchmarking different approaches to live video streaming, a comparison between HAS-type and UDP-type time-varying quality will be of interest,
for example assessing the QoE difference between freezing with and without skipping for longer sequences. Finally, no research has been reported so far on the
implications of audiovisual asynchrony in HAS-type streaming.
Summarizing, it is clear that the research on HAS is very active. In addition, although many research questions on QoE of adaptive streaming systems have been
already tackled in previous research, still many of these questions have remained
open or not appropriately resolved. This could be due to (i) a limited number of
tests conducted to address a question, or (ii) shortcomings of the reported studies
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Table 4.2: Overview of test conditions considered in the studies reviewed in
Section 4.2 . Only the studies for which more than two entries could be filled
in are reported here. Legend: ST = stalling, STSKIP = stalling with skipping,
ID = initial delay, SW = quality switch, ESW = encoding quality switch, SSW
= spatial resolution switch, TSW = frame rate switch, ASW = audio switch,
2DSW = switching from 3D to 2D, AS = asymmetric coding a = amplitude, d
= duration, f = frequency, t = trend, r = resolution, R = representation, SS
= single stimulus method, SSCQE = single stimulus continuous quality evaluation method, SC= stimulus-comparison, SAMVIQ= subjective assessment
methodology for video quality, V = video, AV = audiovisual, A = audio, lab
= laboratory (but not standard conditions), ITU = standard conditions, Ex =
experiment, NA = not available. A detailed review of these works in addition
to other related studies can be found in [3].
Ref.

Sources (kind # d r)

Impairments

Test method

Viewing conditions

[136]
[90]
[84]

V, 4, 10s, 288p 25fps
V, 4, 10s, 288p 25fps
AV, NA, 15s,
576i 25fps
AV, 3, 30s/60s,
360p 25/30fps
V, 10, 15s,
720p 30fps

STSKIP(d,f)
ST(d)
ST(d)

d: 80, 160, 280 [ms] , #:1,3,5,8
d: 0.12 , 0.20 , 0.52 , 1.0 , 2.0 , 3.0 [s] , #: 1,2,3,5,8
d: 280, 320, 360, 480 [ms] , #:1

SAMVIQ
SS
SS

lab, CRT
lab, laptop
lab, LCD

ID
ST
ST(d,f)
STSKIP (d,f)
ESW (a,f,t)

d: 0, 1, 4, 8, 16, 32 [s]
d: 0, 0.5, 1, 2, 4, 8 [s] , #:1
(d #): (1s 8) (2s 4) (4s 2)
(d #): (4s 2)
Ad.Set: R1-4 [0.7-6] Mbps, chunk=5s, H.264/SVC
a:(R1-R4-R1)(R2-R4-R2) (R3-R4-R3)
f:(R1-R4-R1-R4)(R1-R4-R1)
t:(R1-R2-R4)(R4-R2-R1) (R1-R3-R4)(R4-R3-R1)
Ad.Set: R1=24QP, R2=[28,32,36,40]QP
chunk=[0.2, 0.1, 1, 2, 3, 6]s
Ad.Set: R1=480x320r, R2=[240x160, 120x80]r
chunk=[0.2, 0.1, 1, 2, 3, 6]s
Ad.Set: R1=30fps R2=[15,10,5,3]fps
chunk=[1, 2, 3, 6]s
H.264/SVC, (a f): (R1-R2-R1-R2) at all chunk sizes
Ad.Set: R1-4 or R1-3=NA, chunk=NA, SMPEG
(a f t): see Fig.8 in [124]
Ad.Set: R1=(720p 3.5Mbps(V) 128kbps(A)),
R2=(720p 2.5Mbps(V) 128kbps(A)) , R3= (360x
640 1.5Mbps(V) 128kbps(A)), R4=(360x640
700kbps(V) 128kbps(A)), R5=(180x320 300kbps(V)
160kbps(A)), chunk=4s
(a f): see in [95]
Ad.Set: R1-7=[256-2048]kbps, chunk=9s
(a f): see Fig. 1 in [96]
Ad.Set and (a f): NA (real network traces)
Ad.Set and (a, f): NA (real streaming)
Ad.Set: R1-8=[350-3000]kbps, (a,f): NA
Ad.Set: R1-6=[5000-100]kbps varying r (NA)
chunk = 10s, MPEG-2
(a, f): NA (real network)

SS

lab, PC/ crowdsourcing

SSCQE and
overall rate

lab, smartphone,
tablet

SS, acceptance,
y/n stability

lab, smartphone

SC

NA, PC

SS

NA, NA

SS, quality,
definition, fluency,
responsivness
NA
SS
SS, quality,
acceptance,
delight/annoy.
pleasure/arousal
expectations
SS

lab, NA

CIETI

ITU, HDTV
active shutter glasses

[134]
[98]

[109]

V, 4, 12s,
480x320 30fps

ESW(a,f)
SSW (a,f)
TSW (a,f)

[124]

V, 3, 10s, NA

for all SW:
ESW(a,f,t)

[95]

AV, 11, 90s,
720p 30fps

ESW+SSW
ASW(a,f)

[96]

V, NA, 108s, NA

ESW(a,f)

[122] Ex1
[122] Ex2
[125]

V, 1, 120s, 1080p
V, 2, 110s, 720p
AV, 3, 210s, NA

ESW+ST
ESW(f)
ESW(f)
ESW+SSW
(a, f)

[123]

V, 4, 5s,
1280x800 30fps
3DV, 2, 5min

ESW(a,f)

1080p, 720p

TSW(a)
ST(d)
STSKIP(d)
2DSW(a)
AS(a)

[2]

ESW(a)

Ad.Set: R1-3=[NA]QP, chunk=5s, HEVC
(a f) = NA (content concatenation)
Ad.Set: R1-3=[3-6-12]Mbps, chunk= 6s, H.264
a:(R3-R1)(R3-R2)
Ad.Set: R1-3=[12.5-25-50]fps, a:(R3-R1)(R3-R2)
d: (2,4) [s]
d: (2,4) [s]
a: (R3-2D/R1)(R3-2D/R2)
a: ([3/8-1/8]R3)([3/16-1/16]R3)

ITU, HDTV
crowdsourcing
lab (one user/
multiple users),
tablet

lab, NA

(such as missing information in the respective publication), or evident limitations
in the considered set of test conditions, or (iii) methodological shortcomings in
terms of how tests have been conducted, or (iv) existence of explicit contradictory
outcomes with respect to identical research questions. Apart from these, there are
some new research questions, specially in regard to HAS QoE testing methodology,
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that recently have got attention in the literature [116]. Therefore, further investigation is required to answer the remaining open issues in addition to building
on new evaluation methodologies. The research questions RQ2 to RQ4 (defined
in Section 1.2), and the according conducted studies (see Chapter 5) are targeting
these issues.

Chapter 5
Evaluation of Quality of
Experience of HTTP Adaptive
Streaming
Taking the open research questions addressed in Section 4.4 into consideration,
two subjective studies were conducted towards identifying the factors influencing
on the HAS user’s QoE. In the following sections, first, Experiment I designed
to study the quality of adaptive streaming in HD 2D and 3D video content is
presented. Later on, Experiment II is presented which was aimed a) to investigate
the subjective testing methodology to evaluate the perceptual quality of adaptive
streaming, b) to identify the influence of different adaptation related factors on
perceptual quality. In the following, a cross-experimental analysis between the
observations of Experiment II and an external study are presented, and in the last
section, the issues learned in regard to hypothetical analysis of the experimental
results are presented.
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5.1

Experiment I: evaluation of perceptual quality of adaptation strategies in 2D and 3D
video content

5.1.1

Study factors

The aim of this study was to investigate the perceptual quality of different switching behaviors in 2D and 3D video content in order to address RQ2-1, RQ2-4 and
RQ2-4 (introduced in Section 1.2) [137]. Accordingly, following questions (denoted
as EI-RQ) were defined respecting home viewing environment and considering high
video quality representations.
In both video formats,
EI-RQ1 What is the effect of amplitude of up- and down-switching the video quality
on QoE?
EI-RQ2 In order to keep constant the end-to-end latency, what is the optimized
approach in terms of QoE when the network bandwidth fluctuations cause
video frame freezing? Continuing the playback with the frame corresponding
to the actual time instant (skipping the previous frames), or continuing from
the last displayed frame to maintain the continuity of the video playback?
EI-RQ3 Is there any difference between the effect of periodic and non-periodic quality
oscillations? Does switching amplitude have any effect in this regard?
EI-RQ4 Does video content characteristics impact on QoE of the factors addressed
in the first three research questions?
In 3D video content,
EI-RQ5 What is the QoE gain of encoding quality switching in comparison to converting from 2D/3D to 3D/2D video format in order to adapt to the network
capacity? Does realization of visual discomfort due to disparity impact on
perception of quality switching?

5.1.2

Description of subjective experiment

In order to respect the home viewing conditions, special attempt for designing
the experiment was taken into consideration including the choice of evaluation
methodology, test materials, and test environment. In the following, details of
these experimental setups are described.
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Table 5.1: Description of the source video content. In column Format, the
original resolution and frame rate of the videos are presented.

Code Genre

Format

1

Movie

1920x1080p Sudden motion; fast changing the rela24fps
tively dark scenes; high disparity; dialogs
and ambient sound as audio.

2

Animation

1920x1080p Smooth motion of objects is dominant;
24fps
static background; very low disparity; dialogs and ambient sound as audio.

3

Sport

4

1280x720p
50fps

Characterization

Soccer; average motion; wide angle camera sequences with uniform camera panning, medium disparity; commentaries as
audio.

Documentary1920x1080p Average motion of sea animals in signif24fps
icantly dark scene; very high disparity
with objects near in the foreground; commentaries and music as audio.

Table 5.2: Video transcoding parameters of adaptive streams (quality levels).

Quality level code

Q1

Q2

Q3

Q4

Target bitrate (kbps)
2000
4000
6000
8000
H.264, high profile, closed GoP of one second, disabled scene change detection
Ref. frame: 2, B frame: 2, CBR, Adaptive QP

5.1.2.1

Test material and conditions

Choosing among commercial video content, four stereoscopic video content in Sideby-Side (SbS) format and with the duration of 5 min were selected as SRCs that
their main characteristics are summarized in Table 5.1. The selection of number
of SRCs and their duration were based on limiting the duration of assessment
sessions to 30 minutes approximately to not tire the observers.
The SbS SRCs1 were encoded into four high quality levels from 2 Mbps to 8
Mbps, using Rhozet Carbon Coder with the setting presented in Table 5.2. The
encoded videos were segmented into chunks of two seconds to be subsequently
used for producing the test sequences.
For each of the conditions when the network capacity improves or declines,
1
In the SbS content, the width of left and right views are reduced to half and both views are
positioned one next to the other in the same frame.
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Figure 5.1: Quality profiles for rapid and gradual switching and quality oscillation. Qi, Qj and Qi+k denote the quality levels.

different scenarios or Hypothetical Reference Circuits (HRC), according to the
terminology of the VQEG [138], were considered as possible client behavior which
are listed in Table 5.3. To evaluate the effect of switching amplitude, two HRCs
were considered consisting “gradual and rapid switching” as shown in Figure 5.1
(x -GR and x-RP in the table in order).
Although employing adaptive streaming approach will reduce video stalling
(freezing the video frames), there would be different circumstance where the HAS
becomes vulnerable to video freezing. In respond to unavoidable video freezing
events, two HRCs for both up- and down-switching directions were considered
as alternative client behavior: “continuing the playback from the last displayed
frame to maintain the continuity of the video playback” (cf. FI and FD in the
table), and “continuing with the frame corresponding to the actual time instant
(dropping the previous frames) to keep the end-to-end latency2 ” (cf. FI-DR and
FD-DR in the table).
Perceptual impact of the video quality oscillation was also investigated through
2

In live video streaming scenarios, there are special constraints in order to maintain the
end-to-end latency.
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Table 5.3: Adaptation test scenarios using the quality levels listed in Table 5.2.
The HRCs marked with asterisk were only applied on 3D video content.

Oscillation

Decreasing

Increasing

Status

Code

Client behavior

I-GR

Gradually (step-wise switching from Q1 to Q4 )

I-RP

Rapidly (abrupt switching from Q1 to Q4 )

FI

Starting from the previous frames after frame freezing
(starting from Q1, followed by one chunk frame freezing,
later continuing from previous frames in Q4 )

FI-DR

Dropping frames after frame freezing (starting from Q1
followed by one chunk frame freezing, later on skipping
the previous chunk’s frames and starting from the next
frame in Q4 )

I-23*

Converting from 2D to 3D (starting from Q1 in 2D, later
on converting to Q4 in 3D)

D-GR

Gradually (step-wise switching from Q4 to Q1 )

D-RP

Rapidly (abrupt switching from Q4 to Q1 )

FD

Starting from previous frames after frame freezing (starting from Q4, followed by one chunk frame freezing, later
continuing from the previous frames in Q1 )

FD-DR

Dropping frames after frame freezing (starting from Q4
followed by one chunk frame freezing, later on skipping
the previous chunk’s frames and starting from the next
chunk in Q1 )

D-32*

Converting from 3D to 2D (starting from Q4 in 3D and
later converting to Q1 in 2D)

OSC1

Periodically changing in small steps (between Q3 and Q2 )

OSC2*

Periodically, changing from 3D to 2D (between Q3 in 3D
and Q2 in 2D)

OSC3*

Periodically, changing in big steps (between Q4 and Q2 )

OSC4

Non-periodically changing in small steps (between Q3 and
Q2 )

other group of HRCs including switching scenarios in periodic and non-periodic
frequency and in small and big switching steps, which are in denoted as OSCi in
the table.
Three other HRCs were specially considered as adaptation scenarios for 3D video
content which were switching from 2D/3D format to 3D/2D format in order (cf.
I-23/D-32 in the table), in addition to oscillation between 3D to 2D format (cf.
OSC2 in the table).
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Except for those HRCs marked with an asterisk in the table, which were only
applied to stereoscopic video content, the rest of the HRCs were applied to both
2D and 3D video content, so the effects on both video formats could be compared.
Besides of the HRCs described above, another HRC was considered as error free
(in constant quality) in order to get references of the scoring of anchor conditions.
As a result, a total of 19 HRCs were evaluated per test sequence.
Since the SRCs were originally in SbS 3D format, to show the sequences in 2D
format one of the views was removed.

5.1.2.2

Evaluation methodology

In order to achieve valid and reliable results from an experiment, one of the most
important experimental design factors is to employ a methodology which fits the
objectives of the service under study. Since the aim of this work was to analyze
the effect of quality variation lasting in relatively long interval, and not strictly
to understand the video quality in each time instant, different methodology than
traditional assessment methods like SSCQE and ACR was needed.
Another required consideration in regard to selection of test methodology in this
study was to choose an appropriate method for evaluating the quality of stereoscopic videos. Many efforts have been already done towards finding a suitable
methodology to correctly evaluate the stereoscopic video quality-related aspects.
For instance, pair comparison was proposed as a reliable method to identify the
viewers’ preferences in 3DTV services [139]. However, employing this approach
(subsequent presentation of two test sequences originally from identical SRC) distances the observers from real viewing situations. Another approach recommended
in [140] was using the ACR testing method in addition to visual discomfort evolution. However, we believe this methodology also cannot appropriately reflect the
real opinion of the HAS users, because it is based on presenting the short test
sequences followed by gray-intervals to evaluate the sequences.
Assessment methodology considered in this study was CIETI. As mentioned in
Section 4.3, the idea behind designing this method was to simulate more realistic
home viewing condition by using long video sequences and increasing the people
immersion in the watching experience. Figure 5.2 shows an example of test sequence according to this methodology. Since different type of impairments are
going to be evaluated within the continuous stream, the whole sequence is divided
into segments. The first segment with ‘0’ printed in the lower right corner of its
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Figure 5.2: Format of test sequence according to CIETI methodology [2]. PVS
and VS stand on ‘processed video sequence’ and ‘voting segment’ in order. ‘0’
printed in the corner of the first segment’s frames has no degradation indicating
the start of the test. In the test session, randomized order of test sequences
were presented to the subjects.

frames has no degradation providing a reference to the highest video quality (in the
case of HAS study). The following segments are subsequently considered as either
PVS or voting segment (VS). The PVS is the video segment impaired according
to one of the HRCs (for adaptation HRCs, the PVS is made by concatenating the
chunks from different quality levels) while VS is left with no degradation. Frames
of the VS have printed a number corresponding to the number of former PVS
which is also the box number in the paper questionnaire. During the VS periods,
the test subjects can avert their eyes from the screen and looking at the questionnaire without major effect on their watching experience.
Based on this methodology, the length of the segments can be adjusted depending on the conditions and requirements of the experiment. In the present study,
10 sec (five chunks) were allocated for the PVS and 6 sec for the VS. In order to
avoid too long assessment session, the HRCs were applied on both stereoscopic
and monoscopic video in the same sequence, so that some of the segments (PVSs)
were visualized in 3D and the others without disparity. To facilitate the visualization of these sequences, the transitions between monoscopic and stereoscopic
segments were done smoothly during the VS, except to the cases of the HRCs
concerning these transitions (I-23 and D-32, cf. Table 5.3). By this way, observers
did not perceive big changes in order to facilitate the perceptual adaptation of
HVS. Moreover, to avoid significant quality changes between consecutive PVSs,
those ended in high quality were concatenated with the others starting with the
high quality. If this was not feasible, it was tried to have the ending and starting
quality of two subsequent PVSs similar in order to provide a smooth transition
from one to the other.
The test subjects were asked to rate the overall video quality degradation/improvement of the PVSs considering the initial and final state of the PVSs using the
proposed nine-level rating scale presented in Table 5.4. This scale was made based
on the DCR scale (see Table 2.1), considering ‘0’ level to indicate no perceivable
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Table 5.4: Grading scale

Value

Description

+4

Very satisfactory

+3

Satisfactory

+2

Slightly satisfactory

+1

Perceptible but not satisfactory

0

Imperceptible

-1

Perceptible but not annoying

-2

Slightly annoying

-3

Annoying

-4

Very annoying

quality change, four positive levels for indicating the level of satisfaction and four
negative ones for the annoyance level.
Besides evaluation of the video quality degradation/improvement, observers were
asked to indicate their perceived visual discomfort for each PVS, so that in the
case of feeling the visual discomfort marking one line (“/”) in the questionnaire
box corresponding to the score and the PVS under evaluation, otherwise, putting
a cross (“X”) in the box (see Figure 5.3).
1

2

3

4

5

6

7

Very satisfactory
Satisfactory
Slightly satisfactory
Perceptible but not
satisfactory
Imperceptible
Perceptible but not
annoying
Slightly annoying
Annoying
Very annoying

Figure 5.3: Rating questionnaire

8

9

10
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Before starting the test session, observers were asked to fill a questionnaire about
their background and interest. Afterward, the objective of the experiment was explained to them through a written instruction and also verbally, and subsequently,
some training sequences were shown to familiarize them with the test procedure
and the range of the video quality levels. The test instruction as well as rating scale
were presented in observers’ native language (Spanish), and for the International
observers in English.

5.1.2.3

Environment, equipments and test subjects

The experiment was carried out at the Universidad Politécnica de Madrid in a
laboratory equipped with a 42” Panasonic stereoscopic television (1920x1080 resolution and 16:9 aspect ratio) and the corresponding active shutter glasses. The
lighting condition of the test room was controlled to avoid reflections on the screen
and flickering effects which could take place when watching 3D content. A computer connected to the TV was used to play the sequences using Video Lan Client
(VLC) player. When stereoscopic sequences were shown, the built-in feature of
the TV showed the stereo views sequentially.
The viewing distance was considered as approximately three times of the TV
screen height (3H). In general, maximum of 3 observers participated simultaneously in majority of the test sessions. Only in four sessions 4 to 5 subjects participated at the same time. The sitting position of the test subjects was recorded to
study the effect of their position on their quality perception.
After post-screening according to recommendation presented in VQEG, ratings
of forty five observers (20% female) were accepted (five of them were excluded),
with the ages ranging from 21 to 49 years and almost 91% being less than 30. All
of them passed the visual acuity (Snellen chart) and stereoscopic acuity (Randont
Stereo) test. Majority of the observers (88%) were Spanish and 68% of the observers already watched 3D videos more than three times. After terminating the
evaluation session, the observers were asked to indicate the video sequences which
provided the best and worst watching experience.
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5.1.3

Result Analysis

The scores provided by the test participants were grouped for each HRC according
to Table 5.3 and the MOS and 95% Confidence Interval (CI) were calculated.
In order to statistically analysis the data, first the Anderson-Darling test was
performed to identify whether the test samples are normally distributed. Due to
the negative result of the test, the non-parametric method for comparing the test
conditions was considered. Since the number of observations in different scenario
was not equal, the Mann-Whitney test was employed for the test of significance.
The statistical results presented in the following our obtained from this test.
In the following, the MOS results which are grouped according to the HRCs’
status (cf. Table 5.3) for 2D and 3D videos are presented in Figure 5.4 and
Figure 5.5 in order. For each HRC (cf. x-axis), the MOS obtained for each video
content, as well as average value of four video content’s MOS (denoted as overall
in the figures) are presented (cf. y-axis).

5.1.3.1

Perceptual quality of adaptation in 2D video content

Increasing the quality
Looking at the overall result for perception of the quality switching scenarios in
Figure 5.4a, there was no significant difference in rapid up-switching compared
to the gradual way. On the other hand, the perceptual quality of the scenario
including frame-drop was significantly lower than the scenario including only frame
freezing (Mann-Whitney test result: z = 2.58, level of significance (α) = 5%). This
observation was found for almost all the video content.
Decreasing the quality
According to Figure 5.4b, no significant perceptual difference between the rapid
and gradual down-switching was observed by the test subjects. Similarly, no specific difference was observed when comparing two scenarios including frame freezing. Considering the results for the individual content, perceptual quality of all
decreasing scenarios were significantly better in Animation.
Quality oscillation
Considering Figure 5.4c, overall, periodic oscillation of the quality in small steps
(between 6Mbps and 4Mbps encoded video) was perceived better in comparison
to non-periodic way (Mann-Whitney test result: z = 1.82, α= 10%). However,
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considering the observations for the individual content, the results are quite diverse: significantly more satisfactory for periodic quality oscillation in Animation
while opposite result was observed in Movie content.

5.1.3.2

Perceptual quality of adaptation in 3D video content

Increasing the quality
According to Figure 5.5a, in general, there was no significant effect in gradual and
rapid way of up-switching, also when switching from 2D to 3D format, all voted
as almost “imperceptible”. Comparing the overall results of scenarios including
frame freezing, lower perceptual quality was perceived in the one including only
frame freezing.
Decreasing the quality
Considering Figure 5.5b, overall, gradual and rapid down-switching the quality
were perceived similarly as almost “slightly annoying”, while significantly better
performance (almost “imperceptible”) was observed when converting the video
from 3D to 2D format Mann-Whitney test result: z = 2.18, α = 5%). Nevertheless,
the perception of these scenarios was quite diverse over different content specially
being significant when comparing Animation to Movie. About the two scenarios
including frame freezing, the perceptual quality was similar over different content.
Quality oscillation
Considering Figure 5.5c, periodic quality oscillation through all proposed scenarios
was almost observed as “imperceptible”. Nevertheless, the results were also varied
over different content (significantly when comparing Animation and Movie).
Visual discomfort and quality adaptation
Figure 5.6 shows the percentage of the observers voted for visual discomfort in each
HRC. The codes at top of the bars belong to the sequences (cf. Table 5.1) with
the highest visual discomfort. It can be seen that the highest visual discomfort
was indicated for rapidly down-switching (D-RP) in Documentary. This content
was often rated as the worst in terms of visual discomfort in almost all HRCs.
It can be also seen that the visual discomfort in all decreasing scenarios was
observed quite often. Also, periodically quality switching in small steps (OSC1)
and converting the 3D format to 2D (OSC2), in addition to changing the video
format from 2D to 3D (I-23) were indicated for visual discomfort.
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Figure 5.4: Perception of adaptation scenarios in 2D video content
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Figure 5.5: Perception of adaptation scenarios in 3D video content
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Figure 5.6: Occurrence of visual discomfort in different adaptation scenarios
applied to 3D video content. The numbers on top of the bars denote the content
(cf. Table 5.1) with highest visual discomfort.

5.1.4

Discussion

The main objective of this study was to evaluate the perceptual quality of different
adaptation scenarios in 2D and 3D video sequences. In an overall view when comparing the gradual and rapid up- and down-switching scenarios together, different
quality oscillations scenarios together, as well as scenarios including frame freezing
to each other, no significant difference can be observed in most of the cases. This
can be due to the selection of high range of video quality as adaptation streams
(cf. Table 5.2). This would imply that when high quality video representations
are available, quality adaptation does not significantly affect on users’ QoE.
On the other hand, when considering the results in individual content, perceptual
quality of different scenarios is not similar. In addition, the occurrence of visual
discomfort in 3D video content is varied in different content and HRCs. These
issues in addition to some other outcomes are further discussed in the following.
Perception of up-switching strategies in both video formats
About the perceptual quality of increasing scenarios in 2D and 3D sequences (Figure 5.4a and Figure 5.5a), although overall performance of rapid and gradual
switching was not statistically significantly different, the observations were not
similar when considering individual content.
For instance, in 2D video content, the perceptual quality of rapid up-switching
in Movie was significantly better than gradual way, while the reverse observation
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was obtained for Documentary. On explanation for this observation is that the
subjects are unintentionally comparing the PVS to the previous one, which means
that the position of the clip may have affected their voting, although special cares
were taken for randomization of the video sequences.
Considering the 3D video content, perceptual quality of both gradual and rapid
scenarios were better in Animation compared to the other content (the difference
being significant for the rapid scenario). As studied in [28], the compression artifacts can affect on perceptual quality of 3D video content. Hence, one possible
reason for significantly better perceived quality in Animation could be the better
encoding of this video due to its low spatial detail and clear content.
The comparison of ‘overall’ quality of up-switching strategies in 2D and 3D video
content is presented in Figure 5.7a. It can be seen that the perception of all scenarios except to the one including frame freezing was quite similar in both video
formats. However, when the frame freezing was occurred, the perceptual quality
is different: perception of ‘only-frame freezing’ scenario (FI) was perceived significantly better in 3D video (in spite of the overlapped CIs, -Whitney test result:
z = 1.83, α= 10%) while in the case of ‘frame freezing and frame drop’, better
perceptual quality was experienced in 2D video content.
Perception of down-switching strategies in both video formats
Looking at the overall results of decreasing scenarios in 2D and 3D video sequences
(Figure 5.4b and Figure 5.5b), no significant difference was perceived when comparing the rapid and gradual switching. However, considering the individual video
content, the results were quite different. Specially, in Animation the perception of
almost all scenarios was significantly better compared to the other content, voted
mostly as ‘imperceptible’, while the lowest quality of all scenarios was perceived
in Movie and Documentary.
The results of decreasing scenarios applied on 2D sequences were compared to
the only available study presented in [122]. In this experiment, two employed
SRCs were encoded in the range of 350 kbps to 3 Mbps (lower than the current
experiment). The test scenarios were included rapid and gradual bitrate drops as
well as quality oscillation every chunk or every two chunks. The results of their
study showed that rapid bitrate drop was preferred to the quality oscillation while
no significant difference was observed in our experiment. We explain this incompatibility by the remarkable difference between the range of quality levels used in
the two experiments, so that perhaps switching the quality in lower bitrates (as
in [122]) would be more perceptible than in higher bitrates (current study).
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About the decreasing scenarios in 3D video, the biggest statistically significant
effecr was observed when converting the video format from 3D to 2D.
In Figure 5.7b, the QoE of down-switching scenarios in 2D and 3D content is
compared. It was observed that rapidly decreasing was perceived significantly
better in 3D (Mann-Whitney test result: z = 2.07, α= 10%), while no particular difference was observed about other scenarios. About the scenarios including
frame freezing, similar observation can be found in both video formats.
Visual discomfort and quality adaptation
It was observed that decreasing the quality in general was the main cause of
viewers’ visual discomfort (cf. Figure 5.6). The reason could be the perceived
blockiness which appears due to the block-based coding algorithms in lower quality
levels. As discussed in [141], impact of the coding artifacts in 3D video is not
limited to only degradation of video quality. But also differently degrading the left
and right views in addition to visual disparity (spatial offset of the same object in
the left and right views) will cause a conflict for the HVS for positioning the object
in depth and appearing artifacts in the zero disparity. Therefore, encoding artifact
could be an important factor for the visual discomfort in decreasing scenarios.
On the other hand, it was found that visual discomfort could be a function of
video content characteristic. By studying the percentage of indications of visual
discomfort for all the presentations of the same sequence, Documentary and Movie
were found as the two topmost (49% and 30% in order). Those sequences consisted
of highly detailed dark scenes with rapid motions. A camera pan was also used to
track the characters (people in Movie and animals in Documentary) in the scenes.
Also, it seems that because of high disparity in these sequences, any change of
quality, either gradually, rapidly, or oscillatory, has high influence on observer’s
perception. Considering Sport (16%), apart from the impact of encoding artifact,
it seems that the observers’ individual interests could influence on their evaluation.
About Animation, this video sequence had the lowest discomfort vote. The reason
again could be influence of the content characteristic that in Animation was scenes
with smooth motions and very low disparity.
To further evaluate the influence of visual discomfort on observers’ evaluation,
all HRCs in the sequences which at least 5 observers indicated them for visual
discomfort were selected. Then, the scaled MOS values (from “-4 to 4” to “1 to
5”) of those who felt visual discomfort in these HRCs were compared to those who
did not. Table 5.5 shows this comparison for two different scenarios which was
highly rated for the visual discomfort in Movie and Documentary as an example.
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Figure 5.7: Comparing the perception of adaptation in 2D and 3D video
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Table 5.5: Example comparison between the scaled MOS value (1-5) of the
subjects who felt visual discomfort (VD) and those who did not. We can observe
that the presence of visual discomfort has a significant influence on observers’
quality evaluation.

Content
HRC

Movie
D-GR

Movie
OSC1

Doc.
D-GR

Doc.
OSC1

MOS of those who felt VD

0.80

2.85

1.63

3.55

MOS of those who did not

1.55

3.78

2.2

4.15

An interesting observation was also found in vote of the people for visual discomfort in 2D videos when gradually decreasing the quality (D-GR) and when
decreasing was followed by frame freezing (FD). By reviewing the test sequences
we found that the subjects’ evaluation could be influenced by content of the video
and the moment of applying the HRC on the video sequence.
Performance of grading scale
Figure 5.8 shows the proportion of the votes for each scale number in the proposed
grading scale. Distribution of the votes around 0 shows that almost 50% of the
observations were negative values indicating the overall quality from the range
of ‘perceptible but not so annoying’ till ‘very annoying’, and nearly 30% of the
observations were positive values illustrating the overall quality from the range
of ‘perceptible but not satisfactory’ till ‘very satisfactory’, and 20% of them were
rated as ‘imperceptible’ (cf. Table 5.4). This finding is compatible with the
30
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Figure 5.8: Observers’ vote distribution
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number of adaptation scenarios to reduce the video quality that is expected to be
perceived unsatisfactory (negative value).
The high usage of negative scale numbers by the observers was confirmed our
goal for extending the 5-graded ACR scale to the negative numbers. On the other
hand, the low usage of highest values of the scale (3 and 4 in Figure 5.16) could
imply the resistance of the observers to rate the events as satisfactory, which
may involve a reconsideration in the use of nine levels in the scale for the future
experiments.
Other observations
Impact of the viewing position of the observers on their quality judgment was
studied by comparing the MOS values from the 12 people seated in an angle and
the other people’s MOS. Considering the overall result, 94% correlation between
the MOS of two groups was obtained.
The influence of individual interests on their perceptual quality evaluation was
also investigated. In confirmation of previous studies such as [120], the users’ interest and prior experience highly affected on their level of tolerance. For instance,
the major impact of users’ concern on their QoE was found in Sport content which
was including the last minutes of the final match of FIFA World Cup (2010) between Spain and the Netherlands. Majority of the observers voted for this video
content as the worst watching experience.

5.2

Experiment II: investigating the QoE evaluation methodology and perceptual influence
factors of adaptation strategies

5.2.1

Study Factors

In the study presented in previous section, we considered a range of high video
quality levels for simulating the switching scenarios in 2D and 3D video content. In
the current study [142], the selection of the video quality levels was done according
to what is used in practice by video streaming companies which includes lower
quality levels. In addition, due to the more widespread usage of 2D video formats
as well as the high number of our test conditions, only 2D video sequences were
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considered for evaluation.
Taking the lessons learned from our previous study into account and targeting
the RQ2-1, RQ2-3, RQ3 and RQ4 (introduced in Section 1.2), this study provides
answer for following questions.
EII-RQ1

What is the perceptual effect of technical switching parameters, specifically,
abrupt vs. smooth switching and chunk size when decreasing and increasing
the video quality?

EII-RQ2

What is the influence of content type on perceptual quality of switching
strategies?

EII-RQ3

Is it better to switch the quality level or try holding a certain (even low)
quality level to minimize the impairment caused by the switching itself?

EII-RQ4

What is the proper methodology to subjectively evaluate the adaptive streaming strategies? What is the influence of audio presence on evaluation of
video-related impairments?

In order to investigate these research questions, three subjective experiments
were designed considering various adaptation scenarios and using different testing methodologies. Details of these experiments are described in following.

5.2.2

Description of Subjective Experiment

5.2.2.1

Test materials and conditions

Among commercial content, seven SRC of approximately 6 min long were chosen
as listed in Table 5.6. The spatial and temporal information of the content (SI
and TI in order) which was determined using the metric provided by [4] covered
a large portion of SI-TI plane.
The video representations were provided considering the compression domain
as switching dimension and quality range used in practice for the living-room
platform. For each SRC, four quality levels from 600 kbps to 5 Mbps were produced
using Rhozet Carbon Coder with the setting summarized in Table 5.7. It was
assumed that the network bandwidth varies along these levels.
For each of the status when client should request from the server lower bitrate
chunk (down-switching) or higher bitrate chunk (up-switching), four HRC were
constructed including abrupt and smooth switching each using two different chunk
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Table 5.6: Characteristics of the source video content (SRCs) used in experiments. In columns SI and TI, the spatial and temporal information of the
content as formulated in [4] are presented and in Format, their original resolution and frame rate.

Type-Code

SI

TI

Format

Description

Movie1

56.41

47.90

1080p
24fps

Action, with some scene in smooth motion, some with group of walking people, some with camera panning

Movie2

48

70.65

1080p
24fps

Drama, romance, mostly with the
smooth motion in the static background, some scene with group of dancing people in bright ambient

Movie3

53,26

71,40

1080p
24fps

Action, Si Fi, with the rapid changes in
some sequences, cloudy atmosphere

Sport1

59.10

38.45

1080p
50fps

Soccer, average motion, wide angle camera sequences, uniform camera
panning

Doc

41.77

67.49

1080p
50fps

Sport documentary, mostly with handheld shooting camera

News

55.57

59.96 1080p
50fps

Spanish news, some scenes with
static shooting camera with one/two
standing/sitting people; some outdoor
scenes, other scenes with camera pan

Music

46.81

52.89 1080p
50fps

Music concert, high movement of the
singer with some sudden scene change

lengths. The gradual and rapid way of switching were simulated following the
patterns presented in Figure 5.1. For each of these switching behaviors, two chunk
size, 2 sec and 10 sec length, were considered to be inline with current HAS
solutions. To study the perceptual quality of adaption streams in different content,
four HRCs were considered representing the constant quality level. The list of all
HRCs are presented in Table 5.8.
To produce the test sequence (TS), each SRC was segmented following the pattern shown in Figure 5.2. Because of the session time limitation and high number
of SRCs and HRCs, the full factorial design was not feasible3 . To respect the ITU
3

To have a full factorial designed experiment and understand the perceptual difference of the
12 HRCs, each of them had to be applied on every individual segment (cf. segments used to
make PVS1, PVS2,... in Figure 5.2) of all seven HRCs. This would lead providing 12 variants
for each content and subsequently over 360 hours long test session.
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Table 5.7: Trasncoding parameters of adaptive streams’ quality levels

Quality level code

Frame rate

Resolution

Target bitrate (kbps)

Q1
24
720p
600
Q2
24
720p
1000
Q3
24
720p
3000
Q4
24
720p
5000
Video: H.264, high profile, closed GoP, disabled scene change detection
Ref. frame: 2, B frame: 2, Constant Bitrate Coding (CBR), Adaptive QP
Audio: AAC, 192 Kbps
Table 5.8: List of the test adaptation strategies (HRCs)

Status
Increasing quality

Decreasing quality

Constant

Possible behavior
10 s chunk
Gradually
2 s chunk
10 s chunk
Rapidly
2 s chunk
10 s chunk
Gradually
2 s chunk
10 s chunk
Rapidly
2 s chunk
Whole PVS at 5 Mbps
Whole PVS at 3 Mbps
Whole PVS at 1 Mbps
Whole PVS at 600 kbps

HRC code
IGR10
IGR2
IRP10
IRP2
DGR10
DGR2
DRP10
DRP2
N5
N3
N1
N600

recommended test session length [35], four out of seven SRCs (Movie1, Movie2,
Sport and Documentary) were selected to be prepared in two different variants as
depicted in Figure 5.9. By means of these two variants, relevant switching behaviors (i.e. comparing GRx and RPx) as well as the constant quality HRCs with
potential non-perceivable difference (i.e. comparing N3 and N5, as well as N600
and N1) were compared in an identical segment of the aforementioned content. As
a result, 11 TSs, i.e. for each HRC, 11 different individual segments (4x2+3), and
consequently the total of 132 PVSs (11x12) were generated for evaluation. Length
of the PVSs was variable depending on the HRCs: 40 sec for those considering the
quality switching with 10 sec chunk (cf. xGR10 and xRP10), and 14 sec for rest
of the HRCs.
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2
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𝑁𝑁5

12

…

𝑁𝑁3

12

Figure 5.9: Structure of two TS variants from the same original stream which
were used to compare the relevant switching behavior and the constant quality
levels with potential non-perceivable difference.

5.2.2.2

Evaluation methodology

In order to investigate the HAS testing methodology, three individual experiments
were designed assessing the identical PVSs but through different approaches.
The first experiment was conducted in Acreo Swedish ICT’s lab (denoted as
‘Acreo’ experiment). The randomized order of all the PVSs (cf. PVS in Figure 5.2)
were presented to the test subjects following the ACR methodology adapted from
ITU-T Rec. P.910 [4]. After presentation of each PVS, the test subjects were asked
to answer two questions pop-up on the screen: overall quality of the PVS (rating
on the five-graded ACR scale (Bad, Poor, Fair, Good and Excellent which was
later mapped to the scores 1, 2, 3, 4 and 5 respectively), and if they perceived any
change in the quality (options: Increasing, No change, Decreasing). Figure 5.10
shows the rating interface used in Acreo.
The other two experiments were carried out in the Universidad Politécnica de
Madrid’s lab using CIETI method: one by presenting only the video stimulus
(denoted as ‘UPM-NoAudio’ experiment), and the other one in the presence of
audio4 (denoted as ‘UPM-Audio’ experiment). In the test session, the 11 TS
each including 12 sequential PVS-VS pairs (cf. Figure 5.2) were presented in a
randomized order. For the evaluation, the test subjects were asked to answer
the same questions as in Acreo experiment and using identical rating scales but
in paper questionnaire (see Figure 5.11). As a new task, after evaluating the 12
PVSs of each TS, there was another question in the questionnaire asking about
the overall quality of the whole sequence. 40 sec after terminating the evaluation
of each TS, the next one was played.
4

Quality of the audio stream was held constant during the playout.
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Figure 5.10: Rating interface in Acreo experiment
Please rate the overall video quality
1

2

3

4

5

4

5

Excellent
Good
Fair
Poor
Bad
Did you see any change?
1
2
3
Increased quality
Not visible
Decreased quality
Overall quality of the whole sequence:

Figure 5.11: Rating questionnaire used in UPM experiments
TS: _______
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5.2.2.3

Environment, equipments and test subjects

In order to allow for cross-lab comparison, the ambient and all the hardware and
software used in UPM were adjusted similar to Acreo both complying with the
recommendation ITU-R BT.500-11 [1]. A 46” Hundai S465D display was used
with the native resolution of 1920x1080 and 60 Hz refresh rate. The viewing distance was set to four times of display height (4H). The TV’s peak white luminance
was 177cd/m2 and the illumination level of the room was 20 lux. The TSs (PVSs
in Acreo experiment) were displayed in uncompressed format to assure that all
observers were presented the same sequences. A computer connected to the TV
was used to play the sequences using VLC player in UPM experiments, and using
AcrVQWin program [143] in Acreo experiment. In order to avoid any temporal
distortion introduced by the player, the videos were preloaded into the computer’s
RAM. The TV resolution was set to the resolution of the test videos (720p) to
avoid scaling when displaying the videos.
In all experiments, prior to the test session, test subjects were screened for visual
acuity (Snellen chart) and color vision (Ishihara). Later on, the test instruction
and the rating scale provided in observers’ native language were given (mainly
Spanish in UPM, Swedish in Acreo, and English for International observers of each
experiment). After reading the instruction, a training session was conducted by
showing some TS/PVS samples specially prepared for training of each assessment
method to familiarize the observers with range of the qualities, quality variations
and grading procedure.
The whole session was divided into three parts including two breaks of about
10 min when the subject was encouraged to leave the test room to minimize the
fatigue effect on his evaluation. The total test session lasted approximately 1 hr
and 10 min.
After post-screening of the subjective data in accordance with the latest recommendations from VQEG [30], the scores of 23 observers from Acreo (7 female
and 16 male, age from 18 to 68), 21 observers from UPM-Audio (6 female and
15 male, age from 27 to 50) and 22 observers from UPM-NoAudio experiment (5
female and 17 male, age from 24 to 54) were considered for evaluation. In each
experiment, about 80% of the subjects had telecommunication background (engineer, researcher, etc.) and 4 to 6 of them had subscription from a media service
providers.
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5.2.3

Results Analysis

Two sets of data, including the observers’ scores for ‘perceptual quality’ and ‘detection of quality switching’ were collected from each experiment and accordingly
the MOS and 95% CI of their statistical distribution were calculated. To investigate the impact of evaluation approach on observers’ assessment, first, the MOS
obtained from two UPM experiments are compared together and later on the result
is compared to Acreo experiment. Subsequently, based on the resulting dataset,
the QoE of the test adaptation strategies is investigated.

5.2.3.1

Cross-experiment comparison

UPM experiments: Impact of the audio presence
Figure 5.12 shows the numerical difference between the MOSs obtained from
Audio and NoAudio experiments performed in UPM. It can be seen that in some
of the PVSs (specially when increasing the quality in Sport, Music, and Movie2
which included scenes with dancing people) the presence of audio had positive
influence up to 0.9 MOS value on observers’ grading. However, there are also some
PVSs in other content (such as News) which were perceived up to 0.6 MOS value
better in NoAudio test. By computing the Pearson linear correlation coefficient
between the MOS ratings, it was observed that the results of two experiments have
a similar trend (correlation=93%).
Figure 5.13 shows this relationship having the results of NoAudio experiment
on the x-axis and the Audio experiment on the y-axis. Looking at the diagonal
solid line as the main diagonal (indicating the ideal case in which both data sets
would match to each other) and the dash-dash line as the regression mapping of
Audio data to NoAudio, it is observed that the data have a small deviation upside
of the reference which indicates the higher scores given in the Audio experiment.
In addition, a slightly larger span in the MOS of NoAudio experiment (from 1.3
to 4.7) compared to Audio one (from 1.5 to 4.6) can be observed.
To explore the significance of difference between results of two experiments, the
repeated measure of ANalysis Of Variance (ANOVA) was performed on scores
as the dependent factor, the experiment as one between factor, the 11 TSs and 12
HRCs as within factors, and α=5% as the level of significance. The ANOVA result
showed no significant difference in the main effect of the experiments i.e. the audio
presence (p=0.63). The Tukey Honest Significant Difference (HSD) post-hoc test
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Figure 5.12: Numerical difference between the MOS values in Audio and
NoAudio experiments (UPM experiments)
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Figure 5.13: Correlation between the MOS results of Audio and NoAudio
experiments (effect of audio presence)
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also showed that there is no single PVS significantly perceived different in two
experiments. Therefore, two data sets were combined by numerically averaging
the MOS ratings, which is denoted as ‘UPM’ data in the rest of this section.
UPM vs. Acreo: Impact of the evaluation methodology
Figure 5.14 shows the numerical difference between MOSs obtained from Acreo
and UPM experiments. Although in some of the PVSs the difference seems quite
significant, the Pearson correlation between them shown in Figure 5.15 is relatively
high (90%).
The repeated measure of ANOVA applied on two data sets, considering the
same setting as the previous part, revealed no significant difference between the
main effect of the evaluation methodology (p=0.31). Considering all the pairwise
Tukey test comparing the Acreo data once with the individual UPM experiments
and later on with the combined UPM data showed no single PVS significantly
perceived different in any of the cases. However, by comparing the distribution of
the votes in two studies shown in Figure 5.16, it is observed that the usage of the
voting scale was different in two labs. After applying the linear transformation
of UPM’s data to Acreo’s using linear regression technique, the difference almost
vanished and consequently the results of two studies were combined to be used as
a single dataset.
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Figure 5.14: Numerical difference between the MOS value in Acreo and UPM
experiments
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Figure 5.15: Correlation between the MOS results of Acreo and UPM experiments (methodology effect)
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Figure 5.16: Distribution of observers’ rating in three experiments
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5.2.3.2

Analysis of perceptual quality of adaptation scenarios

Results in one glance
Figure 5.17 shows the overall perceived quality of the adaptation strategies and
constant quality levels, having the HRCs on the x-axis and the average MOS over
all the content on the y-axis. For the increasing and decreasing status, numbers
1–4 stand to GR10, GR2, RP10 and RP2, and for the constant status stand to N5,
N3, N1 and N600 in order (cf. codes in Table 5.8). To statistically analyzing the
results, the repeated measure of ANOVA was applied on the data considering 11
TSs, 3 test status (increasing, decreasing, and constant), and 4 HRCs considered
for each aforementioned status as within factors.
The result showed that the perceptual quality of constant 5 Mbps (N5) and 3
Mbps (N3) encoded videos were not significantly different (p=1) while both being
significantly better compared to 1 Mbps (N1) and 600 kbps (N600) encoded videos,
as well as all increasing scenarios (p < 0.001). This outcome was also confirmed
by the Tukey test (p < 0.05 for all pairwise-comparisons). Furthermore, the perceptual quality of all increasing scenarios was perceived significantly better than
1 Mbps and 600 kbps encoded videos (p < 0.001, also confirmed by the post-hoc

5

Mean MOS

4
3
2
Decreasing
Constant
Increasing

1
0

1

2
3
Adaptation Strategy

4

Figure 5.17: Overall behavior of adaptation strategies. Number 1 to 4 stands
to GR10, GR2, RP10, RP2 for the decreasing and increasing quality, and to
N5, N3, N1, and N600 for the constant quality state in order (cf. Table 5.8).
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test). Considering the MOS of the increasing scenarios in the figure, no significant difference can be observed as the corresponded CIs are clearly overlapped.
However, the result of post-hoc test revealed that the perceptual quality of IGR2
and IRP10 (interrelationship: p = 0.99) is significantly lower than IGR10 and
IRP2 (interrelationship: p = 0.5) with p < 0.001. About decreasing scenarios, the
result of both ANOVA and post-hoc test showed the significantly lower quality of
DRP10 compared to the other decreasing scenarios (p < 0.001).
Perceptual quality of adaptation in different content
Figure 5.18 presents the MOS of subjective ratings for adaptation strategies in
different video content (for those SRCs examined in two variants, the average of
two MOS values obtained from two variants is presented). It can be seen that,
in general the quality switching was perceived differently in different content (cf.
Mean in the plots) and this is even more remarkable in Sport content. Considering the impact of abrupt vs. smooth switching, chunk size and their interaction,
although in most of the content no significant difference can be observed, in some
of them those observations presented in the previous part (i.e. lower perceptual
quality in IGR2, IRP10 and DRP10; cf. Figure 5.17) are highlighted.
Figure 5.19 shows the QoE comparison of gradual vs. rapid switching in identical video segment of those content examined in two variants. The bar labels in the
figures (e.g. Doc-1, Doc-2, Doc-3 and Doc-4) represent distinct segments from the
main source content. Right part of the plots shows the switching scenarios using
2 sec chunk while the left part shows those using 10 sec chunk.
In both cases of down-switching and up-switching (upper and lower plots in
order), we can see that the switching behavior did not significantly affect on observers’ quality rating. However, in most of the content a trend can be found
showing the better quality of the gradual switching when using the 10 sec chunk,
while no specific trend can be observed when using the 2 sec chunk.
One possible reason could be that, the step-wise changing the quality every 10
sec lets observers to get used to the presented quality, and because of the human short-term memory effect as defined in [144], they might get less annoyed
by changing the quality from two consecutive level. However, this cannot be the
case when the quality is changed every 2 sec. On the other hand, characteristic
of the content could be another reason of obtaining different observations from
the two aforementioned test scenarios. Because the SRC’s ‘segments’ utilized to
evaluate the quality switching using 10 sec chunk were different than those using
2 sec chunk (see Figure 5.9).
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Figure 5.18: QoE of up- and down-switching strategies in different content
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Figure 5.19: QoE of the gradual vs. rapid switching when decreasing and
increasing the quality using small chunk (right side) and large chunk (left side)
in different content (cf. Table 5.6). The labels (content-o & content-2) indicate
different segments of the same source content (see Figure 5.9).

Figure 5.20 shows the comparison of MOS values obtained from the PVSs including increasing scenarios and those encoded in constant quality. First of all, it
can be seen that subjective ratings for identical encoding bitrate were not similar
over different video content so that in some content the perceptual quality got
extremely detracted when video encoded in N1 and N600 (e.g. extreme MOS reduction from N3 to N1 in Movie1 and Movie2). Moreover, increasing the quality
did not always perceptually outperform compared to the constant 1 Mbps encoded
video as it can be seen in Documentary, Movie3, News and Music in the figure.
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Figure 5.20: QoE comparison of increasing strategies and constant quality.
The data labeled as ‘Increasing’ represents the average of all increasing scenarios.

A surprising observation was found in Music content, where the observers’ ratings for N3 were significantly better compared to N5. By exploring the corresponded results achieved from three experiments it was found that the subjective
ratings for N5 obtained from Acreo experiment was about 0.9 MOS value lower
than Audio and 0.25 value lower than NoAudio experiments. One possible reason
could be the difference in context of the ‘video segment’ in which N5 and N3 were
applied on (cf. Figure 5.9), that possibly is more influential in the single stimulus
presentation of the PVS as in Acreo experiment (the segment on which N3 was
applied on was mostly showing the audience in the dark scenes with the smoke
on the air which could be perceived as an impairment by itself, while the video
segment on which N5 was applied included the singing group in bright ambient).
Impact of spatio-temporal information of the content on perceptual
quality of adaptation
To explore the effectiveness of spatio-temporal characteristics of the content on
QoE of adaptation, the PVSs were classified considering a combination of spatial and temporal information of the content as formulated in [4]. Through this
classification [145], each PVS belongs to one of these categories: low spatial-low
temporal (LS-LT), low spatial-high temporal (LS-HT), high spatial-low temporal
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Figure 5.21: Impact of content characteristics on QoE of abrupt vs. smooth
switching (up) and chunk size (bottom). The content classes and MOS are
presented in x- and y-axis respectively.

(HS-LT), or high spatial-high temporal activity (HS-HT). Statistical tests including Fisher’s Least Significant Difference (LSD) and Tukey HSD were performed
on the MOS obtained from the existing PVS classes which were used for analyzing
the impact of switching behavior and chunk size5 . For each content class, the
MOS values were averaged once considering the smooth/abrupt switching scenarios (DGR, DRP, etc.) and another time by considering the chunk size (D10, D2,
etc.).
The MOS comparison of existing PVS classes are presented in Figure 5.21. The
5

It was found in some of the scenarios, that not all content classes were used for evaluation.
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statistical analysis of the results showed that no matter about the switching behavior and chunk size, impact of the adaptation in the PVSs with high spatial and
low temporal level of activity (HS-LT) is significantly lower than the other classes
(HSD-p & LSD-p < 0.05).
Detection of switching the quality
Figure 5.22 shows the MOS values for detection of quality change in the PVSs
including switching scenarios. We can see that in some of the content, quality
switching could not be detected by the observers, voted as ‘no change’. This
is more frequent in the switching scenarios using 2 sec chunk. However, in an
overall view (considering the average of MOS values for all the content), the test
participants accurately identified the sort of quality variation/stability in all the
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DGR2
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DRP2
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Movie1 Movie2 Movie3
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Figure 5.22: Detection of the quality change in the PVSs including quality
variation. Red arrows highlight those switching scenarios voted as ‘no change’.

Overall quality of the adapted video sequences
Table 5.9 shows the comparison of subjective ratings in the UPM experiments for
1) the whole TSs provided at the end of evaluating the 12 PVSs (see Figure 5.9),
2) the average MOS values of the last 5 PVSs, and 3- the average MOS of all 12
PVSs in each TS. It can be seen that the perceptual quality of the entire sequence
was highly correlated with average of all 12 PVSs in the sequence but also far less
correlated with average of the last 5 PVSs. For both cases, the correlation is lower
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in Audio experiment. On the other hand, the scores gave for the quality of whole
sequences in Audio experiment were up to 0.45 MOS value more than the ones
obtained from NoAudio experiment (in 8 out of 11 sequences).
Table 5.9: Correlation between the MOS of whole sequences and mean MOS
of all PVSs, as well as mean MOS of last 5 PVSs (UPM experiments)

Experiment

Whole seq. vs. all PVS

Whole seq. vs. last 5 PVS

Audio

0.95

0.79

NoAudio

0.99

0.89

5.2.4

Discussion

In regard to the testing methodology
One of the goals of this study was to investigate subject testing methodologies to
evaluate the sequences with time-varying quality. To this aim, we ran two experiments using the CIETI approach developed for evaluating the long sequences to
make mimicking the attribute of mentioned degradation possible. To study the
impact of audio on observers’ evaluation of test stimuli, one of the experiments
was done in the presence of audio.
It was observed that in some of the content (such as Sport, Music and one of
the movie content including scenes with dancing people), the audio presence had
positive effect up to 0.9 MOS value on the test subject’s evaluation. Whilst a
negative impact of audio presence up to 0.6 MOS value (in News) was also observed. One possible reason of lower subjective rating for this video could be the
context of the presented news. As it has been addressed by the previous studies
(e.g. [146]), the video context appeals to different psychological process (understanding, desire, engagement) which results in complex interaction with the users’
perception. Here in this content, the presented news was about the usage of drugs
by the young generation that perhaps in the presence of audio was more effectual
in the observers’ evaluation.
In spite of the witnessed differences in two experiments, no large difference in
‘range’ of the MOS values of two studies was observed (cf. Figure 5.16). This
finding was different than what was previously discussed in [38] in regard to the
impact of changing from video-only stimuli to audiovisual stimuli on our ability
to distinguish between HRCs. Taking into account the high Pearson correlation
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(0.93) between the MOS values as well as the no significant difference result obtained from ANOVA and post-hoc tests, the two datasets were combined creating
the UPM dataset.
Comparing the UPM results with the results of Acreo, our other experiment
using ACR methodology, showed a relatively high correlation (0.9). The nonsignificant difference of two studies was verified by ANOVA and by all the posthoc comparisons of individual PVSs in two experiments. Because of the observed
difference in the usage of voting scale in two studies, the Acreo data was linearly
transformed to UPM’s. The numerical average of UPM and transformed Acreo’s
data was used to evaluate the switching strategies.
As mentioned, in spite of some large differences between MOS obtained from
different methodologies, the result of statistical analysis did not show any significant difference between three experiments. This does not rule out that employing
different testing methodologies can lead to different results. However, we should
take into consideration that with the number of test subjects involved and the
statistical variance in the data, the differences in the MOS values of the individual
PVSs were not big enough to exhibit any statistically significant deviation.
In regard to perceptual quality of adaptation related factors
By statistically analyzing the combined dataset, it was observed that the perception of adaptation scenarios and also constant encoded test videos are different in
distinct content. As explained before, the context of the video sequence could be
an influence factor in this regard. This content dependency was also observed in
detection of quality switching by the test subjects.
In general, analysis of the content influence on perceived quality becomes more
difficult when the subjective experiments are not based on a full factorial design,
as was the case in this study and in Pinson et al. [38]. Principally, investigating
the impact of content characteristic is not the main goal in this type of studies, but
rather getting knowledge about the influence of degradations in general. However,
it could be still interesting to get some indication of the impact of the content
on the obtained quality ratings. To this aim, influence of the spatio-temporal
complexities of the content in perceptual quality of the adaptation was analyzed.
Considering the subjective ratings of the PVSs classified based on their spatiotemporal complexities, a significantly lower QoE performance of adaptation was
found in the content with high spatial and low temporal complexities compared
to the other content classes.
Since spatio-temporal classification of the videos was done after designing the
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experiments, the number of content in four classes was not homogenous and in
some cases not enough to elaborate our analysis over all the test conditions. Even
so, by investigating among the existing samples which were from identical SRC
but also from distinct content classes (i.e. the variable 1 and variable 2 of the
SRCi, where HRCj was applied on, had different spatio-temporal characteristics–
see Figure 5.9), it was observed that the amount of temporal complexity can cause
up to 1.6 point improvement in MOS. This observation was mostly highlighted in
the up- and down-switching using 10 sec chunks.
The result also showed that the MOS of the entire sequence including sequential
PVSs is highly correlated with average of all PVS MOS values but also far less
correlated with average of the last 5 PVSs MOS. For both cases, the correlation
was lower in the Audio experiment. Furthermore, it was observed that the scores
gave for the quality of whole sequences in Audio experiment were up to 0.45 MOS
value more than the ones obtained from NoAudio experiment. However, it cannot
be ruled out that the subjects were affected by scoring the individual cases when
giving their overall score.
It is worth reminding that the duration of PVSs was either 14 or 40 sec. Such a
considerable difference on PVSs duration could affect on subjects’ quality rating,
especially in Acreo study where the subjects watched the PVSs in single stimulus
event, while in UPM study because of the continuous presentation of the video
sequences, this issue might have had less effect. We believe, although the study
could not show it, to assess the quality of adaptation events which in practice may
last differently in different conditions, it is better to apply a continuous evaluation method rather than a clip by clip way like the ACR, where the video length
difference could be easily noted by the subjects.

5.3

Cross-experimental analysis of HAS QoE subjective studies

5.3.1

Study Factors

The major objective of the study presented in this section was to reinforce the
outcomes of Experiment II described in Section 5.2. To this aim, a large dataset
was provided containing the experimental data of this study in addition to an
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external study including laboratory and crowdsourcing experiments6 . Targeting
the RQ2-1, RQ2-2, RQ2-3 and RQ3 (introduced in Section 1.2), following questions
were investigated through this dataset7 [147].
CE-RQ1 With regard to up- and down-switching, what is the QoE gain of smooth
switching over abrupt switching? Does chunk length has any effect on QoE?
What is the impact of the switching amplitude (defined as bitrate difference
between the current and target quality level)?
CE-RQ2 Does more frequent quality switching result in worse QoE than less frequent
one? What is the influence of last quality level in terms of recency effects?
CE-RQ3 What is the impact of content type on the QoE of different switching strategies?
CE-RQ4 Is it better to switch the quality or stay at a constant low quality level?

5.3.2

Description of subjective experiments

Table 5.10 summarizes the information about the experiments constituting the
combined dataset under study. Since two studies8 were designed and conducted
totally separated and merging their resulting datasets were also planned afterward,
some preliminary arrangements in labeling and codifying the test scenarios were
performed to facilitate the cross-analysis. In the following, first, we describe the
technical settings and test scenarios of both studies using a common coding scheme.
Later on, experimental setup of the external study is described.
Table 5.10: Summary of subjective experiments underlying the dataset. Experiment # 1 to 3 are identical to those described in Section 5.2 while experiments 4 and 5 are from an external study.

6

#

Experiment

1
2
3
4
5

Acreo-Laboratory

Methodology

ACR
CIETI-Audio
UPM-Laboratory
CIETI-NoAudio
FTW-Laboratory
ACR
FTW-Crowdsourcing
ACR

#Subj
20
21
22
34
576

Ref
LabI
LabII
CSIII

Description of this study is presented in Subsection 5.3.2.
Some of the research questions were considered only in one of the studies– more details come
in the following.
8
It means the study denoted as Experiment II and the external study.
7
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5.3.2.1

Test materials and conditions

In order to investigate the research questions RQ1-4, different type of switching
patterns were used throughout the studies which are presented in Figure 5.23.
For the comparison of abrupt versus smooth switching strategies, the two video
sequences to be compared against each other shared the same lower (Qi ) and higher
quality level (Qi+k ), with i indicating the lower quality level of the respective
sequence and k indicating the number of quality level change for reaching to the
higher one. In the case of abrupt switching, the quality change occurred in the
middle of sequence duration, whereas for the smooth switching after every chunk
one quality change took place until reaching to the target level. Since human
perception of quality switching can be different with respect to the switching
direction, abrupt and smooth switching test sequences were constructed for both
up- and down-switching directions as demonstrated in the left and right side of
the upper portion of Figure 5.23.

Figure 5.23: Test scenarios used throughout different studies. Qi and Qi+k
denote the quality levels used within the respective profiles (cf. Table 5.11).
Switching frequency scenarios were only examined in LabII and CSIII (cf. Table 5.10).

For the comparison of high and low frequent switching strategies, the quality was
oscillated between Qi and Qi+k as depicted in the lower portion of Figure 5.23. In
order to study the recency effect due to the last presented quality level, sequences
starting and ending with Qi as well as sequences starting and ending with Qi+k
were constructed for evaluation. Special care was taken to keep the time on the
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highest and lowest quality level constant across the high/low frequent switching
sequences in order to eliminate the impact of different dwell times on high/low
quality levels as reported in [133].
Different representation sets were prepared in each study that their encoding
parameters are presented in Table 5.11. For LabI and LabII experiments (cf. Table 5.10), the quality was adapted on the video compression dimension by varying
the quantization parameter , whereas for CSIII study the spatial video quality was
varied (cf. QP and Res in Table 5.11).
In LabI studies (Acreo and UPM experiments, explained in Section 5.2), the
encoding setting used in practice for the living-room platform was selected. Four
quality levels from 600 kbps to 5000 kbps were produced using Rhozet Carbon
Coder. Two chunk lengths (2 sec and 10 sec) were chosen for up- and downswitching the quality in abrupt and smooth way. This resulted in eight switching
scenarios (cf. LabI in Table 5.12) or HRCs to provide the PVSs.
In LabII and CSIII studies, mobile access scenario was selected, hence the
chosen video bitrates ranged from 128 kbps up to 2400 kbps. The quality representations were prepared using FFmpeg encoder. The chunk lengths (2 sec, 4 sec,
5 sec and 10 sec) were chosen to be inline with current HAS solutions [148] and
to yield integer multiplies for the envisaged video sequence lengths. Overall, 12
up- and down-switching patterns and 20 quality oscillation scenarios (HRC) were
considered for evaluation (cf. LabII and CSIII in Table 5.12 and Table 5.13).
An important aspect for comparison of a large number of quality profiles is the
quick understanding of the switching characteristics (e.g. switching amplitude,
quality dimension, chunk length, etc.) for the scenario under investigation. Therefore, we derived a coding scheme that allows to identify the underlying switching
characteristics of a video sequence in a simple way. An example code is shown
in Figure 5.24. The first character of the code allows to distinguish between the
different quality profiles to be compared (D/I for decreasing/increasing scenarios,
O for quality oscillation). Following, the second character denotes which switching
strategy is applied (S/A for smooth/abrupt and L/H for low/high frequent). The
third character reflects the chunk length in seconds and digit character describes
the encoding dimension utilized (c/s for compression/spatial). The fifth character then denotes which adaptation set used throughout the sequence (cf. Ref in
Table 5.11). Finally, the sixth and seventh characters express the quality at the
beginning and the end of the sequence in order(ranging from [1-5] depending on the
levels available in the adaptation set as depicted in Table 5.11 column Level ). The
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Table 5.11: Video encoding parameters for the chunks used in different studies.
According to the encoder setting used in LabI, the ‘adaptive’ QP was assigned
based on the content complexity.

Ref

Level

QP

Frame rate (fps)

Resolution

Target bitrate

LabI

4cI
3cI
2cI
1cI

adapt
adapt
adapt
adapt

24
24
24
24

1280x720
1280x720
1280x720
1280x720

5000
3000
1000
600

LabII

3cII
2cII
1cII

33
40
47

25
25
25

1280x720
1280x720
1280x720

1400
700
350

CSIII

5sIII
4sIII
3sIII
2sIII
1sIII

26
26
26
26
26

25
25
25
25
25

1280x720
854x480
640x360
426x240
256x144

2400
1250
800
430
195

Table 5.12: Quality profiles used for the comparison between abrupt and
smooth switching when increasing and decreasing the video quality (RQ1).
Chunk and Duration are in sec.

Smooth

Abrupt

Smooth

Behavior

Abrupt

Increasing

Decreasing

Status

Chunk

Duration

2
10
10
5
5
2
10
10
5
5
2
10
10
5
5
2
10
10
5
5

14
40
20
20
20
14
40
20
20
20
14
40
20
20
20
14
40
20
20
20

Q-Level
4cI-1cI
3cII-1cII
5sIII-1sIII
5sIII-2sIII
4cI-1cII
3cII-1cII
5sIII-1sIII
5sIII-2sIII
1cI-4cI
1cII-3cII
1sIII-5sIII
2sIII-5sIII
1cI-4cI
1cII-3cII
1sIII-5sIII
2sIII-5sIII

Code
DS2cI41
DS10cI41
DS10cII31
DS5sIII51
DS5sIII52
DA2cI41
DA10cI41
DA10cII31
DA5sIII51
DA5sIII52
IS2cI14
IS10cI14
IS10cII13
IS5sIII15
IS5sIII25
IA2cI14
IA10cI14
IA10cII13
IA5sIII15
IA5sIII25

Ref
LabI
LabII
CSIII
CSIII
LabI
LabII
CSIII
CSIII
LabI
LabII
CSIII
CSIII
LabI
LabII
CSIII
CSIII

codes constructed by this scheme facilitate to map the individual results presented
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in the plots (see Subsection 5.3.3) to the underlying adaptation characteristics.
Study [I,II,III]
chunk length [sec]
ending quality level [1-5]

DS10cII41
D...
I.....
O...

decreasing
increasing
oscillating
S...
A...
h...
l....

starting quality level [1-5]
smooth
abrupt
high-frequent
low-frequent

Adaptation dimension
s..... spatial
c...
compression (QP)

Figure 5.24: Description of the code structure for identifying characteristics
of the adaptation test condition.

In Table 5.12, the adaptation profiles constructed for comparison between the
smooth and abrupt switching strategies are presented. The quality levels described
in column Q-Level stem from the respective adaptation set in Table 5.11, whereas
column Code contains the corresponding code according to the coding scheme
introduced above. In the first two lines for instance, it can be seen that both
adaptation profiles contain similar quality change (from 4cI to 1cI) but do contain
different chunk lengths (which in turn results in different durations; cf. column
Dur ). In the code, this is reflected by the third digit (2 sec or 10 sec). In order to
compare the perceptual effect of different parameters in up- and down-switching
use cases, test scenarios are separated in increasing and decreasing groups with
otherwise identical switching characteristics.
Table 5.13 represents the profiles for comparison between the high and low frequent switching strategies. For low frequent profiles only two quality switches took
place whereas for high frequent switching five quality changes were performed. In
addition to studying the low vs. high frequent switching, studying the recency
effect was taken into account. Therefore, all adaptation profiles were created in
such a way to start and also end on high quality level (e.g. 5-3-5) as well as on
the low quality level (e.g. 3-5-3). Furthermore, studying the perceptual effect of
the switching amplitude was considered to account and hence varied accordingly
(e.g. 5-3-5 vs. 5-1-5).
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Table 5.13: Quality profiles constructed for comparison between high and low
frequent quality oscillation and to identify perceptual differences for starting
and ending with high/low quality in respect to recency effects (RQ2). Chunk
and Duration are in sec.

L H L H L H L H L H L H L H L H L H L H

Freq

Chunk

Duration

#Switch

28
28
28
28
28
28
70
70
70
70
28
28
28
28
28
28
70
70
70
70

2
5
2
5
2
5
2
5
2
5
2
5
2
5
2
5
2
5
2
5

4
4
4
10
10
4
4
4
10
10

Q-Level
(5-3-5)sIII
(5-2-5)sIII
(5-1-5)sIII
(3-2-3)cII
(3-1-3)cII
(3-5-3)sIII
(2-5-2)sIII
(1-5-1)sIII
(2-3-2)cII
(1-3-1)cII

Code
OH4sIII53
OL4sIII53
OH4sIII52
OL4sIII52
OH4sIII51
OL4sIII51
OH10cII32
OL10cII32
OH10cII31
OL10cII31
OH4sIII35
OL4sIII35
OH4sIII25
OL4sIII25
OH4sIII15
OL4sIII15
OH10cII23
OL10cII23
OH10cII13
OL10cII13

Ref

CSIII

LabII

CSIII

LabII

In order to investigate the impact of content characteristics, a large set of video
content type was included in two studies. The characteristics of the content used in
LabI can be found in Table 5.6 and those used in LabII and CSIII are summarized
in Table 5.14.

5.3.2.2

Experimental setups: evaluation methods, environment and
test subjects

LabI
Targeting RQ1, RQ3 and RQ4 in addition to investigating the impact of test
methodology on observers’ assessments, three experiments were conducted using
the same PVSs but through different testing methodologies. The details of experiments, named UPM-Audio, UPM-NoAudio and Acreo, can be found in Section 5.2.
In summary, after post-screening of the subjective data, the scores of 21 observers
from UPM-Audio, 22 observers from UPM-NoAudio and 23 observers from Acreo
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experiment were considered for evaluation. Subsequently, for each PVS, the MOS
of the data and 95% CI of their statistical distribution were calculated. On the
comparison between the MOS obtained from UPM-Audio and UPM-NoAudio experiments (effect of the audio presence), as well as the combined UPM data and
Acreo data (effect of the testing methodology), no significant difference was found
according to the ANOVA test. That is the main effect of the audio presence and
testing methodology was not significant (ANOVA result for each effect in order: p
= 0.63 and p = 0.31). In addition, not any PVS was significantly differently rated
in the three experiments. Based on this, the three datasets were merged into one
set to further analysis the targeted HAS technical parameters.
LabII and CSIII
Investigating RQ1 and RQ2 were performed in both laboratory and crowdsourcing study (LabII and CSIII). Data for RQ3 was only collected in CSIII and data
for RQ4 was only collected in LabII. The comprehensive technical report of these
studies can be found in [149]. Besides different environmental viewing condition,
different adaptation sets were also used in two experiments: In LabII, the video
quality was varied along the compression dimension , whereas in CSIII the spatial
resolution of the videos was varied.
The laboratory study (LabII) was executed according to ITU-R Rec. BT.50011 [1] with the following differences: since an online browser based HAS scenario
was targeted, the test subjetcs were watching the videos on 15.4” laptop screen
(HP Elitebook 8530W and 1680x1050 screen resolution) in a distance of approximately three times the screen height (65 cm). In addition, the computer based
Table 5.14: Characteristics of the source video content used in LabII and CSIII
experiments. In columns SI and TI, the spatial and temporal information of
the content as formulated in [4] are presented and their original resolution and
frame rate are presented in Format.

Type-Code

SI

TI

Format

Description

Sport2

62.46

36.33

1080p
24fps

Sport, field athletics , high vertical motion (panning), uniform color in the of
the racetrack and lots of spectators in
the upper portion of the clip

Movie4

49.26

57.37

1080p
24fps

Action, high speed pursuit in a city,
high motion component with lots of
scene changes, central picture portion
rather constant
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watching scenario was chosen to be able to compare the test results to the crowdsourcing outcomes as the crowdsourcing micro-workers only use computer screens
rather than TV screens. For the setting of the laptop screen, a peak luminance
of 194 cd/m2 was set and the environmental illuminance on the screen was set to
85 lux. As rating scale, an ACR 5-graded scale was used. Presentation of the
sequences with the subsequent rating procedure was performed according to [1].
Before beginning of the test, subjects were screened for the visual acuity. After
checking the reliability of the subject’s scores according to [1], scores from 34 subjects (18 female and 14 male ) were used for further analysis.
For the crowdsourcing study (CSIII), the recommendations provided in [150]
were followed. To ensure the arrival and playout of non-distorted videos, the test
sequences were downloaded to the local cache of the respective crowd worker. After the successful download of the video, the playout was started and followed by
the quality question on an ACR 5-graded scale as in the LabII study. In addition
to questions described in [150], for computation of the results reliability, a new online reliability computation procedure was considered as described in [151] which
reduces campaign execution time and enhances result reliability. The crowdsourcing campaign was run 25 days on microworkers.com. In total, 673 micro workers
participated in the study and issued 1593 ratings. After the reliability checks,
576 reliable subjects remained (290 of them rated only one video and 286 of them
rated two or more videos) with a total of 1377 reliable ratings. Having 46 PVS,
this resulted in minimum 29 ratings per condition.
The subjective scores of both laboratory and crowdsourcing experiments were
eventually grouped according to the HRCs and the MOS and 95% CI were calculated accordingly.

5.3.3

Results

In this subsection, for each of the research questions, first the existing results from
each study are depicted in bar plots. Then, the statistical analysis of the studying
factors considering the results of individual studies as well as the combined dataset
are presented.
CE-RQ1: With regard to up- and down-switching, what is the QoE
gain of smooth switching over abrupt switching? Does chunk length
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have effect on QoE? What is the impact of switching amplitude (defined as bitrate difference between the current and target quality level)?
To investigate these questions, scenarios presented Table 5.12 were evaluated in
LabI and LabII studies. Figure 5.25 and Figure 5.26 show the MOS values obtained for these scenarios averaged over the relevant PVSs. It can be seen that
smooth switching does not necessarily provide better perceptual quality compared
to the abrupt way.
5
smooth
abrupt

4.5
4

MOS

3.5
3
2.5
2
1.5
1

Ix10cII13

Ix2cI14

Ix10cI14

Ix5sIII15

Ix5sIII25

Figure 5.25: Quality increasing (LabI & LabII): Smooth switching does not
always provide significantly better QoE than abrupt switching. This observation
is based on applying different chunk lengths, quality representations and viewing
conditions.
5

smooth
abrupt

4.5
4

MOS

3.5
3
2.5
2
1.5
1

Dx10cII31

Dx2cI41

Dx10cI41

Dx5sIII51

Dx5sIII52

Figure 5.26: Decreasing (LabI & LabII): Smooth switching does not provide
significantly better QoE than abrupt switching. This observation is based on
applying different chunk lengths, quality representations and viewing conditions.
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Table 5.15: Statistical results about the effect of abrupt vs. smooth upswitching scenarios presented in Figure 5.25.

HRC
F
p

Ix10cII13

Ix10cI14

Ix2cI14

IxsIII15

Ix5sIII25

0.022
0.880

19.328
< 10−4

12.443
0.000

0.011
0.914

0.184
0.668

Table 5.16: Statistical results about the effect of abrupt vs. smooth downswitching scenarios presented in Figure 5.26.

HRC
F
p

Dx10cII31

Dx10cI41

Dx2cI41

DxsIII51

Dx5sIII52

1.944
0.167

42.630
< 10−4

4.120
0.042

0.535
0.466

1.136
0.289

In order to consistently analyze the effect abrupt/smooth switching, the F-test
statistic and corresponding p-value from one-way ANOVA for individual scenarios
were computed which are presented in Table 5.15 and Table 5.16. It can be seen
that only for some of the scenarios smooth switching provided significantly better
perceptual quality compared to the abrupt switching. These results are in contrast
to several results from related work such as [119].
To assess the statistical effect size or partial Eta-squared9 of switching behavior,
chunk length and switching amplitude10 , the ANOVA was conducted considering
all the scenarios. In regard to up-switching, no significant difference between the
abrupt and smooth change was found. Only in the case of down-switching a
‘small effect’11 was observed (cf. Table 5.17). Considering the influence of chunk
length, significant results with only ‘small effect’ were obtained for both up- and
down-switching. With respect to switching amplitude, a significant result was
obtained with a ‘medium effect’ for the up-switching and a ‘small effect’ for the
down-switching.
CE-RQ2: Does more frequent quality switching result in worse QoE
than less frequent switching? What is the influence of the last quality
level in terms of recency effects?
9

Partial Eta-squared, ηp2 , describes the statistical magnitude of an effect by which the practical
significance of the effect will be assured. Even a statically significant result obtained for a factor
‘may not’ be practically important if the effect size is too small [152].
10
Due to the usage of different adaptation sets to provide the scenarios presented in Table 5.12,
the amplitude of the switching was also different across different scenarios.
11
Results corresponded to the effect size are presented between comas.
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Table 5.17: Statistical results about the effect of the parameters in RQ1RQ3 obtained from the one-way ANOVA over the whole dataset. The wavy
underlined, dashed underlined and bold numbers in the right column correspond
to the significant parameters with small, medium and large effects in order.

RQ

RQ1

RQ2

RQ3

Study parameter

F

p

Smooth/Abrupt-Increasing
0.47
0.492
Smooth/Abrupt-Decreasing
38.09 < 10−4
Chunk length-Increasing
5.23
0.005
Chunk length-Decreasing
29.24 < 10−4
Amplitude-Increasing
75.33 < 10−4
Amplitude-Decreasing
45.60 < 10−4
Switching frequency-Oscillation 1.33
0.248
Amplitude-Oscillation
87.55 < 10−4
Recency effect
76.49 < 10−4
Content-Increasing
56.81 < 10−4
Content-Decreasing
70.19 < 10−4
Content-Abrupt/Smooth-Inc
2.09
0.04
Content-Abrupt/Smooth-Dec
4.61 < 10−4
Spatial information
6.98
0.008
Temporal information
366.29 < 10−4
Spatiotempral information
134.50 < 10−4

ηp2
0.001
0.012
:::::
0.003
:::::
0.019
:::::
0.070
0.043
:::::
0.001
0.042
:::::
0.337
0.132
0.158
0.006
:::::
0.013
:::::
0.001
:::::
0.057
0.063

For this comparison, scenarios were implemented by oscillating between two quality levels (see high/low frequency switching in Figure 5.23 for a graphical representation of these profiles and Table 5.13 for the respective switching characteristics).
In Figure 5.27 results from the laboratory study (LabII) are depicted. The
video sequences used in this study were adapted on the compression dimension.
The analysis of the result showed no significant difference between high and low
frequent quality adaptation across all conditions as well as the individual pair comparison shown in Table 5.18. However, considering the amplitude of the switching
in this scenarios, a significant ‘medium effect’ was observed.
Figure 5.28 shows the results from the crowdsourcing study (CSIII), where quality was varied along the spatial dimension. The three left bar pairs were starting
and ending on the high quality level, whereas the three right bar pairs started and
ended at the low quality level. The statistical analysis of these scenarios revealed
that the switching frequency has no significant effect on the resulting MOS. This
can also be seen from the individual comparisons for each bar pairs presented
in Table 5.19 where none of the pairs is statistically significantly different. On
the other hand, the amplitude of the quality switching accounts for a significant
difference with ‘medium effect’.
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Figure 5.27: Switching frequency (LabII): Switching frequency considering
compression dimension has no measurable significant negative effect. Duration
of all PVSs was the same.
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Figure 5.28: Switching frequency (CSIII): Switching frequency considering
spatial dimension has no measurable significant negative effect. Duration of all
PVSs was the same.

Beyond the separate analysis of the results for each of the switching dimensions
discussed above, influence of the switching frequency, switching amplitude and
recency effect across all scenarios were also analyzed. The result underlined that
switching frequency has no significant influence, but the influence of switching
amplitude is significant with a ‘small effect’. In addition, the starting and ending
bitrates do have a ‘large effect’ (cf. Table 5.17): sequences starting and ending
at the high quality level yielding better perceptual quality scores compared to
sequences starting and ending at the lower quality levels. For this result, we want
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Table 5.18: Statistical test results about effect of switching frequency scenarios
presented in Figure 5.27.

HRC
F
p

10cII32

10cII31

10cII23

10cII13

0.017
0.894

0.013
0.908

0.021
0.883

1.644
0.204

Table 5.19: Statistical test results about effect of switching frequency scenarios
presented in Figure 5.28.

HRC
F
p

4sIII53

4sIII52

4sIII51

4sIII35

4sIII25

4sIII15

1.439
0.233

1.484
0.226

0.017
0.896

0.290
0.591

1.362
0.246

0.481
0.489

to note that, most probably the recency effect accounts largely for the ending
bitrate rather then the influence of starting bitrate. This is backed by a two-way
ANOVA of increasing and decreasing conditions.
We also found that the average bitrate of the test condition has only a ‘small
effect’ (F = 99.405, p < 10−4 , ηp2 = 0.047), but the switching direction (increase
vs. decrease) had significant ‘medium effect’ (F = 811.151, p < 10−4 , ηp2 = 0.119),
which supports the impact of the target quality level of the sequence. These
findings are in line with results from [133] but contradictory to results presented in
[117] and [109]. We explain this with the fact that, in [117] and [109] considerably
lower chunk lengths were used which led to flickering effects in the videos and very
low QoE scores accordingly. For the studies presented here, chunk lengths were
10 sec (LabII) and 4 sec (CSIII) which are in the typical range of current HAS
solutions [148]. For such externally valid chunk lengths, our results show that
higher frequent switching does not lead to lower perceived video quality. However,
other factors such as switching amplitude and recency effects do have a significant
and larger influence on the resulting quality perception.
CE-RQ3: What is the impact of content type on the QoE of different
switching strategies?
In Figure 5.29, the comparison between smooth and abrupt down- and up-switching
in different content is presented. It can be seen that the effect of different scenarios
varies in different content. This finding was confirmed by statistical analysis of
the results which showed a ‘large effect’ of the content on perception of both upand down-switching (cf. Table 5.17). In addition, the significant impact of content type on perception of abrupt and smooth switching were observed with ‘small
effect’ for down-switching and ‘very small effect’ for up-switching (cf. Table 5.17).
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(a) Down-switching
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Figure 5.29: Perception of down- and up-switching scenarios in different content. Bars are labeled according to the HRC and content codes in Table 5.12,
Table 5.6 and Table 5.14. The last letter in the code of LabI’s content refers to
the ‘video segment’ in variant I and variant II of test sequence (see Figure 5.9.

To study the influence of objective characteristics of the content on perceptual
quality of adaptation, content were classified by a combination of their amount of
spatial and temporal complexities (SI and TI). Subsequently, four content classes
were resulted as described in Subsection 5.2.3: low spatial-low temporal (LS-LT),
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low spatial-high temporal (LS-HT), high spatial-low temporal (HS-LT), and high
spatial-high temporal activity (HS-HT). The result of ANOVA showed that the
spatio-temporal characteristics has significant ‘medium effect’ on perception of
adaption. Specifically, perceptual quality of adaption in the HS-LT content class
was significantly lower compared to the other content classes. On the other hand,
influence of the spatial activity individually (difference of high spatial vs. low
spatial complexity) was significant with ‘low effect’, while in the case of temporal
activity (difference of high temporal vs. low temporal complexity) the influence
was significant with ‘medium effect’ (cf. Table 5.17).
In regard to impact of the content genre, by looking at the results over the
whole dataset (Figure 5.29) it was hard to derive a generic conclusion. However,
considering the results of the content used in each study, we can observe that the
perception of adaptation in Sport content is worse than the other content types.
CE-RQ4:Is it better to switch the quality or stay at a constant low
quality level?
An important question for service providers is whether quality adaptation does
yield better quality at all- and if yes, when (or at which quality level) adaptation
should be performed in order to achieve a true QoE improvement. To this end,
Figure 5.30 and Figure 5.31 compare the existing MOS for the PVSs with the
constant quality and also for the corresponded up-switching PVSs in LabI and
LabII.
Considering Figure 5.31, up-switching quality (IS2cI14, IS10cI14, IA2cI14 and
IA10cI14) yields significantly better QoE compared to the constant low video
quality like 2cI and 1cI (Adaptation vs. 2cI: F = 118.09, p < 10−4 , ηp2 = 0.032;
Adaptation vs. 1cI: F = 983, p < 10−4 , ηp2 = 0.221). Similarly, according to
Figure 5.31, quality adaptation yields a clear QoE gain only compared to the
lowest video quality level (1cII), as quality adaptation from the lowest to the
highest quality level (IS10cII13) results in significantly better QoE (F = 138.01,
p < 10−4 , ηp2 = 0.676). Hence, if video quality is at the lowest level (based
on the current study, equal or lower than 2cI in LabI, and equal or lower than
1cII in LabII), adaptation always improves the perceptual quality as the quality
improvement might compensate (positively) the annoyance effect of the quality
change.
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Figure 5.30: Increasing vs. constant quality (LabI): Adaptation significantly
outperforms (in terms of QoE) the lowest quality levels (1cI and 2cII).
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Figure 5.31: Increasing vs. constant quality (LabII): Adaptation significantly
outperforms (in terms of QoE) the lowest quality level (1cII).

5.3.4

Discussion

In this study, we investigated the influence of adaptation related parameters on
viewing experience by analyzing a large dataset obtained from four laboratory and
one crowdsourcing experiments. The test scenarios included numerous quality profiles for increasing and decreasing the video quality with different parametrization
and also quality oscillations. The stimuli were prepared by applying different
chunk lengths, video quality representations and switching dimensions (compression and spatial) on a large set of video content featuring different genres and
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different spatial and temporal characteristics, respectively. Our statistical analyses, which were performed on both individual studies and over the whole dataset,
demonstrated a strong symmetry between the studies, i.e., the influence of identical study factors was perceived resembling across different experiments. In the
following, these findings are further discussed and compared with available related
work.
CE-RQ1
One of our most important observations with respect to quality adaptation was
about the effect of smooth vs. abrupt switching. While no significant difference
between these scenarios was found for the quality up-switching, abrupt downswitching of the video quality was perceived significantly lower compared to the
smooth way. This indicates that a clear interaction effect exists between switching direction (up/down) and switching strategy (smooth/abrupt). However, this
finding also poses a practical challenge to improve adaptation algorithms, which
accordingly should avoid an abrupt drop of the quality if the bandwidth decreases.
Therefore, the process of down-switching the quality has to be initiated early
enough so that a smooth transition would be possible. This requires that lower
quality representations have to be additionally downloaded to be prepared for a
possible quality decrease. In order to not discarding such otherwise redundant
downloaded segments, SVC codecs could be used which can enhance an already
downloaded representation to higher quality levels [153, 154].
On the other hand, confirming results from [109], another influence factor we
found is the adaptation amplitude, defined as the video quality difference between
the current and target quality level. This effect could be a reason for the different
statistical outcome when comparing the results of LabI and LabII for smooth and
abrupt switching scenarios using 10 sec chunk12 . Therefore, we can also state that
perceptual performance of abrupt and smooth switching could be depended on
the difference between current and target quality levels. Hence, one need not to
be afraid of negative perceptual quality of abrupt switching when lower switching
amplitude (as in LabII) is involved in the adaptation decision.
CE-RQ2
Taking the aforementioned settings for quality oscillation scenarios into consideration, no significant effect of switching frequency on observers’ QoE was noticed.
12

See the results for Ix10cII13 and Ix10cI14, an also Dx10cII31 and Dx10cI41 in Table 5.15,
that despite of being based on the same switching pattern and chunk size, the study factor in
LabII was observed as non-significant
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This finding contradicts the statement that video quality switching is a degradation itself [102], but on the other hand it confirms the result of [133]. Thus, the
perceptual problems due to the adaptation intervals do not have to be considered
in the first place when seeking an appropriate chunk length for a HAS system.
Nevertheless, the trade-off between the reaction time and data volume due to the
chunk length still remains valid. This means that on the one hand chunk length
should be short enough to be able to adapt fast to changing network conditions,
on the other hand, using larger chunk length allows for higher coding efficiency
and lower overhead.
By studying the effect of starting and ending bitrate of the quality oscillation
scenarios, the significant influence of the recency with a ‘large effect’ was revealed.
This finding is in contrast to the results presented in [133] where no effect of the
ending quality was reported. However, the reason of different observations could
be related to the different parameters used to produce the quality oscillations in
the two studies (e.g. quality profiles, time staying on the last quality, etc.).
CE-RQ3
Our analysis of the results with regard to the content influence shows that content has a significant impact on subjective perception of video quality adaptation.
Depending on video characteristics as well as the user attention and focus a video
attracts, a quality change is perceived differently. Moreover, it has to be taken
into account that watching content triggers different psychological processes (e.g.,
understanding, liking, commitment) that interact with perception processes [110].
All these points are plausible explanations for different perceived quality of identical (abrupt/smooth) switching patterns.
In this respect, content-specific properties of the video offer several possibilities
which a HAS system can exploit for optimization. For example, the adaptation
intervals and dimensions (e.g., resolution, frame rate, image quality) can be selected in such ways that quality switches and degradation are obfuscated (e.g.,
video cuts, fast motion scenes). We also observed that taking the objective characteristics of the video into account, specifically spatio-temporal information, can
be beneficial to improve the adaptation viewing experience. In this sense, we identified that both spatial and temporal characteristics as well as their combination
exert significant influence on perception of quality adapted video sequences, although the temporal aspect might have a larger effect than spatial one. Thus, the
influence of these factors on HAS QoE is measurable. However, deriving a model
that comprehensively describes this influence remains an open research question.
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CE-RQ4
With regard to the question about quality switching or keeping the quality constant, our statistical analysis show that increasing the quality is beneficial in terms
of QoE. This finding is based on two different sets of video quality levels including
600 and 350 kbps as lowest quality level (see Table 5.11, Figure 5.30 and Figure 5.31). The reason behind this observation is not the mere up-switching the
quality per se. Considering the scenarios featuring the same average bitrate (e.g.
ISxcI14 and IAxc14), no significant difference can be found between their perceptual quality. However, comparing the scenarios that start on a certain quality level
and increase later on with those that stay constant on the initial quality level (e.g.
1cI), up-switching improves the viewing experience. This finding is in line with
the previous studies [98, 133] as well. Hence, HAS system should be able to switch
up to a higher quality as soon as possible.
Summary
Taking the settings considered in the current dataset into account, the results of
our statistical analysis show that the quality difference between initial and target
quality level (switching amplitude) for both up- and down-switching should be kept
as small as possible (CE-RQ1). By this approach, the negative perceptual effect of
the abrupt switching could be also avoided. With respect to switching frequency
in the quality oscillation scenarios (CE-RQ2), contradictory to previous studies,
no significant perceptual effect was observed. However, the recency effect caused
by the target quality level of the sequence was significant. Considering content
characteristics, our results show the influence of spatio-temporal characteristics of
the content on QoE of different switching behavior (CE-RQ3).
Our results also indicate interaction effects as well: while it is advisable to
perform smooth down-switching, we found no gain in doing so in up-switching
(CE-RQ1). In addition, while abrupt down-switches should be avoided, switching
up to a higher video quality level as soon as possible is beneficial (CE-RQ4).
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5.4

Type-I errors in video quality assessment:
lesson learned from unexpected experimental outcomes

5.4.1

Motivation

In studies presented in previous sections, subjective testing was chosen as the
investigation approach, since the best way to get knowledge about the user’s QoE
is in fact asking the users. As explained before, typically in subjective experiments,
panels of observers rate the quality of video clips that have been degraded in
various ways. When analyzing the results, the experimenter often computes the
mean over the experimental observations (MOS) and applies statistical hypothesis
tests to draw statistical conclusions.
A statistical hypothesis test is done by forming a null hypothesis (H0 ) and an
alternative hypothesis (H1 ) that can be tested against each other [155]. In video
quality assessment, the hypothesis test will often have the null hypothesis that the
two underlying MOS values are the same (indicating that no effect of the factor
under study) and the alternative hypothesis that they are different. If the result
is significant, the experimenter knows with high probability (typically 95%) that
H1 is true and in this case, that the MOS values are different. However, there is
still a small risk (5% in this case) that this observation is only by chance. This is
a Type-I error which means incorrectly concluding H1 is true when in reality H0
is the true hypothesis.
When there are more pairs of MOS values to compare, each comparison has the
above mentioned risk of error. This risk of error increases with the number of
MOS value comparisons which can be estimated by:
1 − (1 − α)n
where α is the CI per comparison and n is the number of comparisons [155]. For
100 comparisons at a 95% confidence level, this equals more than a 99% risk of at
least one Type-I error.
In this section, we demonstrate the consequences of Type-I errors in video quality assessment studies [156]. This work was motivated by the study presented in
Section 5.2, where in spite of observing large absolute differences between MOS
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Figure 5.32: Correlation between subjective scores for different content (cf.
Table 5.6) obtained from three experiments presented in Section 5.2. It can be
seen that the subjects’ judgment on different content is varied even in an identical experiment. This is more tremendous specifically in comparison between
the results of Audio and Acreo experiments where the perceived quality of some
of the test conditions in Documentary content was significantly lower in Audio
experiments.

values of three experiments (see Figure 5.12 and Figure 5.14), none of the effects
of audio presence (cf. UPM-Audio vs. UPM-NoAudio experiments) and testing
methodology (cf. UPM vs. Acreo experiments) were observed as significant. The
observed differences between the three experiments is highlighted differently in
Figure 5.32, where the correlation between the subjective scores of different experiments aggregated for different content-variant (cf. Figure 5.9) is presented.
Moreover, in Figure 5.33, we depicted the results for those PVSs with the large
deviating MOS in combined UPM data and Acreo. In spite of some (visually)
significantly difference in some of the PVSs, the result of the pairwise Tukey test
comparing the Acreo data once with the individual UPM experiments and later
on with the combined UPM data showed no single PVS significantly perceived
different in any of the cases.
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5.4.2

Study description

There are various statistical methods to compensate for Type-I errors. However,
the first important step is to know if the study is based on planned comparison
or post-hoc testing. If a set of comparisons are planned before collecting the
subjective data, then n, the number of comparisons, effectively drops and instead,
it will be the actual number of comparisons planned ahead [155]. Otherwise all
possible comparisons should be taken into account.
A common way to compare a set of means is to perform an ANOVA followed by
a post-hoc test. This is a two step approach where first ANOVA indicates whether
there is an overall effect, then a more refined tests (such as Tukey HSD) analyzes
whether there are any pairwise significant differences. However, it is quite difficult
to estimate how big is the influence of a particular number of comparisons on
efficiency of the statistical test. Fortunately, there is also a rather straightforward
method, suggested by Bonferroni [155], where the considered significance level (α)
is divided with the number of comparisons (n) so that the significance level for
each comparison will be α/n. The advantage here is that, it can be combined with
simple statistical tests like the Student’s T -test, while the disadvantage is that it
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can be overly conservative.
In this study, we consider the influence of multiple comparisons on required
number of the test subjects and on the differences between MOS to be statistically
significant towards investigating the RQ4 (introduced in Section 1.2). In addition,
we investigate this effect on the performance evaluation of objective metrics, based
in ITU-T Rec. P.1401 [157]. To this end, we analyze Pearson’s correlation for
multiple comparisons.
To analyze the significance of an effect, we consider the Student’s T-test with
equal standard deviations and same number of data points in the two mean values
(MOS), based on independent data samples. The simplified formula is:
tobs =

√
µ√
1 −µ2
n
2σ

For certain values of difference between the means (µ1 -µ2 ), number of data points
(n) and the standard deviations (σ), tobs will be determined. Then, the probability of significance (p) can be found using the table of values from Student’s
T-test. If the p-value is below the threshold chosen for statistical significance
(here α = 0.05), then the null hypothesis is rejected in favor of the alternative
hypothesis, indicating the factor under study is statistically significance.
In the following, we calculate the p-value for different inputs in order to get statistical significance in both aforementioned cases. Although this does not embrace
all the video quality experiments aspects, it still covers the important case where
an experiment has been repeated by different laboratories or different panels of observers. For instance, when comparing two experiments using the same distorted
videos, the experimenter might want to test whether the MOS difference is 1.0
or more on a 5-level rating scale (e.g. in one lab a video is rated “good”, but at
another it is just rated “fair”).

5.4.3

Results

Figure 5.34a shows the probability of significance based on MOS differences of 1.0
and 0.5 value. The choice of standard deviation to calculate the p-value is motivated by actual experiment, VQEG HDTV test [30], where the average standard
deviation was 0.7, similar to our study, Experiment II presented in Section 5.2.
Along the x-axis are the numbers of subjects, and along the y-axis are the p-values.
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Figure 5.34: Probability of significance in subjective experiments based on
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‘confidence level’ per comparison and ‘MOS difference’ in order.
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The vertical line indicates 24 test subjects, which is commonly used by VQEG
and recommended by ITU-T Rec. P.913 [35]. The horizontal lines show the p-value
indicated by the Bonferroni formula when making one comparison (alpha = 0.05,
green line), 100 comparisons (alpha = 0.0005, orange line), and 4950 comparisons
(alpha = 0.00001, blue line). In order to detect a difference in MOS values at the
95% CI, the difference curves (diff = 0.5 MOS and diff = 1.0 MOS) must be below
the alpha threshold.
It can be observed along the vertical 24 subject line that for one comparison, we
get significance for both MOS difference of 0.5 and 1.0 (the intersection of both
curves and the green line). With 100 comparisons and 24 subjects, only a MOS
difference of 1.0 is considered as significant (intersection of blue curve and purple
line). With 4950 comparisons, however, 24 test subjects cannot even detect a
MOS difference of 1.0.
This is illustrated differently in Figure 5.34b, where we have drawn the probability of significance for the cases of 20, 30 and 40 test subjects as a function
of MOS difference. When all pairwise comparisons are considered, as is typical,
at least 30 test subjects are needed for the Student’s T -test to conclude that 1.0
MOS difference is significant.
Let us now consider the impact of multiple comparisons when evaluating objective metrics with Pearson’s correlation [157]. Figure 5.35 shows the probability of
significance when the difference between the correlation coefficients are 0.05 (e.g.
difference between 0.85 and 0.90 correlation). Different curves represent different
number of data points (10, 100 and 1000).
100 data points is a common number in a single video quality experiment. Looking at this curve, we see that the significant differences can be expected when the
correlation is about 0.92, and only when we are doing only one comparison (cf.
intersection of red curve and orange line). However, when doing multiple comparisons, no significance can be detected from 100 data points.

5.4.4

Discussion

In this study, we investigated the effect of multiple comparisons on the statistical
level of significance that can be expected in subjective studies and objective metrics
evaluations. This effect can result in the Type-I error, which is often neglected
and therefore leads to wrong conclusions.
Our results show that there could be arguments to increase the number of test
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Figure 5.35: Probability of significance for Pearson correlations with a difference of 0.05, where N is the number of data points.

subjects normally used according to the standardized recommendations– especially
if the goal is to detect a 1.0 MOS deference and obtaining a strong effect.
For objective metric comparisons using correlation coefficients, it is difficult to
find any significance with few data points and correlations below 0.9. In this
case, multiple comparisons have a large impact on the final conclusion that can
be drawn.

Chapter 6
Conclusions and Future Work
6.1

Summary

Enhancing the Quality of Experience (QoE) of HTTP adaptive video streaming
(HAS) is receiving increasing attention nowadays. However, the possibilities for
adaptation in different dimensions and strategies, as well as feasibility of providing
the HAS service in different contexts arise various challenging steps towards achieving optimal QoE. On the other hand, due to novelties of the adaptive streaming
technology and corresponding visual degradations, there are substantial methodological issues for studying the QoE of adaptation strategies via current recommended assessment methodologies. Being mainly focused on signal fidelity and
short duration of stimuli, the available testing approaches fall short in accounting
the effects of adaptation process, thus, leading to invalid conclusions.
In this thesis, we investigated the impact of quality adaptation strategies on
the end-users’ perceived quality. As a starting point, a survey was conducted reviewing the state-of-the-art concerning subjective evaluation of the adaptive video
streaming QoE [116]. The survey revealed that the research on HAS is very active.
But also, it highlighted various open questions in this domain. A framework for
classifying and systematically addressing these open questions was proposed in
this study which is illustrated in Figure 6.1. The first step consists of identifying
whether the research question is new or not. If not (right side of the figure), it
should be checked whether it has been properly answered or not, due to, for instance, testing issues or inappropriate test method. In the latter case, new tests
should be run.
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Figure 6.1: Flow chart illustrating the types of open questions in HAS QoE
assessment. RQ denotes research questions. Items highlighted on the right side
of the figure represent the research works reviewed in Chapter 4. The lighter
parts on the left side represent the required steps to answer the remaining open
questions. Conducted studies presented in Chapter 5 address step III.II.

It is of course not always straightforward to know whether there has been testing
issue or if the evaluation method has been inappropriate. However, considering
several studies reviewed in this survey, some general rules can be driven to follow
when designing a test in order to avoid such issues: first, the methodology must
be chosen carefully along with the test material and the application under study.
This will ensure that the outcome of the study is really answering the targeted
research question(s). For the results to be useful and interpretable, it is important
to accurately document the test conditions. As a general rule in empirical sciences,
the documentation should be in such a way that the experiments can be replicated
(reproducible research) [7]. A detailed description may not be possible in all type
of publications, but in that case a more detailed complementary report should be
made available. Many articles we surveyed lack this kind of detailed information,
making it difficult to generalize the sometimes contradictory conclusions.
On the other hand, if a research question has never been addressed (left side
of Figure 6.1), it should be first identified whether existing methodologies can be
applied to answer this question. If not, a new method should be designed. This is
typically the case in HAS QoE assessment. In Section 4.3, we explained why new
testing methodologies are required.
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Thesis research questions revisited

Through the aforementioned survey, the open issues in regard to HAS QoE subjective evaluation were identified and thereby following research question RQ1 (firstly
introduced in Section 1.2) was answered.
RQ1 Taking the current state of research into account, what are the open questions in the field of adaptive video streaming QoE and related subjective
evaluation approaches?
Among the open issues found, the following ones were selected for investigation in
this thesis.
RQ2 Concerning the HAS switching behavior and related parameters
RQ2-1 What is the perceptual impact of abrupt vs. smooth switching?
Does switching direction (up- vs. down-switching) have any influence
in this regard?
RQ2-2 What is the perceptual impact of switching frequency and quality
oscillation?
RQ2-3 Does switching amplitude and chunk length have influence on QoE?
RQ2-4 Specifically in 3D video content, which adaptation scenario has better QoE performance? Does realization of visual discomfort due to
disparity impact on perception of quality adaptation?
RQ3 What is the influence of content characteristics on perception of HAS-related
effects?
RQ4 What are the requirements for HAS QoE subjective testing methodologies
and experiment design towards higher reliability and ecological validity of
the results?
Two laboratory studies (denoted as Experiment I and Experiment II) were designed in order to provide answer to RQ2 to RQ4, and subsequently two follow-up
studies of Experiment II were conducted. The main findings of these studies are
presented in the following.
Experiment I (targeting RQ2-1, RQ2-2 and RQ2-4)
In this study, presented in Section 5.1, we employed a range of high video quality
representations in 2D and 3D video formats in order to examine the influence of
various switching behaviors (smooth, abrupt and oscillation) as well as different
possibilities for the video freezing (with and without skipping) on the users’ QoE
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[137].
The most remarkable outcome was the significant effect of the video content
type which resulted in different visual quality perception of identical abrupt/smooth up/down-switching scenarios1 (RQ2-1). Specifically in 2D video, the significant lower perceptual quality of the increasing scenario including frame drop
in comparison to the one including only frame freezing was observed. However,
the observed statistically significant result could be due to the multiple performed
comparisons 2 .
Moreover, it was observed that the quality oscillations are hardly perceptible
when switching between high video quality representations, thus, one needs not to
be afraid of negative impact of the quality oscillation between high quality levels
(RQ2-2).
Regarding the quality adaptation in 3D video content (RQ2-4), switching from
3D to 2D format was perceived as the best option in order to overcome the network bandwidth reduction. On the other hand, the significant effect of the downswitching quality on visual discomfort of the test subjects and their lower perceptual quality ratings was observed. Further investigation would increase the
validity of this interaction effect.
Experiment II (targeting RQ2-1, RQ2-3, RQ3 and RQ4)
Taking the lesson learned from Experiment I into consideration and targeting some
other open research questions, Experiment II presented in Section 5.2 was designed
[142]. The objective of this study was twofold:
1. Investigating the subjective assessment methodology suitable for HAS QoE
evaluation (cf. RQ4)
2. Studying the perceptual impact of smooth vs. abrupt up- and down-switching
quality switching and chunk length in combination with different video content characteristics (cf. RQ2-1, RQ2-3 and RQ3)
To this aim, a set of commercial video content type were selected to provide
the adaptation scenarios to be examined through two testing methodologies: the
standardized ACR method [4] and CIETI semi-continuous method developed to
evaluate the long sequences. The CIETI method was employed in two separated
experiments using the video-only and also audiovisual stimuli; so in total three
subjective experiments were performed.
1

Further analysis of this effect was made in “Experiment II” and “Follow-up study I” presented in the following.
2
Further analysis in this regard was made in “Follow-up study II” presented in the following
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It was observed that, in some of the content the presence of audio (cf. CIETI
experiments) had positive effect on observers’ QoE ratings. This indicates that the
visual quality degradation might be less annoying when evaluating the audiovisual
stimuli (which is also closer to the actual use case) rather than only the video stimuli. On the hand, there did exist different observations for identical test scenarios
in different methodologies (ACR vs. CIETI). In spite of these evidences, on the
comparison between different experiments, no statistically significant effect was
obtained, i.e. the main effect of the audio presence and the testing methodology
were not significant3 . Based on this, the three subjective datasets were aggregated
into one to analyze the technical parameters.
Follow-up study I (targeting RQ2-1, RQ2-2, RQ2-3 and RQ3)
Analyzing the resulting dataset from Experiment II, different intersting observations about the adaptation technical parameters were remarked (see Subsection 5.2.3). In order to reinforce these observations , a cross-experimental analysis
was conducted in Section 5.3 considering the Experiment II data and another
dataset obtained from an external subjective study which was separately conducted to investigate the HAS QoE [149]. The resulting dataset from combined
internal and external studies then was from totally five subjective experiments
with the following features:
- Conducted in different environments (lab, crowdsourcing) and display settings
(PC/ laptop and TV)
- Including various quality profiles and parametrization from low to high range of
video quality
- Employing different chunk length, video quality representations and switching
dimensions
- Using a large set of commercial video content featuring different genres and
spatio-temporal characteristics.
The thorough statistical analysis of this holistic dataset demonstrated that not all
the assumptions and claims in the related work are robust and that they do not
hold true in several cases. Specifically,
→ The non-significant impact of the switching frequency on perception of quality
oscillation indicates that quality switching does not represent a degradation
per se.
3

Motivating by this finding (no effect of testing method and audio presence), “Follow-up
study II” was performed which is presented in the following.
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→ The negative QoE influence of abrupt vs. smooth switching is not omnipresent
(RQ2-1). It is rather connected to the switching direction by an interaction
effect. For decreasing the quality, smooth-switching behavior performs better, but for switching up to higher video quality, abrupt-switching as soon
as possible is beneficial.
→ The target quality levels influence on perception of the quality oscillation scenarios (RQ2-2). This can be explained by the well-known recency effect.
→ The influence of switching amplitude and chunk length on the perceived video
quality of adaptation (higher amplitude and smaller chunk size = lower QoE)
is confirmed (RQ2-3).
→ In regard to the content influence (RQ3), we observed that, taking the objective characteristics of the video into account, specifically spatio-temporal
information, can be beneficial to improve the adaptation viewing experience, although the temporal aspect might have a larger effect than spatial
one. However, deriving a model that comprehensively describes this influence remains as an open research question.
This study also showed that subjective data gathered in different lab contexts
provides comparable results. Hence, such data pooling can be effectively used for
comparing the perceptual quality of a large number of adaptation scenarios.
Follow-up study II (targeting RQ4)
In Section 5.4, we investigated the effect of performing multiple comparisons on
statistical levels of significance [156]. This effect increases the likelihood of effect sizes falsely identified as significant (Type-I error) and therefore could lead
to wrong conclusions. Motivation of this study was the no statistically significant
result obtained for the effect of audio presence and testing methodology in Experiment II in spite of observing some large absolute differences between the MOS
values of three experiments.
Our analysis showed that in order to obtain a strong effect from the statistical
analysis of the subjective results (in our case, the effect of testing methodology
and audio presence), it is necessary to increase the number of test subjects well
beyond the sample sizes proposed by current quality assessment standards and recommendations – especially if the goal is to detect a 1.0 MOS difference between
two effects.
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Future work

Overall, the experimental results presented in Chapter 5 show that the influence
factors on HAS QoE have different levels of importance. On the other hand,
evaluating the effect of these factors entails a particular testing approach and experimental design beyond the available guidelines and recommendations. Taking
into account the presented observations in addition to other open research questions which were not considered in this thesis (cf. Section 4.4), future works in
this area should include following aspects.
Expanding RQ2 towards identifying the optimal switching behaviors, it is of
particular interest to investigate a) the interaction effect between quality switching direction and switching strategy, b) the combined perceptual impact of initial
delay, stalling events, and quality switches all occurring in an identical sequence,
and c) the perceptual impact of different adaptation sets (encoding, spatial and
frame rate switching). Expanding all these studies into other contextual use cases
such as mobile devices would be also of great interest.
As discussed in , due to the high number of study parameters to be investigated
in regard to HAS QoE (partially addressed above), in addition to the long duration
of adaptation events, the full matrix design of the experiment on an event level
is hard to achieve. Thus, getting knowledge on how objective characterizations of
the HAS videos influence on the users’ QoE will help to understand and eventually
predict the subjective ratings. As an initial step, we can evaluate the applicability
of the state-of-the-art video quality metrics (e.g. [158, 159]) in estimation of the
perceptual quality of adaptation4 .
More in-depth investigation on effect of the content objective characteristics (cf.
RQ3) would include a) whether connecting the spatio-temporal complexity of the
content to regions of interest leads to different QoE results (the result of this study
could enhance the related adaptation schemes such as [160]) b) whether content
with a unique focus point in a scene (e.g. speaking person) makes difference in
QoE result, and c) how camera and content motion affect the subjective results.
Concerning RQ4, further attempt towards designing a realistic experiment and
testing methodology for evaluation of HAS QoE is recommended. In regard to
designing more realistic subjective experiment towards higher ecological validity
and results reliability, a set of recommendations is provided in Section 2.4 and
Section 5.4. Considering specifically the HAS QoE evaluation, investigating the
4

In this sense, a study has been initiated using the Experiment II data.
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relationship between “the QoE of long duration HAS video sequence” and “the
average of containing individual adaptation events’ QoE” would be of interest5 .
Based on this knowledge in addition to taking the actual experience of the users
into account (for instance, about general likability of the content and personal
trait on the whole viewing experience), we can understand how practically crucial
the individual QoE score of an adaptation event should be accounted. This will
help to define where the amount of focus should be placed to improve the ultimate
whole HAS viewing experience.
As discussed, there are several challenges towards QoE-driven adaptive streaming solutions. The existing challenges concern from reliable subjective assessment
of HAS user’s perception to its objective modeling. In the long run, QoE monitoring of HAS would be also one of the most important topics of interest as in
the other communication service categories [161]. Research in the mentioned issues along employing the presented observations will path a way towards these
challenges. Due to the large scale propagation of the time-variant video services,
network and service providers struggle to enhance and optimize their networks in
terms of customer satisfaction. An accurate model for HAS QoE and ultimately
its monitoring will enable them to manage their high-performance infrastructure
in an active way, and thereby assure high Quality of Experiences and customers
satisfaction.

5

A subjective study has been initiated in this sense taking into account the recommendation
of our study presented in Section 5.4.
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